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Fair , Cooler

Timely, Thrifty Ti p,

Toni ght; Partl y

Use

Cloud y Tuesday

Classified Ads

U. S. Unit Battered in Red Crossfire
Planes Save
Battalion From
Destruction

Stocks in Nose-Dive Following
Increase in U.S. Discount Rate

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Over- to their highest level in 35 years
riding the President' s economic today and the stock market repolicy, the Federal Reserve acted by plunging.
Board increased interest rates A total of 3.94-million shares

changed hands during the first the exchange began listing hourhour the New York Stock Ex- ly transaction figures in 1933.
change was open, the largest to- Some blue chip stocks fell 2 or
tal for an opening hour since more points. At the end of the
first half hour , the Dow Jones
industrial average was down
14.98 to 931.12.
Boosting of the interest rates
brought an immediate rebuke
from the President.
The board announced its decision Sunday night , saying higher rates will help prevent inflation and aid in overcoming the
persistent U.S. balance-of-payments deficit.
It ordered :
Dec. 13, in the ninth day of the — An increase in the discount
scheduled Gemini 7 endurance
mission, but Haney said Flight rate from 4 to 4.5 per cent, its
Director Chris C. Kraft was highest level since 1930. This is
"looking into that eighth day the interest the 12 regional Fedpossibility."
BULLETIN
At Cape Kennedy , however , a
JOHNSON CITY, Tex. m
space agency spokesman said — President Johnson called
the crew was that far ahead in
Chairman William McChesonly one phase of the operation
ney Martin of the Federal
—the electrical mating of the
Reserve Board to the LBJ
spacecraft to the Titan 2 booster
Ranch today to discuss the
rocket.
economic outlook and the
A spokesman for the Martin
board's move — deplored
Co., prime rocket contractor, by Johnson — to increase
said the booster phase of the interest rates.
preparations was only about
Martin and three other
four hours ahead. He added that
top government experts on
the possibility of a Dec. 12 economic affairs arrived at
launch was rather slim.
the ranch from Washington
The Gemini 6 spacecra ft will about 11 a.m.
Accompanying M a r t i n
fly at 17,500 miles an hour in
pursuit of the Gemini 7. Pilots were Secretary of the Treasury Henry H. Fowler, Budof the two ships will attempt to
get Director Charles L.
rendezvous in the skies and
score a spectacular space first Schultze and Chairman
by flying in formation several
Gardner Ackley of the Counhours.
cil of Economic Advisors.
Gernini 7 began its 28th orbit
eral Reserve banks charge on
at 9:40 a.m. (EST).
As Borman and Lovell awoke loans made to member comfrom a sound sleep, Russia was mercial banks. . Any upward
attempting to stage its own spec- movement generally spreads
throughout the entire credit
tacular.
structure
— applying to conA Soviet space capsule hurtled
through space toward the moon sumers who buy houses, cars
and a possible soft landing in and other goods on the installthe Ocean of Storms about 4:50 ment plan.
p.m. (EST). If the mission suc- — An increase In the maxiceeds, the instrument package mum interest banks may pay on
could radio back valuable inior- specified time deposits of more
mation on the lunar surface, than 30 days from 4.5 to 5.5 per
data essential to a manned land- cent, its highest level ever. This
might tend to attract money
ing.
from other areas — the stock
Haney reported the tracking market, savings and loan assostation at Carnarvon , Australia , ciations , for example — into the
had to call the Gernini 7 several banks.
times before the astronauts The board left unchanged the
awakened , but that Lovell re- 4 per cent interest ceiling on
sponded with a cheery "good regular savings accounts.
The administration is powermorning to you !"
less to alter the actions. Although board members are appointed by the President , they
compose an independent agency, subordinate to no one.
In Johnson City, Tex., Presiden t Johnson said: "I regret , as
do most Americans , any action
that raises the cost of credit ,
particularly for homes, schools,
hospitals and factories. "
WASHINGTON UH - The Supreme Court refused today to
Goodfellows
step into a dispute between Wiconsin and Minnesot a over conContributions
struction of a power plant .
$1,086
Wisconsin wante d the court to Previously listed
block construction of the plant Agnes and Louise
Prendzinskl
3
on Lake St. Croix at Oak Park
Heights, Minn. The last 120 Mt. Vernon Beacons
miles of the St. Croix River
4-H Club , Minneform a border between the two
iska
2
states and Wisconsin said the Edwin A . Brown
5
plant would cause irreparable
harm to the river valley.
Total to Date
$1,096
The court gave no reason as
it announced in a brief order
they would not take the case.
It noted that Chief Justice Earl
Warren , and Associate Justices
Potter Stewart and Abe Fortas
felt the court should hear argument. The order noted also that
Justice William O. Douglas took
no part in the decision.

AP NHA MAT, South Viet
Nam (AP) — A Communist regiment with 50-caliber machine
guns set for a murderous crossfire battered an American battalion Sunday in the hardest
fighting the 1st Infantry Division has encountered in Viet
Nam.
"God, they were firing from
everywhere," one survivor reported. "The 50-caliber was the
worst. But they were in trees , in
holes, everywhere. Some even
dressed like trees , and we only
knew what they were when they
fell or fired. "

Gemini 7 in Third
Day of 14-Day Trip

SPACE CENTER , Houston,
Tex. (AP) — Astronauts Frank
Borman and James Lovell Jr.
sped smoothly around the world
today and preparations moved
ahead at a fast rate for the attempt by two manned Gemini
spacecraft to carry out the
world's first rendezvous in
space.

Paul Haney, the voice of Misson Control at Houston, reported
pad crews were running 14 to
16 hours ahead of schedule in
the race to launch astronauts
"Walter Schirra Jr. and Thomas
P. Stafford in the Gemini 6
spaceship from Cape Kennedy,
Fla.
The launch Is schednled for

PREPPING FOR A RENDEZVOUS . . . Crane raises the
Gemini & spacecraft into position atop a Titan n rocket at
Cape Kennedy Sunday. Astronauts Walter Schirra and Thomas Stafford are scheduled to fee sent aloft into space from
Cape Kennedy a week from today for a rendezvous with
Gemini 7 with astronauts Frank Borman and James Lovell
aboard. (AP Photofax )

FINAL CHAPTER ACCEPTED

Church Condemns
Nuclear Warfare

VATICAN CITY (AP) - The
Vatican Ecumenical Council
gave a dec isive vote of approval
today to its final schema , on
modern world problems.
Pope Paul VI promptly accepted the document although

an unusually large number of
prelates voted against its blanket condemnation of nuclear
warfare .
The fiercely contested schema
emerged from the voting with
the largest bloc of opposition
votes of any of the council's decrees — 251. Council spokesmen
said 2,111 prelates voted for it.

Excommunication
said the chapter
Of Luther May Be onSpokesmen
war and peace containing the
condemnation of nuclear warhad been opposed by 483
Lifted by Catholics fare
council fathers in earlier secVATICAN CITY (AP ) - Roman Catholic circles speculated
today that the mutual lifting
of centuries-old Roman Catholic
and Orthodox excommunications
could lead to similar action toward Martin Luther.
The Vatican announced Sunday that the mutual excommunications of St. Pope I^eo IX and
Patriarch Michael Caerularius
of Constnntinoucl , which led tothe great .schi«m between Ihe
Roman Catholic and Orthodox
churches in 1054 , would be annulled Tuesday in simultaneous
ceremonies in St. Peter 's Basilica and Ista nbul.

tion-by-section voting. The chapter "got 1,710 favorable votes,
well above the required twothirds maj ority but relatively
low as council votes have gone.
Many American prelates opposed the ban-the-bomb tone in
the section.
Council spokesmen said another kev section, of the document , urging further birth control studies and suggesting Roman Catholicism 's ban on contraception may no»t be final , was
approved by a vote of 2,047-155
in the section-hy-scction vote.

Unconfirmed rumors circulated here that Patriarch Athena *
goras of Constantinople might
come to Rome for the closing of
tho Vatican counci l Wednesday .
Coupled with the reports of
Atlicnngor as coming to Home;
was the ivpectilation about Martin Luther , whose criticism o£
tho Roman Catholic Church in
the Kith cvntury led to the Protectant Re formation. A move to
rehabilitate Luther has been
urged (or some time; by a j oint
Gftrinan-Liilhernii - Catholic association seeking lo advance the
Christian unity cause.

FKDKRAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Fair nnd a little colder tonight
wit h a low of ia-24 , Fair to part ly cloudy and warmer Tuesday
with an aftcrnon high of 32-aa.

WEATHER

LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m, Sunday:
Maximum, 38; minimum. 31;
noon, 35; precipitation , none.
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today :
Maximum , 44; minimum. 24 ,
noon , 28; precipitation , none.

Supreme Court
Refuses to Hear
NSP Dispute

McNamara Shuts
Down 149 More
Military Bases

WASHINGTON (API-Secretary of Defense Itobort S, McNamara loday ordered 14!) more
bases closed , consolidated or
substantially reduced.
McNamara told a news conference tho actions , calculated
to save $410 million a year , "'will
be completed without decreasing
military effectiveness or l imiting our current and future activities in Southeast , Asia. "
Coupled with 70:i previous
base closing and cutdowns ordered since March lafi l , the new
moves will bring; total savings
lo $1.5 billion a year , MrNanuira
said.
The affected ba ses are loon ted
in 30 slates, the District of Columbia and 10 foreign countries.

TAIL OF WRECKAGE . . . Tail section
of Eastern Airlines Constellation that collided in air with TWA jet liner stands in
field near Nort h Salem , N.Y., where it

crash landed Saturday night. Mangled section of one of the plane's four engines is in
foreground. Main part of fuselage was found
in the same field. (AP Photofax )

Red China Drive Pilot Gives
Feared in Thailand Life Saving

American casualties were
heavy. The ground troops said
they wer e saved from being
wiped out because U.S. Navy
and Air Force jets hammered
the Viet Cong relentlessly.
Tho full extent of Communist
casualties probably will never
be known. Division officials said
an estimated 200 or more Viet
Cong died in the fierce fighting
40 miles northwest of Saigon.
However, troops sent into tha
dense jun gle to retrieve American dead said they saw onl y 40
to 50 Viet Cong dead. This was
more dead than the Americana
suffered.

There were conflicting reports
as
to whether the attacking
By WILLIAM L. RYAN
dominate the whole Southeast
force included North VietnamAsia mainland.
AP Special Correspondent
ese regulars. The Communists
were dressed in three distinct
Exactly a year ago, Red Chi- To these leaders, the peril
na set in motion machinery for seems more acute in view of NORTH SALEM, N.Y. (AP) uniforms, one of them jungle
a new "people's war" in South- Red China's quarrel with Mos- — Eastern Airlines pilot Charles green with steel helmets.
The only surviving officer in
east Asia , in the style of Viet cow and its setbacks elsewhere: J. White apparently sacrificed
frustration in the India subcon- his life while helping to evacuNam .
ate passengers after crash-landToday, anti-Communist lead- tinent , failure of policy in Africa ing
his propeller-driven plane
ers scent danger, seeing in Pe- and the fiasco of the Peking-ori- following a collision Saturday
ented
Communist
party
of
Inking's activities a new stage in
with a Trans World Airlines jet.
a nibbling process by which the donesia .
Chinese may hope eventually to Apart f r o m Viet Nam , Three other persons lost their
lives and 50 were injured . The
Chinese communism has had two planes carried 112 persons .
little luck in the non-Communist Survivors and investigators
Orient. Before the calamity alike praised the flying skill of
which befell Indonesia 's Reds White and of the TWA pilot ,
following an abortive Oct. 1 Capt. Thomas H. Carroll , who
coup, there were signs they guided his craft — minus a 30were trying to reactivate the foot section of wing — to a safe
Hukbalahap Communist insur- landing at Kennedy Internationgency in the Philippines, but al Airport.
that movement, which collapsed
Federal Investigators are
10 years ago, apparently has
disintegrated into squabbling probing the cause of the crash.
The body of Capt. White, 42, a
bands of ideologically inclined
PARIS (AP ) — President bandits.
World War II bomber pilot, was
Charles de Gaulle maintained
found Sunday midway down the
silence today after French votsmashed and charred cabin of
ers handed a stinging rebuff to
his four-engine Constellation.
BATTLE SITE . . . Malhis bid for first-round victory in
Standing beside the wreckage,
tese
Cross locates Ap Nha
the presidential election.
Oscar Balcke, regional director
With a record turnout of 84.9
of the Federal Aviation Agency, Mat , South Viet Nam , where
per cent of the voters , De
said: "All I can say is it is fan- elements of the U.S. 1st InGaulle polled only 43.96 per cent
tastic that people walked away. fantry Division beat off a
of the vote in the first round of
The pilot must have done a won- fierce attack by Viet Cong
voting Sunday. This forced him
derful job."
soldiers Sunday in dense
into a run-off Dec. 19 with leftThe planes collided about two jungle growth. Both sides
winger Francois Mitterrand , the
Denver , Colo. Ifl)
— Andy miles above northeastern WestNo 2 man in the six-man race. Berg, national commander of chester County , flying at a com- suffered heavy casualties.
(AP Photofax Map)
These were the results from the Veterans of Foreign Wars , bined speed of perhaps 1,000
nearly 24 million valid ballots in said Sunday it is in favor of miles an hour. White was pi- one company was 2nd Lt. Stebombing industrial sites in loting his ship on a shuttle run phen A. Douglas of Columbus ,
metropolitan France :
Charles de GauUe 10,504,007 North Viet Nam if that is need- from Boston to Newark , N.J. Ohio.
The TWA jet was er route non"The men put up one hell of a
ed to win the war.
for 43.96 per cent.
stop to New York from San fight ," he said. "Men assaulted
"Officially
we
have
no
stand
Francois Mitterrand 7,655,042
the enemy positions knowing
on any of the issues other than Francisco.
for 32.04 per cent.
Arthur D. Lewis , Eastern 's they would die. More died
winning
the
war
itself
.
If
to
do
Jean Lecanuet 3,770,771 for
and gener- trying to save wounded buddies.
that we must bomb industrial senior vice president
15.78 per cent.
al manager , issued a statement There were too many acts of
sites
in
North
Viet.
Nam
or
JeanLouis
Tixier-Vigananin New York Sunday night heroism to say any one man
cour 1,269,095 for 5.31 per cent. blockade the port of Haiphong, praising the "superb airman- was a hero. "
we
are
for
it
,"
he
said
.
Pierre Marcilhacy 414 ,056 for
ship" of White. Lewis said
Berg was In Denver for the White apparentl y died while Viet Con g assault waves at
1.73 per cent.
Marcel barbu 278,420 for 1.16 VFW' s 66th anniversary celebra- trying to help passengers from one point forced one group of
Americans to abandon their
tion.
per cent.
the flaming wreckage.
wounded buddies. The troops
organized a larger force and
battled their way bnck in to get
their bleeding men out.
One American lay wounded
all night among the bodies of his
comrades while the Viet Cong
picked over the battlefield ,
stripped dead Americans of
their weapons and ammunition
and took away rlcad Communists and their weapons.
The American battalion was
the same unit that fought tho
Big Red One 's previous bloodiest engagement, at Bnu Bung
about 7 miles to the east. A few
miles to the north is the IWichelin rubbe r plantation where
the South Vietnamese 7th Regiment was crushed last week.

Passengers

Gen. De Gaulle
Forced Info
Runoff Election

VFW Commander
Asks Bombing of
Vital Red Targets

H <rk SHOPPING
U O DAYS LEFT

CHRIS TMAS SEALS tightTB and
other RESPIRATORY DISEAS ES
MOURNS SLAIN BUDDIES ..._ _ . A young soldier of Ilia
First Infantry Division kneels beside bodies of two of his
buddies who were killed hy Viet. COII R crossfire In n blood y
battle Sunday at Ap Nha Mat , 40 miles northwest of Saigon
in South Viet Nam , (AP Photofax by radio from Saigon)

ONI-', WHO SURVIVED . . . American soldier gives n
drink of wafer lo member of the First Infantry Division
today after he was found wounded on the battlefield at. Ap
Nha Mat where murderous crossfire batt ered the U.S. forces
Sunday. (AP Phot ofax by radio from Saigon)

?hrr pn>i»nc »« our position 1
life By M triple companion , let *
: lake muifhrr look nl t he camel
In A sense, no ' s-n . cnnlfinkc-rou <!
boast Mr moves only about
|three mile* nn hour, and when
hired , refuses tn move at nil
/ Vet this critter is most valuable
(in (he hot desserts of Northern
( Africa and Arahimnrl the cold
i deserts of Control Asia. It can
! How important are you—thai ! carry 500 or 600 lbs., live or
Is , what is the value ol the spot thorny plants , and go for long
you fill in the daily walk of j(J periods without water. Its f eet
I life? You may be better able to j[ are broad , allowing it footing
j evaluate this after today 's !! where a horse couldn 't go. This
"Something to Live By " col- uncomely creature would prove
umn.
a beautiful sight to a weary
North
Vietnamese
troops
is
conSAIGON. South Viet Nam munist forces , in what ha.s long highlands. Its headquarters Is
1
( AP I — Four North Vietnamese been Viet Cong-dominated terri- large , highly mobile nnd In- sidered good, their discipline I I suspect if all the beasts of traveler of desert lands because
i burde n were to be lined up and j of its unusual ability to fulfill
regiments have moved to within tory , certainly will mean hitter cludes more than 1 ,000 men and ' and dedication excellent.
J
j Desp ite what on« military '1 we were to pick the most val- !; its tasks as a beast of burden in
PO miles of Saigon as Commu- j fighting for trie U.S. 1st Infantry a radio network.
mst strength in South Viet Nam ' Division and Vietnamese units
A key factor about the north- ; source called a thousand reports uable animal , looks would enter its own locale.
reached a record hi p,h . informed nort h of Saigon.
ern regiments , whi ch number of Chinese Communists opera- in. The appealing lines of a
PEOPLE SHOULD he evaluatmilitary sources report.
from 2 ,000 to 2,500 men each , is ¦ ting in South Viet Nam , there is i sleak horse compared to the
A South Vietnamese regiment that they are fighting units with ; no proof of this , according to i bulky , awkward silhouette of ed , not in the sense that one is
ln all, nine North Vietnamese , was destroyed
I n vicious !
the camel , for example , might ; professional and the other a
regular regiments have been j fighting 35 miles north of Saigon ! a minimum of personnel who do ! military circles.
i
The North Vietnamese and cause us to determine the horse laborer , but rather , according
not carry guns into action.
confirmed as prcsenl in South last week.
Prisoners from the division j] Viet Cong share a historic aver- I the most valuable. But what we to the manner in which one
Viet Nam. two more than re¦
! would mean is, it's both useful utilizes his or her abilities. If
porter! earlier.
As the invasion steps np, ¦ have said they moved by truck - sion to the Chines e and have I and pleasant to look upon ahd we all had the ability to do re'• from Cambodia into the Ia I| developed tactics so good they
1
more
information
on
North
VietIntelligence estimate.! say (he
I we prefer the like of th is beast search , there would be no one
1
northern units total about M.000 namese movements comes from ' Drang Valley area for the re- ]j may believ e foreign advisers to be in a sense, of the most developing the ability to utilize
cent battle with the U.S. 1st Ca- ] would be superfluous.
men "V iet Conp strength is giv- defectors and prisoners .
All the North Vietnamese importance to mankind. How- our findings. So, enlarge on
en at about 234.000 full-time
The five and possibly six regi- valry. Some had Cambodian
ever , the decision would only be what you are best able to do,
puerrillas.
ments operatin g in the central money, and most described troops are north of Saigon and a proper one when we consider remembering that chancse are
their
life
as
pleasant
across
the
have
yet
to
appear
in
the
fertile
Tbe invasion by North Viet ¦ highlands are supplied by two i border.
Mekong delta. No American what it is we intend the best to j you r task is important or else
Nam — and officials here call it] recently completed roads and :
| no one would pay you to per;
troops are in the delta. This : do.
form it. ("Iain the rifhl nersneejust that — began slowly earlier ] by air , via Cambodia. A dirt J Diplomatic sources say use of suggests that the North Viet- I
IN SOME part s of the world tive on this, and very likely
thi * year The present level of ; airfield is about four miles in- ! Cambodian territory by the namese regulars are under orinfiltration runs in excess of! side Cambodia , northwest of North Vietnamese and Viet ders to concentrate on the de- the camel is by far the most you will soon be on the road to
valuable. Now let's turn our in- greater things. Neglect your
about a regiment a month. The ' Pleiku . the Vietnamese High- Cong does not necessarily imply struction of American units.
terest to men and our evalua- ability, and much of its value
ligurc i.s expected to double land Corps headquarters.
collusion with the Cambodian i
tion
of the lot each fills in his will soon be lost.
soon to 4 ,500 a month.
government.
On
the
contrary
,
Three of the regiments there
function upon this ever-chang- How about it? How valuable
are from the North Vietnamese many believe , Prince Sihanouk , Boat Works Buys
The fonr highly mobile regl- j 325th Division , which formerly the Cambodian head of state , is
ing sphere called the world. Too
the spot you fill in this walk
ments . whose positions can and |had its headquarters in northern powerless to act short of enter- Ski Making Firm
often we score the value of the is
of life?
do change overnight , are ranged I Cambodia near the Laotian ing the war.
personality,
¦
ST. PAUL (AP ) — Northland person by his looks,
in a fan from northwest of the |frontier . Now its headquarters The North Vietnamese , units Ski Manufacturing Co. . St. Paul , and prestige. But there is more,
;
NO
COMMUNICATION
capital near the Cambodian bor- ] in west of Kontum City in South do not depend on the country- : is being sold to Larson Boat and evaluation again is a relatder in Tay Ninh Province ] Viet Nam , about 260 miles north side or captured weapons for Works , Inc , Little Falls, Minn. ed thing. Ability (all things be- WICHITA , Kan . (AP) through Binri Long to the east- ) of Saigon .
their supplies and arms. They Ambrose
Lund ,
Northland ing equal) is a very important Wichita Mayor William Tarrant
ern edge of Long Khanh Prov- ]
are outfitted and well supplied treasurer , said the Larson firm factor in the measuring of the chose communications as his
ince
topic for a talk to a state meetThe division brought 1n an j with the latest Communist-bloc had made an offer and it was part one fills in life.
Although no one expects an ; estimated total of 25,000 ton s of j weapons, mostly made in Red accepted. The amount of money Each of us that enjoys a nor- ing of city officials.
all-out assault on Saigon , the supplies before* it opened its China.
! involved in the transaction was mal function in life has certain - When he began to speak the
sudden strengthening of Com- campaign for control of the Generally, the moral e of the not disclosed.
abilities , and if enlarged upon. loud speaker wouldn 't work.
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Cut the college problem
down to size
It 's too big, too important to let slide.
The problem : Colleges are facing greatly increased
enrollments every year.
But they may not be able to afford the facilities,
equipment and qualified teachers to train these potential leaders.
That makes it our problem.
We urgently need leaders to pjan wise use of our
national resources, manpower and human skills.
A loss in leadership would be a threat to oureconomy.
It would affect jobs, opportunities, living standards.
Keep our leaders coming, by helping colleges meet
the cost of educating them. Give to the college of your
choice.

College is America's best friend
Published at i public tervle» In cooperation wl* The Advertising ¦<*** ».
Council , the Council for Financ ial Aid to Education and the t _w5
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Newspaper Advertising Executive s Association.
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Wine House In Bluff Siding

The WINE HOUSE
"An Exclusive Drive-In Dispensary "
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Jury Hearing
$35,000 Suit

Walter C, Hoppe told the story
this mornin g in District Court
of an accident which inflicted
whiplash injuries on his neck
I xk years ago , but his attorney
has warned the jury to expect
conflicting testimony from the
defendant's side.
Hoppe , 68. 1851 Gilmore Ave.,
told the story of the "rear-end"
collision which injured him
April 7 . 1964. a( 2nd and Center streets to a jury which had

No Inductions
Dec. 23-26

WASHING-TON (AP ) - Telegra ms have been sent state Selective Service directors advising them that inductions of draftees by the Army will be suspended from Dec. 23 until after
Dec. 26, a spokesman said today.
The action Friday followed
announcement earlier that day
by the Continental Army Command at Ft. Monroe , Va. that
dra ftees would not be 'sent from
induction centers to reception
centers between Dec. 22 and 27.
The Selective Service spokesman said the telegrams were
sent so late Friday that they
may not have reached state directors in time for word to be
passed out to local boards before today.

Arcadia Projects
To Meet Dec. 13

ARCADIA. Wis. (Special ) The annua ' meeting of Arcadia
Projects. Inc. will be Dec. 13
at 8 p.m. in the Willie Wiredhand room in Trempealeau Electric Co-op building.
Three directors will be elected for three years to succeed
Nic Jensen Harry Trowbridge
and Harold Maloney . whose
terms expire. Jensen is board
president .
Arcadia Projects , Inc. , was organized in 1955 by a group of
local citizens. In 1956 t hey constructed a factory and leased
it to Abel & Bach , a Milwaukee
firm , which operated it as Arc adia Industries. Inc., Cabinets
for record players and other
items were made.
In May 19t>3 the firm became
a subsidiary of Walco American
Corp of New York City. Last
Feb. 1 Arcadia Industries was
purchased by Daniel J . Smith,
Arcadia , who1 had been manager,
and William Schroeder . Chicago,
who are operating as Arcadia
Manufacturing Co.
Arcadia Manufacturing has a
15-year lease on the real estate,
wdth option to buy at the end
of the lease period. Total production at the factory is at an
all-time hipli , with 304 employes
on the payroll. The 10-month
payrol l from Feb. 1 to Dec. 1
ivas $602,000.
The Arcadia Projects clinic
account alj o will be reviewed
at the meeting

just been p icked this morning
to hear his case.

ATTORNEY Duane M. Peterson , representing Hoppe. estim ated just compensation for his
client's injuries at $35,000 in a
written complaint filed last winter.
Defendant in the case is N.
A. Roverud Co., 21 Liberty St.,
which owned the station wagon
that struck Hoppe 's car. Attorney William M. Hull £epresents
" . f,n " '
the company .
The plaintiff described his
health prior to the accident.
Over the years , he had had operations for appendicitis, ulcers,
gall bladder and hernia conditions. Heart trouble began in
1954, and he had a mild case of
arthritis pri or to the a ccident ,
Hoppe told the court.
He received a "whiplash"
neck injury in an accident in
I960, Hoppe said; but this trouble had been cleared up by the
time of the 1964 mishap.

Two Slightly Flood
Hurt in City
Street Mishaps
Two minor injuries and $575
damage resulted from two traffic accidents Sunday and early
today on Winona streets, according to police reports.
Daniel A. Ferch , 23. Albert
Lea , Minn., was bruised when
he fel l asleep while driving east
on Gilmore Avenue today at
1:28 a.m. and smashed into a
telephone pole at the south curb
of the avenue, he told police.
Damage to the front of his
car was estimated at $300, and
there was about $25 damage to
the pole, which is located in
front of 1927 Gilmore Avenue.
Patrolmen Joseph F. Bronk and
Milton Ronnenberg investigated.

CITY ACCIDENT BOXSCORE
To Date
1SR5
1964
Deaths
..
6
HOPPE SAID that le was
1
425
440
driving west on 2nd Street be- Avccidents ..
Injuries .. ..
178
168
hind two pickup trucks April
Property
7, 1964, when the first truck
Damage
$17fi ,009 $97,386
stopped at Center Street, signaling a left turn . Hoppe said that
he stopped about 15 feet behind
Patricia R . Thrune , 35, 302
the second truck after looking in W. 4th St., was driving north
his rear-view mirror to see if on Highway 43 Sunday at 2:30
anyone was following.
p.m. when her car was struck
,No one was close behind him , from the rear by a car driven
the plaintiff testified.
north by Wilbur L. Steffen . CaleJust as he was about to move donia , Minn., according to a
forward again , Hoppe s-aid, he police report.
Miss Thrune told police that
was struck from behind. The
impact first whipped his head she had slowed for the highand shoulders back across the way 's intersection with U.S. 61rear of the driver 's seat , then 14 while the light was green
Hoppe snapped forward again. and stopped when the light
His glasses landed on the turned yellow. The accident folshelf behind the back seat , lowed immediately, and Miss
Hoppe said . He was dizzied by Thrune complained of pain aftthe collision , the plaintiff told erward.
Damage was $150 to the rear
the court; but he recalled the
driver of the other car , a sta- of the Thrune car and $100 to
tion wagon , telling him , "I just the right front of the Steffen
vehicle. Patrolman Roy J.
wasn't looking, that's all ."
Peterson introduced in evi- Nelson investigated.
dence repair bills on Hoppe's
car totaling $199.05.
THE PLAINTIFF testified
that he underwent treatments
both in Winona and at the Mayo
Clinic for more than a year after the accident. He still occasionally wears a neck brace
(which he put on for the jury
to see) , Hoppe said.
The plaintiff testified that he
takes pain pills which keep his
headaches and neck pains substantially under control . He had
an adverse reaction to the pain
pills at first , but now he takes
an "antidote" to counteract
this , Hoppe told the court.
Finally, Hoppe demonstrated
for the jury how he can just
turn his head slightly to the left
but has roughly half of normal
movement to the right. He can
force his head farther around,
Hoppe said; but the pain with
this movement, is terrific, he
explained.
Judge Arnold Hatfield recessed the trial for lunch with Attorney Hull ready to begin
cross-examination of Hoppe.
Jurors are : George Billskemper, Ray Brugger , David
Polema , Mrs. Earl F. Berger ,
Raymond A. Knopf , Harry
Foust , Bert Gile , Mrs. William
J. Wiech , Mrs. Lillian R.
Woods, Mrs. Vernon Flint , Mrs.
Richard D. Braithwaite and
Alex Lurkowski.

Cash Stolen
From Machine
In WSC Dorm

Aided by favoring fall weather , construction crews are continuing to work on new permanent levees at Prairie Island
this week.
One dike section , that from
Dam 5A to the Latsch Prairie
Island Park deer park , is virtuall y complete . Earth moving
vehicles now are hauling fill to
the southeastern reaches of the
island front ing on Crooked
Slough.
THE EXISTING dike along
Crooked Slough , built for emergency purposes last spring, is
being rebuilt, lt is excavated to
the former roadway, which was
covered last spring by a dozen
feet of earth. The bituminous
material is then pulverized and
put back into the permanent
dike structure. Engineers said
the bituminous material must
be removed so that upper parts
of the earth dike can fuse with
the base.
Additional concrete work will
be done at the Prairie Island
flood gate which is expected to
withstand an 8-foot head. Corrugated metal tubing will be
placed at each end of the present gate tunnel, extending the
passage about 80 feet on the
river side and 70 feet on the
landward side. The extensions
will be embedded in concrete.
These extensions will allow
for increased width of the dike
and will permit the present
structure to be used instead of
being replaced.

Dike Building Continues

NEW AND OLD . . . Earth mover travels on new permanent levee at Prairie Island. At right is portion of temporary dike at the deer park. The new dike is several feet higher.

At this point the permanent levee will jo e, toward Straight
Slough to embrace a dozen parcels of private property .

FINAL LOCATIONS of a dike
portion that will protect homes
on the island are still being plotted. Engineers said this part of
the work probably will be finished next spring. Meanwhile , the
temporary dike from the island deer park to the comer of
Crooked Slough will stay in
place.
Some work on outfalls emptying into Crooked Slough from
the Chicago and North Western
fr eight yards will continue
through the winter.
All work on this portion of
the flood control system is part
of Phase I of the overall plan .
Pliase II still has not been fully
planned since locations of east
end dikes have not yet been
fixed by the Army Corps of Engineers.

Up to $150 may have been
taken from two washing maPHASE I of the project will
chines broken into Sunday night be completed next fall , engiFLOOD GATE . . . Coffer dams and well points keep
about 150 feet so dike can be widened. Here sections of th«
in a men's residence h all at neers said. According to pres- water away from opening of the Prairie Island flood gate.
metal pipe are lowered into place for assembly and installaWinona State College, Police ent expectations, bids for Phase
Normal water line is visible on concrete at center. Addition al
tion . (Daily News photos)
Chief James W . McCabe re- II will be sought next year.
concrete and corrugated metal pipe will lengthen the tunnel
ported today .
Park Construction Co.. MinneMrs. Fae Griffith , dormitory apolis , is prime contractor for
director , told police today at 4 Phase I. Overseeing the work
DakoWFenced Out '
a.m. that as much as $150 may are Arthur Johnson and Uno
By New Hi g hway;
have been in the coin boxes of Saari , Corps engineers, and
,
Donald
Ward
inspector
for
the
the machines in Prentiss Hall.
Bullets Penetrate
However, she could not say for corps.
DAKOTA. Minn. (Special)
sure how much money was tak—
There are no short cuts
en.
Santa Claus will begin a long
to the main part of Dakota
Police are investigating the
stay in the old Gamble Store
from the southwest or servtheft .
building, 166 Center St., Wednesice road section of town nor
day,
according
to
the
Chamber
)
RUSHFORD,
Minn.
(Special
MONDOVI , Wis . (Special) —
'
A. doctor s satchel reported
from
any other area.
of Commerce.
stolen Thursday was recovered
—A car and wagon pulling a
The residence on the James
Interstate 90 has been
He'll be there through Dec. load of corn were involved in a
ove r the weekend with nothing
Cook farm , Town of Mondovi ,
fenced in , although school
missing from it , Chief McCabe The annual Goodview village 22. Hours , beginning Wednes- rear-end collision one-half block
about
four miles south of tha
children and fishermen may
said, A satchel owned by Dr. ' election will be held Tuesday at day, are from Monday through
south of the Hart store on Highcity,
't
have
sung
"Don
and
all its contents wer«
Fence Me
Robert B . Tweedy was found : Goodview fire station , with polls Friday, 2 to 5 p.m. and 6 to 8
"
In.
way
43
at
5:05
p.m.
Saturday.
destroyed
by
fire Sunday night.
p.m., and Saturday , 9 a.m. to
apparently untouched in some open from 7 a.m. to 8 p .m.
No one was at home . An unDrivers were slightly injured .
But
a
highway
fence
noon
and
1
to
5
p.m.
bushes in Le\ee Park.
Rex
A.
Johnson
,
mayor
, seeks
\
Richard DeBoer , 15, driving a
identifie d youth stopped at th«
doesn 't stop bullets. One
The satchel had contained a re-election to a two-year term.
tractor pulling a wagon with 65
neighboring William Cook farm
entered
the
front
porch
of
Gerald
Feils
and
Charles
Smith
stethoscope, b l o o d pressure
bushels 'of corn , was en route to
and reported seeing flames.
the
Mrs.
Howard
Bearwald
gauge and other equipment of are candidates for three-year
the Orville Luedtke farm , where
Mrs. Cook, aunt of Jack Cook,
residence
recentl
from
the
y
terms
as
trust
ees.
Feils
seekis
undisclosed value No drugs
he stays. When he was within
who
lived on the place with his
service
road
area.
ing re-election. Smith , who is
were in the bag, however.
ARCADIA ANNIVERSARY
a half-block of the driveway to
family, turned in the alarm to
filling
a
vacancy
on
council
by
Parishioners
of
Holy
Cross
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special ) the Luedtke place , he was hit
the Mondovi fire department at
appointment , -will seek his first
parish , checking basement
Clifford E. Throndsen, manager
in the rear by Gay le Rasmus10:.'i0 p. m.
elected term .
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spe- of Fullerton Lumber Yard here ,
winterizing,
windows
for
sen , about 13, Rushford , who
The fire was too far advanced
)
ROCHESTER,
DairyMinn.
cial — A La Crescent man was was presented with an engraved
Mo candidates have opposifound a bullet had pierced a
was on his way home from work
to save a thin g. An attempt was
producers and processors from
tion .
injured in a 16-foot fall on the wristwatch for 25 years of serwindow
on
the
south
side
of
at Winona. Both vehicles were
made by .Jack Cook and others
The office of constabl e is be- eight Southeastern Minnesota traveling south.
new Interstate 9Q bridge under vice to the company. Presentathe boiler room adjacent to
to remove a desk with papers ,
counties
convene
here
Wednes(
ing
discontinued
this
year
by
construction south of Dresbaeh tion was m ade by James G.
The
bullet
the
fuel
barrel
L_A CRESCENT , Minn . Spe.
Rasmusfien said he didn 't see
but without, success.
day
for
the
annual
business
ordinance
passed
by
the
counthis morning.
hole was found following the
Fullerton , Minneapol is, president cial )—Electors of a La Crescent
the wagon and tractor. The
.lack' s wife was at Buffalo
William Buelow was placing of the chain . Throndsen , origi- school district wi ll vote Tuesday cil . The term of George Koh- meeting of American Dairy As- wagon was pushed forward an
deer hunting season. Fre)
(
Memorial
Hospital , where their
10(1.
sociation
ADA
Region
,
ner
one
of
the
two
current
conreinforcing in a steel beam nally from Canby, Minn., joined on whether to sell a S45O.0O0
quentl y children use the
estimated 20-:m feet. It split inThe .session, to begin at
p.m.
second child had been born.
when the accident happened at the firm Jan. 1, HMO. He started bond issue for an addition to stables, expires at the end of
church
yard
for
Saturday
to two parts and went into the
.Lick and lli uir young er child
10:30, the office said. Tie land- as a yard man , piling lumber , the schools. Tolls will be open this year. The council hires a in Ihe Kahler Hotel , is open to ditch on the right side. The corn
and after school play.
all
persons
interested
in
the
were staying; with his mothered on the concrete foundation , hauling coal and delivering from 11 a.m. to fi p.m. at the marshal.
was scattered over a wide area.
in-law , Mrs . Doroth y Jardine,
He was conscious when taken to materials. He was made man- public elementary school. Bro- No one filed for justice of dairy industry of Dodge , Fill- The tractor veered left and
lit I. The older child had swalLutheran Hospital , ha Crosse, ager of the yard in December chures on the project have been peace. The term of Lewis Al- more , Houston , Mower , Olm- turned upside down on the high, Goodhue , Wabasha , and
ste'd
lowed
an earring and J ack had
bert
is
expiring.
taxpayers.
and was still being examined at 1942.
all
dist ributed to
way. Richard was thrown into
Winona counties
t a k e n her to th e hospital , too ,
noon.
the ditch on the left side of the
Regional officers
including road.
and just returned to Ihe .lardine
Project contractor i.-s Allie d
a director and a l t e r n a t e to the
home when be received the
Structural Steel Co., M inneapoRichard ' s only app arent injury
ADA of Mini-sol a stal*' board of was a skinned hip . RasmiiKsen ,
call
lis.
directors will be elected.
A high wind hampe red fire
whose I !I50 model cur was
fighters hut no other buildings
National , state and regional wrecked , received a black eye
were damaged. The volunteers
'The skies W « TC mostly cloudy dairy promotion plans for the and small cuts around the
Winona enjoyed a p leasant
The good \voalhcr winch prestayed
al the scene until Ii a.m.
coming
yc:ir
will
he
previewed.
mouth.
,
Mrs. Luella Hoggs who revailed in Winona over Ihe week- weekend as far as weather con- over the north and fair lo part , who owned the trac- ceived multip le I nictiires and and .lames Cook stayed until
Luedtke
What
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should
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end with generally fair sides ditions pr evailed. High Satur- ly cloudy in t h e south Sunday.
!>:• !;> a in. He lives III town as
tor and wagon , was working in
,
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.Sunday the thermometer not up
dicted for most of the week.
dairy farmers and uniform co- wreckage as he came in. The .satisfactory condition , according Kighl loads of water were haulMichael ,1 Dougherty. _ 1 , St,
Little or no preci pitation and to 44. Low Sunday morning was dy a and night .
operation from all dairy p lant Highwa y Patrol investigated.
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not
s
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morning
21
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Mary
temperatures 12 to 16 degrees 31 and this
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La Crescent Men
Hurt on Bridge

Trial Slated on
Speeding Count

Santa to Beg in
Down town Stop
On Wednesday

No Opposition
in Goodview

La Crescent V otes
On Bonds Tuesday

Home, Contents
Burn at Mondovi;
Wife in Hospital

Car Hits Wagon
On Highway 43;
Injuries Slight

Regional ADA
Meeting Slated

Railroad Crash
Survivor Listed
As Satisfactory

Warm Week Seen

Christmas Events
Planned at Eyota

Over 750 V isit
Kryzsko Commons

They 'll Do It Every Time

By Jimmie Hatlo

Albert lea Girl's
Death Raises
State Toll to 772

By THE ASSOCIATED PRICKS
Minnesot a 's traffic fatality lis;!
for 1965 totaled "2 today, only
five under the total of a year
before. Last year 's traffic deaths
set a record
** Latest death reported to the
Highway Patrol was that of IByear-old .Judy Cflllah an of Alhert
Lea . She was killed shortly after
midnight today in a headnn collision of cars on t' .S Highway
Ifi abnuf -I 1 * miles east of A|hcrl
Les
Injnreil and hospitalized urrr
the dr ivers of the I wo cars involved — Gerald Koch , lfl , Glen ville. Minn . driver of the car in
which Miss Callahan was riding, and Gary Collins , 21 , of
Emmons. Minn
Steven Schoonover. 3, a son of
Mr and Mrs . Robe rt J. Schoonover of SI. Paul/was killed Sunday when the car driven by his
father skidded out nf control and
overturned
The accident happened on
Highway 60 near Lake Crystal ,
about 15 miles west of Mankato .
Schoonover and his wife , 27 . suffe red bruises . Also injured were
Hy EARL WILSON
two other occupants of the car ,
Fred 0. Zabel , 55, and his wife ,
SAN JUAN. Puerto Rico — There she was up on the stage
playing the squeezebox and singing . . . Gypsy Markoff . . .
50. of St. Louis, Mo .
"The Indestructible Gypsy, " Gen. Douglas A. MacArthur called
Ralph Glynn . 29, rural Lind- her once when he found her in a hospital in Japan , having surstrom . Minn., was killed Satur- vived an earth quake.
day when his automobile struck
Gypsy Markoff here at Jose Dleema 's fashion safari at the
a freeway barrier in Mounds Hotel Americana . . . well , now . anyway, that was something
View , a St. Paul suburb.
different for Gypsy .
Authorities said the engine
I felt suddenly sorry for these Men Don 't Laugh' — makes me
was ripped from the car when beautiful , brittle young people miss radio. Another thing that
it hit the abutment as he was sitting around me here at the makes me m iss radio is televileaving Interstate Highway 35W fashion show . . . sorry that sion. "-Arthur Solomon.
on an exit to Minnesota Highway they were too young to have
REMEMBERED QUOTE . "I
10.
known Gypsy 's golden years.
rlon 't call myself a poet yet. It's
Mrs. Christine Nee, 73, MinneSitting here as Jose 's show for the world to say. I'm one
apolis, died Saturday in a Tuc- is glittering Christina Paolozzi half teacher , one half poet , and
zon , Airz., hospital of injuries and her Pomeranian pup and one half farmer. That "s three
suffered in an accident the day her husband. Christina has tak- halves. "—Robert Frost.
en her Pom to a couple of offibefore.
WISH I'D SAID THAT: Modcial functions and there is some ern medicine hasn't decided if
whispering about that. Maggie it's harder on a man 's heart to
Rolvaag Visits
McNeills is "commentating " the shovel snow off his sidewalk , or
beautiful fash i ons and Vera argue his teen-age son into doFaribault School
Swift , the millionaire-marrier , ing it.
ST. PAUL (AP) - Gov. Karl is busying herself with some
Max Asnas of the Stage Deli
Rolvaag visited the school for vodka. And it is tres gay and told Del Marino he once hated
the retarded in Faribault today. chic . . . and not one has heard a waiter so much he fired him:
The chief executive is making about Gypsy Markoff.
"But first I gave him a raiseIt was Feb. 22, 15)43, that I so he would be losing a better
bus trips to various state institutions and has invited legisla- Gypsy Markoff and Jane Froh- ; job." . . . That's earl , brother .
tors, professional workers and man were pulled out of the Ta- j
interested citizens to accompany gus River in Portugal . . . crip- j
him. The trips are being made, pled . . . after a plane crash !
!
an aide to the governor said, to that killed 33.
study new ideas and trends in
THE SINGKR Yv* Ue she
patient care and treatment at
credits with sav ing her life.
state institutions .
Yvette kept calling to her as
she was flailing around in the
AUSTIN. Minn. (AP ) - A
river. "Hold on , hold on , some- , man who filed five shots in the
body.'U come . . . but don 't come home ot the Rev. and Mrs.
MONDAY. DECEMBER t. IMS
near me you 'll pull me down. " Arthur Swenson has been arVOLUME 110, NO. 13
Now it's 22 years later , and rested anil taken to Rochester
with an injured Stale Hospital
Published d/ilty except Saturday and Hol- Gypsy , still
idays by Republican nnd Ntiald Publish- wrist — "But I make it work ."
No one was injured as bullets
ing Company. 401 Franklin Sl „ Winona,
she says — has just organized from the
308 rifle ripped
Minn
one more combo and is ready to j through the Swenson home SatSUBSCRIPTION R A T E S
entertain 1 was seeing and I urday night.
Slngla Copy — 10c Dally, 15c Sunday
hearing her on the new combo 's j The man arrested at the scene
Delivered by Currier—P«r W ecV 50 cents
first date. Gypsy, a study in i had been at the pastor ' s home
36 weeks »U.75
52 weeks $25.50
courage, had gone to Africa— and was i eportedly s e e k i n g
6y mall strictly In advance; pape r slop- or started for Africa—to entercounsel over marital problems.
ped on expiration date.
tain the troops , in 1943. Unable The man . whom police declined
In Fillmore. Houston, Olmsted, Wlnrtna. to use her hands for a long time
to identifv was estranged from
Wabasha
Bullalo , Jack r-on, Pepin and
Trempealeau counties and armed forces after the disaster, she bad gone his wife
personnel In the continental United Stales, to Japan
to sing, and that ' s)
Rev. Hanson is pastor of St.
or ovti see?. wllh APO or f-PO addresses.
1 yea r
$12 .00 3 months
11.50 when Gen MacArthur found her J O laf Lutheran Church here
« months
$6.50 1 month
$1,35 j after the earthquake,
j
AM other subscriptions:
"I was in New York to ser
1 month
$1 .60 3 months
, . K.J J
,"
t months
IP 00 1 year
$15.00 my specialist about my wrist
Gypsy told me, "and I went sr
Send change ol address, notices, undelivered ccples. Miriscnntlon order > nnd other around to the U.S.O., nnd told
mall l!em« tp Wi nona Dally News, P.O. tlicin tluil
1 was ready if they
Bo> TO. Winona. Minn., SiW.
needed me again . . . "

9L dixxpp uwLJXZAL Wight

Indestructible Gypsy
Anxious to Entertain

Man Who Shot
Into Minister 's
Home Arrested

WINONA DAILY NEWS

Second class
Minn

postaoi paid at

"WF'WK MOSTLY -sending
big shows bul you may hear
from us, '' they said
Well , they can get her at P.O .
Box 6001 , Santurce , Puerto
Rico. Gypsy still clings to the
NITES: 7:15-9:10
| fifamily tradition that she was
horn
to entertain.
45t ¦ 90*
''
Gypsy happened to be born
in Milwaukee.
Her
family,
Rossarabliin gypsies, were playing Milwaukee at the t une. She
remains n ( rue gyps;, , p lay ing
m Kurope in the summer , coming back here (or the -winter.
Considerin g thai she and Jane
i Fi oilman mow married to a
M issouri publisher ) got only
mkt_m_mm__ WH_mammi_mm
^ lMHl i'(iuipens:ilion
for (heir
an incredible orgy of *Sl'O
; . , a f t e r close to 2(1 scars
injuries
sights and sounds 0o( waiting, which reduced (he
award hy about half , one must
believe Hint Gypsy I IH S great
Its ilh in b«>r eonntrv nnd the
ll. SO.
Gypsy now bus a second busi
iiess. She rends palms , handwriting nnd lells fortunes by
mail We wonder if Gypsy has
ever told lier own fortune. Re
gurdless ol what wns loieenst ,
I' m sure she 'd say, as she always has , about her cripp led
wrist : "I'll make it work. '
TODAYS ' MKST I.AlK i fl Sea
TONITE AT 7:00-9:36
man Jacobs claims that So|>lna
V>( fc5c-90c jI.oien bus curves in places
where some girls don 't even
tNDS TUf> .
|
| hhave the (ibices
1\A1U.S i'KAHl.S
' A book
about Kml Allen
*SUjXtb,
futiiiv
"
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Officer Requests I
Early Return of
Veterans Form
Veterans' beneficiaries who
receive income questionnaire
cards with then- monthly government checks should make
arrangements to complete them
and return them immediately ,
Phillip Kaczorowski, Winona
County veterans service officer ,
said today.
In some instances where additional information is required
or a correction necessary, early completion of the forms will
prevent any delay in payment
by the Veterans Administration .
Kaczorowski explained.
The assistance of the county
veterans service officer is available in completing the forms.
The questionnaire card arrived as an enclosure with Nov. 3D
checks.

,

FUEL OIL
Burnt Cleaner
and Hotter

RCA VICTOR Newlista
SOLID STATE STEREO

RCA VICTOR M t v Vf sta
SOLID STATE STEREO

I
¦

• Amplifier . 24 watts peak
power • 6 speakers • . R C A
...
. .L
,,.
solid copper circuits
• AMFM radio • 4-speed changer
• leather-action ton e arm
._ _ ,

'
• Amplifier . 24 watts peak
power • 6 speakers • RCA
. . ., _ -..,
,.,
solid copper circuits
• FMAM ¦FM stereo radio • 4speed changer • feather-action tone arm , diamond stylus

• Amplifier . 56 wal ls peak
Power • 6 speakers • RCA
solid copper circuits • FMAM-FM stereo radio • 4speed changer • featheraction ton e arm . diamond slylus • frequency response: 50

R
H
H
H
H
H
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__ __

$248.95

$299.95
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1
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PORTABLE TV WITH A PLUS

MS iq. In. pIctura

RCA VICTOR tf ew lf stJTt
• RCA solid copper circuits
• tinted picture tube • 22,5U0-volt chassis • VHF-UHF
tuners • one-set VHF fine
luniii fi • 7" oval duo-cone
speaker
*>*» at\ ex s *

JOSWICK FUEL
& OIL
901 East Sanborn St.
Phors* 3389
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Where you get more lieoi
nl loiver cost.
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RCA VlcroR Mw tf std TV

A

i0
• ^CA
^ copper circuits
• tinted picture tube • 22.500-volt chassis • VHF-UHF
tuners • one-set VHF fine
tuning • two 7" oval duocone speakers • continuous
tone control
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RCA VICTOR SPORTABOUT TV
with FREE Rollabout Stand
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Annual Discount j
i

THIS IS THE SPECIAL EVENT

[

COME ONE-COM E ALL

YOU'VE WAITED FOR!

;j

\

I

JUST REGISTER YOUR NAME FOR FREE

i

DRAWING |
1= TUESDAY NIGHT — NO PURCHASE NECESSARY . . . .jj
f ADULTS OVER IB ARE ELIGIBLE

vcP4tairiM

RCA VICTOR SOLID STATE
PORTABLE STEREO
• stereo amplifier • two
(luo-c-one speakers • tilt down
clmnger , full-size turntable ,
universal stylus • KCA solid
eopji fr circuits • continuou s
tour ww\ sevnvute v«Umw cimtrols

$89'95

vaw7 »«i»«

RCA VICTOR SOLID STATE
PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER

RCA VICTOR SOLID STATE
PORTABLE STEREO

• remote "stop start" switch
on microphone • two recordlug ' playback speeds • Vt)
meter for recording level and
battel ,v stiviiKtli • pii.sh-lmlw>n conivols • jack for optionnl lt d volf AC adapter

• \ speuk'i s • tilt-down rlt>luxe changer • feather-action
ton,, arm , diamond stylus •
magnetic tone arm lock •
sinK-iilon R niicroplione • scpm ule buss , treble , loudness
stereo balance controls

$49.95

$139.95

NELSON TIRE SERVICE

Yes . . . We Service Everything We Sell
Fourth and Johnson
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KIMBALL, Minn. (AP ) Twenty-twc cars of a Soo Line
freight train, southbound from
Noyes, Minn., to the Twin Cities,
derailed here Sunday . No one
was injured. The derailment
tore up a portion of the track .
Wrecking
equipment
was
brought in from Minneapolis to
clear the track.
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PERFECT
CHRISTMAS
GIFTS!

Soo Line Freight
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St. Paul Man
Kills Wife,
Takes Own Life

i they work their way through dex, his progress In his English
! the grades with mediocre suc- class was so rapid as to be
. cess.
called amazing. All he needed
PAT IS SUCH t pupil. In the was a little direction in solving
eighth grade , asked to list his specific problems of learnsome personal pronouns, he in- ing.
cluded several verbs and adjec- Such failures could be avoidtives . It developed that he had ed by the proper early start .
no clear idea what a pronoun The evidence seems to indicate
really is. Neither did he know that a child who is expected
how to find out by looking in by the school to learn , does so:
his English book.
while the child of whom little is
tuall y are and not rush off into
For some reason Pat had nev- expected produces little.
some pattern of thought that
¦
might by chance get the an- er discovered the usefulness of I
index,!
the
'
swer.
Wash the tips from your decOnce he found it was possible orating set as soon as you have
!n
THE NEW mathematics
to understand things exactly used them so the frosting mixvogue in elementary schools is and find them through the in- ture won 't clog them.
putting the spotlight on the
haphazard manner in which too
many students have guessed
their way through basic mathematics.
Prospective e l e m e n t a r y
school teachers must necessarily take a course in modern
mathematics and understand it
well enough to explain it to the
children . Knowing this, many of
them struggle for complete understanding of mathematics for
_____
__
the first time in their careers.
A surprising number of these
young men and women voluntarily are taking a course in
remedial arithmetic as preparation for the course in modern
mathematics.
Too many pupils give up the
struggle for understanding as

NASON ON EDUCATION

ST. PAUL ( A P ) - A St. Paul
man shot Lis wife to death and
then took his own life, police
said today Seven children were
orphaned by the shootings.
Killed in their home early
Sunday were David Adams , 39,
and his wif e . Selma , 38. They
were parerb, of six sons and
one daughter , 6 to 17.
The eldest son, David , told police he was awakened by his
father , who came to the boy 's
bedroom and said, "Wake up,
I just killed your mother. "
David roused the other children , then went to the parents'
bedroom and saw his mother
lying on bloody bedclothing.
The teenager ran to the nearby
home of a relative while his
sister , Currisser Mae . 14 . went
to a neighbor 's home and telephoned police.
As the two ran , they heard
two more shots. Adams was
dead beside the body of his
wife . A .38 automatic was in his
righ t hand

Some Schools Let
Students 'Ge t By
By LESLIE J. NASON , Ed.D.
University of S. Calif.
A survey of how some students "get by" in school brings
out some surprising facts .
Jane, a graduate student in
college preparing for elementary school teaching, had no
conception of the real meaning
of a fraction. She knew the
word. She said that in any problem she always multiplied by
the. numerator or divided by the
denominator to get the answer.
Her method of approach to all
word problems was some form
of guessing.
Jane had gotten by through
all of her grade school, high
school and four years of college
without anyone discovering that
she did not really understand
fractions.
It is not that Jane could not
understand. Fifteen minutes of
careful explanation was all that
was required. She was forced to
think abou t what fractions ac-
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Job Training
For 13 Stales

WASHINGTON (A.P) - The
Labor Department announced
of
Sunday ni^ht approval
a $1.7million on-the-job training project to train 4,160 service station
salesmen in 13 states.
The
announcement
said
Shields & Co. of Palatine, 111.,
an oil job consulting firm , will
develop the training program
among state and regional asso-
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ciations in 13 states including I munity Memorial Hospital SoMichi gan , Minnesota . Nebraska , I larium. Christmas gifts will h»
North Dakola South Dakota nnd exchanged.
Wisconsin.
Arjyfrrtls»m?nl
About i .OOfl of the trainees
will be selected by federal state Now Many
Wear
employment service
offices
from amontf the chronically unemployed.
The other 1.B00 train ees will
With Little Worry
be upgraded from handyman
?.«(, '«lx, l»uKh or H nf .czi ¦wlth^j i
¦fulsi teeth d r o p p i ns ,
and odd-irb work in gasolin e f f *r of tnt *cur«
or wobbling. PASTEETH
stations , the announcement said. : slipping
holds Dlarrn firmer and morn com¦ f o r u b l r . T h l sp l ea san '. p owdT ha« no
R u m m v , KOOf.y, D».itf taste or f ^ f l l n s
DISTRICT NURSES
Dcfsn ' i. rau»e naunr s; . H'« alkai|ri »
Winona Unit of the 6th Dis m o n nr.lrji
Ch c r k u "plu'.B clnr "
'u r f r )r»» »h ' ¦ 0«t FASTgKTH »t
trict Nurses Association will lRnr t «n
T d r ' i a r n u n ' *"r
meet Tuesday evening in < "nm
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It's the newest
number In town !
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For Carefree Christmas Shopping Next Year ...

JOIN OUR 1966
CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW...
AND RECEIVE A FREE HOLIDAY-DECORATED
TABLECLOTH OR CHRISTMAS CORSAGE!

• Is the Christmas Holiday Seasort a source of financial worry

for you, year after year *? You

can enjoy thesa happy day.
mora full y b y j oining our
Christmas Savings Club now.
The convenient payment plan
in the amount you choo*e adds

BSP

up to a nlc« check for Christmas shopping and other endof-the-year expense.. Join our
1966 Christmas Saving* Club

puts the phone ,j »of the future

WF

in the palm ;Sf of your hand

Pick up tho Trimline handset "ImEkjj f.
-and there's the lighted dial, ^jgb ;
built right into it.
^wS&
Relax in an easy chair, lie back J3lBj|
in bed, for the most convenient fi Pg
phoning ever. The dial is so easy *W |
to see and use.
ia£_SI
If you're making several calls, ftWpi
no need to hang up after each
^SflP

Ill

• %

^

:

now for a carefree , worry free
u ... Season
r
Holiday
next. year.

one. Just press the recall button
by the dial to disconnect one call
before makingthe next. When not
in use, the Trimline dial is hidden
face-down on the phone base,
Available in desk or wall
models in a wide color choice.
To order , call the Business
or
Office ask your telephone man.

Northwestern Bell
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25c each1 week1 for 30
$12.50 — or
<M o cr\

$25.00 — 50c each week for 50 weeks
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$50.00 — $ I each week f o r 50 Weeks
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$100.00 - $ 2 each WC.k for 50 Weeks
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$150,00 — $ 3 each Week f o r 50 Weeks
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$250.00 — $ 5 each week for 50 weeks
$500.00 — $10 each week for 50 weeks
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$1000.00 — $20 each week for 50 weeks
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,V:, PRESIDENT JOHNSON: i» finally .bej ?.\

;
' y :
::fled: ".- y'7„./ . ; y - : ' ;-y.;: y: :,,y
,r:r - . ¦;,;
:

:
¦:
-H e put the: heat oil •business; and labbi> .
' lo prevent inflation by keeping prices and
Svages dbwri ; But William . McChesncy
Martin .Jr. had nis own ideasi ; on now to;
'¦ prevent inflation , and; Johnson couldn 't do
_' • thing with him. --y : ':y '. : 'y

By DAVID LAWRENCE
;; YVASIilNGfaN-^W^^
fweeri .the "rigtitVoi dissertt'V: and the alleged
right to commit acts that amount to treay : y ';. - , . :- ¦'- ' ..¦"' ¦'¦¦.. ' ¦ ' ." ' ' •: '¦' :.• . "
son?; ¦
' Individuals 'have - been , carrying enemy flags
, . . : Martini just : Si. .few: days 'short of 59. is ;
mail
.and
In
- : 'demonstration's '' -: around the White . House.
tight-money
a: : ^conservative. : v
chairman of the Inderal;;Reserve Board
Public speeches; are . being made calling
which. , under law is . set lif) .: to operate in-; United States, in effect; to surrender in Viet
.ricpendehtlv \of : ; ihe .President ; ah<i ;V ConNam. Yet- America 's;young men are dyirig : by
¦¦
¦
gress. ¦ ¦'• ; ';. '¦:• • • '• ' .'¦':- . ' ,: '- ' ••:- ' ¦¦ .' ' - ;y . : '- '. '¦' • ' •¦• . '. '¦' . the hundreds . , in. Viet Nam , and the big. qiies( ion is liow. m any more will have tp he sacri' •" ' ;•' Martin 's scven-niiiii bo;i i;d ; ll.i ou^iit ;.<>ne
ficed Iwausc the enemy. .thinks the pop.le Vof
way io: put a : brake on "inflation was
the United States, want , their^gbwrnmenfrito' ac'
'
'
the op^V .Vaj se^int' ibrcsi' ratcs/^Wliicli- .was
cept peace at almost any price..
posite -.of". Johnson 's;• ¦thinking: ' ;. He /feared : ¦:¦ ¦ Arthur -Goldberg , Arherican
ambassador to
higher interest would put ;. a- brake on ihe
I lie; United . -Nations , evidently felt ,that .. these
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
'
'
¦
¦
'
¦
'
•. V •"
. booming economy-:;
dempnstra tipns were important enough for him
lo" discuss in an address at the White House
' •* -• • Sunday night \hii, board. ij;ivoi:iiVg ..lolinConference on International Cooperation. Bui,
.
$on , went .ahead , boosted the -fate s:
While he warns- : the enemy hot to misunderstand the right of dissent in America as ¦:a sign
JTHE MAN WWOSE for«ijght iri all this
'
'
of weakness in foreign policy, he places his
"
'
t urhed out. best - was. Johnson s f ellow-Tcx'
'
'
'
'
emphasis on the constitutionalbright of freedom
;
.
'Wngl
,
,
it
Patman,
Democrat
.
ftep!
;
aW and
of speech. President Johnson i said the same
chairiViaiv of¦ ;the Hoiise ,banking:- Commit
thing last. weekend. 'the ' :-j(!)qnstitutJon/,.hp\Vev^r t
' ¦¦¦
'¦¦') ¦ ¦:' ' :;^' ¦
tee. ; : '_ ' ... '• . : • ; - ,;
defines treason as follows:
: : Last June , Martin ina.de a speech ,;at
'TRKAS-ON AGAINST (he United States,
Columbia University, saying there . .were
shall consist ' .only 'in' levying war against them ,
^disquieting sinnilarities" bctwee n the
or in adhering to their enemies, giving " them
present prosperity and t^e boom that pre,
aid and; cpnifbrt.''
ceded the 1029 market crash and the deMany of the persoris who are engaging: in
pression of the 1930s; ' ,"v ': .demonstrations are ; actually ; giving :"aid and
comfort'!to the enemy. They are encouraging
thi stock market promptly"took a dive ,
the enemy to prolong the conflict , because HaMany brokers thought Martin 's speech was
noi will continue 'to .believe that the war is
a factor in that. Patman ?aid Martin : had
unsupported by public . opinion, in America.;' Mr.
parted company "with this Johnson admihisGoldberg tried in his speech to belittle the imtratmn and should step out , letting: the
portance of the dissent: He said : y .y- . >_,
President appoint his own chairman , .;
, ¦'! do not subscribe to the idea that the
igrave problems of today demand unanimity of
V THE PRESIDENT appoint! th. board
1
opinion ; We are, a mature people and we should
.)Senate:approval
ire
rrieiiibers; • with
^ hut ,
iipL fea r dissent; It. is; of course, more powercan 't, fire/ them/ They ha ve fixed /terms;
ful : when ils: aims are ^constructive,' :but we in
Martin 's, is 14 years: He was ; first appointour; free and open -society must live. with;. it
ed by President• Jlarry S. Truman , -was reeven when HhV:^
appoinled- by President John F> Kennedy.
we face the:danger of ernbracing : for our own
those -ends Ave : figh t to: prevent abroad. , .
Johhsbn 's Secretary of the Treasury :
:¦'.' :*'IWf <)VJR aiiversarics Sliuiilil not take the
Henry H, Eowler; took a sunnier view than
American right to;; dissent as a isigh of weakpatlnanV He said he didn 't see anything in
ness
or vaveririg of purpose. Rather . they
Martin is . words foretelling .action liy the
should iegard it as a sign of our virility as a
board to raise interest r«ites; ;.- .'. ' ¦:,
nation and a source of strength , both it home
:
,!' Johnson, talked with. Martin , .said he-saw
and Wherever we- 1, are conthiitied;
no reason for ¦¦gloom or doom.'' But
"The Arnericari people, in brief , with , their
imonths passed arid Johnson must have
belief , and trust in ihe blessings :.:of freedom ,
sensed «r learned what the board had in
will ever ^raW : new strength fro m their - unfe ttered right to express divergent and eveii unrnihd, for Sunday the Washington Post said
popular :':yiewSj .but at a ti,me of testing they
1hat.'last.week Johnsoni phoned Martin from
stand together tp resist '¦. tyranny..',../
his ranch , asking hini down for a weekend
¦
:
''Pei p ing and Han6i , therefore , should make
talk; ¦l .f ¦:v ?v .7::• :¦ '¦ " ) ^^' /^i'^^ .i ; :¦;:: ^:' ;:
ho mistake abput ' • 'pur basic unity of ..purpose
THE POST said )h*V; Martin: ijsid he
in opposing force or be misled by a freedom
couldn 't go until Monday and then on Frithey, dp not understand ," ¦¦¦.
y '
day /Martin called a Reserve Board! meetMR. GOLDBERG'S effort t» defend freedom;
ing ' which Sunday nigh t ordered an inr
of
speech was, of course, welt: intentioned , But
crease from 4 'to 4.5 percent in the discount
too many people are ignoring the fact that a
rate banks pay when they: bow money
war is going, on in . Viet Nam and that in warfrom the:Federal Reserve,
tirhe the right of '. .dissent'' is narrpWed epnsiderably
becaiise the diity to preserve' American
:'., This would Immediately affect major
lives supersedes everything else. Even freedom
borrowers like corporations, The : rates
of the press can be restricted ; while; a: war is
would ; aisp affect mortga ge borrowing,
hi;, progress. . ::
."¦'_ •¦ ¦
They probably will not directly affect
consumers' interest - rates but interes t
rafes a ifeet. I everypno , directly or . indi¦¦
¦¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦¦'
rectly. ' ¦
. ;¦. ¦ "' • '.' ' ." ¦ - • ¦ ' •
JOHNSON ISSUED a siaf aroent d.plorTen Yea rs Ago , v ¦:¦ 1955
¦
ing the board' s actions. There doesn't
.Irving Gepner has been elected chairman of
seem much lie can do about it. Patman
the Chamber¦:¦ of Commerce's Merchania Busaid Johnson should demand Mart itf s resreau. Elected
was B. R. Shum¦
¦¦ vice chairman
-.
ski; "¦;¦• .; ;' . • .: / .. ; :.' ¦- - , -'.; .
ignation and promised an Investigation of
Waft irt 's actions by his committee.
AssoDevclppment
The
Winoiia
industrial
.
ciation elected four hew members ' They are
Robert J. Selover , S. F. Frankel , R. W. Miller
and J. V: .Jereniias.scn. J. R. Chappell was reelected president.
'

• •

IN YEARS GONE BY

Two New Ski Areas
Boon to Red Wing
(Red Wing Republican Eagle)

ANYONE WHO THUMBS through the

current Minnesota -Motorist; excellent pul>licalion of the Minnesota State Awto Association , js bound to find but about exciting riew developments close to Red Wing:
The ma gazine carries throe articles on ' ski'M \R and a roundup of 17 ski resorts that
Jl.s cdilors f eci should appeal io members
who arc ski enthusiasts .
Tin co of the 17 arc ski resorts of nat ional fame — Aspen , Colorado; White- .
: fishy Montana; and Sun Valley, Idaho, The
rest ' are in Minnesota , Wisconsin , '.and'Michigan. '
,;
The two newly created ski resorts close
in Hod Wing are listed among Die six areas
within easy driving distan ce of the Twin
Olios. Clem Nelson 's Welch Village site
.•md Heel ' Wing Ski Corporation 's Mt , Krontcnac are newcomers to this list wliich includes places that have been in business
lor several years at Pine Bend , and at Osceola , Somerset , and Dresser , iii Western
Wisconsin.
The enferprising people. .who . 'operate oil
1 he ski resorts listed provide a multiplicity
ol li ft faoiillles, professional instructor s ,
uiul chuMs where equipment nnd ref reshii i cnl for skiers can be obtained. Those
more remote from the larger population
ceniors j Kive ' overnighl ncc omniixlal lons as
well .
Since neither of the two nearby places
offer such services , Red Wing restaurant s ,
hotels, and motels should surely secure additional patronage in the winter months.
Ami residents of the city who are downhill skiing fans have every reason to be
delighted with these developments , loo ,
LOCAL CRITICS OF AAA Iraveil routings " which have discouraged molorisis
i rom traveling U, S. 81 should be grati fied
at this switch. For the association, t hrough
Its state organization , is now - - with this
excellen t publicity — directing people our
way, . ¦ " ¦ ¦ ' . ' ¦ ,
•
Mil servants (liftll nerve hiin.—IlrytUMun
22:3.

Twenty-F ive Years Ago . . . 1940

Winona 's National Guard unit Battery H ,
2t6th Regiment of Minnesota 's recently-created
101st 6iast Artillery Anti-Aircrafl , will be Inducted into active service Jaii . f>.
will leave
Mr. and Mrs. Arthu r Thompson
¦
for Bradenton , Fla., where ' they, will remain
until April 1,

Fifty Yea rs Ago . . . 1915

The first cables nrc being placed in jhe underground cablcwnys which were recently placed by the Northwestern Telephone Co, on West
;ii' (t Street .
The unusually cold weather experienced during November is believed to be responsible for
the extremely good quality of the fur found on
Ihe muskrat* at the present time,

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1890

Matters have been finally settled and as
soon as the ordinance is pus.secl, electricity will
become the motive power of streetcars ', here,
the power plant lo be built in the spring.
William Schneider 1ms gone to Milwaukee
to work in Ihe Jupiter . mill. .

One Hundred Years A<jo . . . 1865
Mark H. Dunnell awl All. C. Hills hnve entered Into co-partnership as attorneys and counselors at law.
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By MARQUIS CHIU)S " . :' ' ;' ;
'WASJaiNGTON .'-- Reports frbm the ranch in Texas have
President Johnson working hard , shaping ; the new federal
budget he. must submit to. Cpngress. But the decisibns on the
budget are only part -- a small part ; -; ¦of¦¦ ;a far; larger
. . , . .decision that cannot long be evaded,
In his historical perspective that decision looms as, one
of the most momentous ah American President has ever had
to make. In essence, it is whether the .war in Viet Nam is
to necome a .i-u-ataic. vuu- . ;
ffict, recognized as such, or
To Your Good Healt
whether : it will continue , to
reprebe a part-time war
senting only one phase of
the policy of - containing.
Chinese, commtinism. ,
Hardly ; any thing; whether ;
on the domestic or. the foreign side, " lied beyond the
shadow of this deeisibn, As
yet it has not reached the
top. But the summit is an^
Dear Dr; Mplner: We
ticipated in: a snowfall of
have
,; a retarded child.
;
position papers .in blizzard
\vhP at the age of three
propprtipns from at least a ;.
half-dozen agencies. .
can't walk or talk pr eat
For the firist time from
splid fppds . Can you tell
Saigon, coincidental with
me where to write to
Secretary of Defense Robert
find out apput schools ' ;
S. McNamara 's visit, the fir
¦
:
for ¦ •¦retarded. ", children? ..
gure ;pf - 300,000; American
'
'
./'C ..M^S..'- /Mv W/.-' Vground troops was used. The
present total is 165,(XK): Only
In your case, :you haye
two months ago ; McNamara
both state and city assectridiculed the suggestibn that
a million Americans might
atidns for retarded children
be committed en the ground.
"Which ypu .will find in the
To talk of half that - number
phpne book. In pther localiwas only half as ridiculous,
ties, there; are various ways
he said. Cpnsistently his, pronouncements on the" war
tp get : in , touch . "with the
have: been overly . optimisprpper people, Comrnunity
&:¦- A y y ^.'/ - y '<y . y \ /
Ghest or United Community
THE PARALLEL with the
Service organizations are a
Korean VYar has from., the.
good source, pf reliable adbeginning of escalation been
vice. Many ;schopl systems
obvibus: So, far as numbers
have special • departments
of men in action ,; there is
Durstill a long way to go.
which can di re^ yOU where
ing the three , years of Korand . how to get necessary
ea the >rmy coromifted a
tests. • Children's: hospitals
total ,of 2,. 834,000, the :Ma ;
or hospitals with pediatric
rines 424,000 and the "casual:*
departments ^usually can .be
:
ties were 157,530: dead ; and
of
service' . : .'• ¦"
Wounded.
But the political , parallel
do each other in militancy.
on the domestic front is closWith Russian.: casualties on
erPFrdm the Republican opthe ships in the port ahd pn
positibn led by Richard Nix, the.missile bases: around the:
on the demand is rising for
Nprtherrr capital Moscow
bombing the crpwded induswould . "be compelled to
trial area of Hanoi and the
mount a ' " massive military
port of Haiphphg. That clameffort.
or will b«i louder whesi Cortr
The political significance
gress returns in January.:
cf this¦ in an' election year is
The claim of Gen;:Curtis
plain ¦;. enough;;: ' President
Lemay and uthers pf the
treasures a consent-;
Johnson
big bomber schopl is for a
sus as he treasures the polls
quick victory and by imshowing his popularity ratplication an ;easy victory.
ing - in Uie first two>years at
Between the lines the meana near . i ecord. ; A; military,
ing is that all those ground
,
decision
oh
troops wouiid be unnecessary
; one side or the
other : is bound ' to bring
if only' Communist men and
strong dissent and even hossupplies were to be denied.
tility. Republicans , will ; reThat is nearly identical with
new . their attack, on the
the "privileged sanbtuary''
Great Society programs with
contention in the Korean
the argument that the counWar. The advocates of
try can't afford them in the
bombing in Chuia across the
middle of a war .
Yalu River insisted that this
And, /meanwhile, back at
would bring the war ¦: to a
the ranch the figure experts
quick and triumphant end.
coyer pages . snd pages. Yet
President Truman resisted
whether: the deficit this year
that demand and was roundis tp be $8 billion : or $3 billy denounced fbr it.
lion and the next budget
THE DECISION fdr . ' Pre'sU
$105 billion or more, must
dent Johnson is tougher, if
seem academic alongside
only because in Korea the
the other decisions the Preswar was fought under the
ident fates.
United Nations flag and virtually every country outside the Communist blpo supported American aims. In
- _^_ff<_^VflOVVH_H_HflH_|Hs-Bta^M
.- W __ T ^__T-^_i
I' ' .aaaaaasrnTy
T ^. \f J^aAaaT
the Viet Nam war even Am- I '.' . ^^^-^^^-^^_^_^^^^^^^^C_^^^^^L .
> '^^^^Lma ^^^^^^^^'^^'^
m a a a W ^^ ^ ^
erica 's outwardly loyal allies have grave private
| AUTOlSOTECTIJJH
doubts about the American
:-• Bodily Infury Liability
commitmen t tp. a land war
; • Property Damage Liability
in Asia and its ultimate out; • Medical Payments
cpirie. As for carrying the
; • $1,000 Accidental Death
bpmbing to the industrial
• Uninsured Motorlits
North , Allied opinion is re. ' '• '¦'¦ ' .' . '¦ AM For ' ;
ported overwhelmingly opAs Low Q2 lit.
Per
posed. Or.e of Prime MinisAs
4>J«UU Month
ter Harold Wilson 's ebjeclives in h.Js meeting with fhe
| ;¦ ,;¦ Can You Get it? ,
President in mid-December
I PHILIP BAUMANN AGENCY
will be to urge restraint.
601 Main.- Phone 2M»
j
Recent samplings of public opinion in this country
show an increasing trend toward "getting it over with"
by bombing the industrial
cities. This swing, as the
casualties on the grnund
mount ainrmingly, is in direct contrast to what is reported to be the major
view, aside from the Joint
Chiefs of Staff , In the rain
of position papers.

Aii$ wers

To Your
Questions

CR<_ >%».om by |>_^v«st)
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By DREW PEARSON
¦
'.- '
"WASHINGTON • '. ¦*-• ' -Most
urgent personnel problem
fa eing LBJf ; is right .inside
the White House — namely ,
what to do about MeGepf ge
Bundy, who has been offered a big- job but .actually
doesn't' .' want to . lea ve;. ..and
wliat to do abput Secretary
of Defense Robert ^McNanv ara,: wbo> has been participatihp ! more and more in
problems oiitside the Pentagon.

¦ ¦¦ ¦; ': } ' ; ' .;-' :

The President is reported
inclined ; to replace Bundy
with .McNamara making
hnrt assistarit president 'and
the second most powerful
man in the ¦'.- U;S.'A This
raises two significant ques. , .'¦' : • ': ' ¦
tions:: "•' . ' ¦. .
1. Will McNamara , as:c'pOrdinator of foreign /affairs
in side the White House, su^
persede '.: Dean: Rusk - secreta ry of state?
. '; 2. Will military, thinking
domin.ile our foreign - affairs , supposedly . directed
bv civilians?
-The answer to ,the first is
that . . Depn Rusk doesn 't
seem (q rnind having Bob
M cNamara barge into foreign policy. They get alpng
W*1!! tpgelher; eveh icopperate in making mistakes to^geth pr. At the end of their
joint ¦¦ . meeting in Honplului
Nov. ' 20,; IMS, they issued a
formal statement prpmising
that 300 U S. troops wnukl
leave Saulh Viet Nam Dec,
3, 1964, and that 1,000 more
would depa rt before the end
of inc.4. This , they said ,
would leave 15,500 American troops in South Viet
N ;im,
TODAY IS Dec. 5. I!)fi5,
and the SOO troops that were
to leave by Dec, 3, 1964,
have not . yet departed. Inst cad ot 15,500 US . troops
in Soiith Viet Nam , we have
sent in more Hum 150,000,
with approximately :t0,O0(i
more on the way,
Penn Rusk has not yet
joined Ins friend , the secrel»ry of defense , in the hitter 's recent statement , "We
have stopped losing the
vVJir , " which came as a surprise lo many Americans
because, j udging from Pentagon .statements, vve were
winning the war ,
Hut , In any event , no
sparks would fly around the
White House If the President siuwimposwi lion McNamara , in effect, o v e r
Dean Rusk as an .issislanl
president
The answer to problem
number two is thai military
thinking has already domi-

THE W IZARD OF ID

nated ; our suppps-dl y civilian foreign policy for: some
time'.. -' ....', ' ' ¦';;¦;, '¦¦;- ¦;¦ -,: :;
Specifically, and quite i ercently, we have had thfr-'forv
mer chairman of the - Jointt
Chiefs of Staff , Gen.' Maswell taykr, . serving as embassador in -South: Viet Nam,
and;it, was the Joint Chiefs
of Staff who . really sold
Jbhnsofl ' on the policy of
bombing North Viet Nam —
a policy which Secretary
McNarpara . now tacitly admits has been a failure.
IT WILL be recaiieid that
on the night of Feb. 6. an-d
the early morning of Feb.
7; . when a hastily caile<i
White House conference decided to bomb North Viet
Nam , Secretary . j of State
Rusk was in Florida , 111:,
and George Ball,: the acting
secretary pf state, arguei
against the borahing. He
knew that Soviet Premier
Kosygin hat; just arrived in
Hahoi y capital of Worth Viet
Nam , and while he did: not
know specifically that Kosy;
gin was in our corner; the
State Department suspected
it: ..

¦

Later developments have
shown that one day befor e
we started bembing Nprtli
Viet Nam Kosygin had actually ui'ged the Chinese to

help : end the war . in Viet '
Nam , or as the Chiinese put
it , "serve as a pawn ;.for
U-.S. imperialism,",{•¦' .:•• ' -' . ¦
Roweyer, on that . fateful
night, Acting : Secretary of
State Bail ^yas overwlielmed
by: the arguments of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. Their
adviceVpre'vailed. . . } ; . ;
therefore Bob McNamara's transfer tb . the White
House would really make
no change in . the fact that
the military dominate U.S.
foreign policy loday.:
THE ONE man who has
spoken :out against military
domination in closed door
conferences is the White
House aoVLser who now may
be leaving, : McGebrge Bundy. Iii, the last few months
he has been joined by Arthur Goldberg, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations,
and by Vice Presideht . Hum-,
phrey..';...' '.¦'.• ' .
; Bundy is a former , dean
of Harvard, the son of an
assistant secretary of state
in the Hoover admdnistratipn* and once wrote a book
with elder statesman Henry
L. Stimsrn on Stimsbn's experiences as twice secretary
of war and once secretary
of state. Stimson knew the
perils of atomic war and
passed on these fears .tb his
young collaborator .

' vi- :S ' ^;V i- ;:-i- .
"
^v

^H

_*_$****' s__

.

IN THR OPINION of those
who weigh long-term considerations against possible in>
mediate military advantage ,
the war would almost cer
talnly be greatly enlarged.
Despite what today seems
m. irrevocable split, Russia would be brought together with Red China if only
in joint support of tho North
Vietnamese C o m m u mats,
Undqr that kind of partnership they would try to out-

-HHH-_^Hi-M-H-H-^rl!i^^'i-B-^-l

By Parker and Hart
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be possible: In the process of
getting the nectar most insects
become . dusted with pollen
which. 4s carried from flower to
flower; and :.•- arey thus a ¦; great
means of cross-fertilization. ¦

aWmmm

* ~7v^. ' r O' '¦ :[ ¦ &*¦& IV
;:,.,- ¦

carried on by. plant breeders,
this : involves the artificial
transfer ; of pollen from one
flower to the stigma of another
flower , under controlled conditions ni order /to'.' prevent selfpollination.
Some; plants that
THE VlttiD ii\¦ ¦ »lso, a great
¦.•.¦the- •- ¦p«^I^'ati6_l.¦¦-;¦¦.of. areL :VCO.^
'
¦
:
^
in>¦
«g«^cy.¦
are wheat, : oats, sweet peas;
many. plants whose sole de- beans and garden peas
.
pendence is;on wind blown polof,
all
Varieties of plants within a
len. It carries the pollen
of the grasses and sedges, as species usually can be' hybrid:
well as the pines and most trees iied as they are closely related.
that .bear catkins such as the However, succesful crosses bewillows, birches and the like. It tween, species of a genus are
goes on
all about us in season less certain of results, although
;
wholly: unnotedv except by hay in some genera it is quite common. Usually, most practical
fever ssufferters... . . ' :.:
• From the; breeding angle and results can be expected between
the ': standpoint of developing varieties within a species, or
new hybrids of superior qualityi between species of: the same
the most important: method is genus. Cross-pollinatibn is prbi>
artificial pollinatibn which is ably more common in nature

SHIRA

¦
:" - .}

- ' -j;

Pollination Of Flowers

ejINCE the growing season has ¦¦ended-and many of the plants
¦¦;'¦*-:. mulched for the winter thus is a good time to contem^ ,
plate qn _ spme of the processes
that are responsible for OUB
flowers, fruits; and vegetables. One of these is pollination which
is essential.for production;
:: ;
. Ppllinatinn may be defined ats the process by which the
pollen of -the male anthers is , transferred to the female pistil
The principal means by which this is done *om the gardenerls
stanappint is through the agency
of insects! Sometimes this • pol- is just a preliminary to the^ latlination is loosely referred to ter.. Of course; without suitable
as fertilization, but the former pollination no fertilization would

li
s
]
Hm^mminiliiiif

Uian self-pollination!
AS STATED above; except for
the deliberate crossing of plants
by man in order to create new
varieties; cross-pollination in
nature is carried on by insects,
the, most important of - which
are ; the, bees. The domestic
honey bees that live in hives
ahd, also, wild bees that live in
colonies usually in large hollow
trees in the woods, are very important in the cross-fertilization
of fruit trees.
/The large bumble bees that
live in colonies in the" ground
are familiar to most country
boys. : Their /'elongated mouth
parts enbale them to pblinate
the - blossoms of - red . clover
which no other bees can dp.
therefore1, they are essential

for the formation of seeds of
this valuable farm crop,
The bees that live in colonle.are referred: to as Social bees,
However , the bees that live
alone must not be overlooked:as
they are important agencies iii
the pollinatibn of flowers, as
well. They are known as the
solitary ;bees. ;' ' . ' ¦;-•• . • ' ¦'' .
BEES ARE very important In
the garden and orchard for the
valuable work that: they, dp!
Spmetimes apples will npt set
fruit properly, unless the blossoms have been cross-fertiliSed
by :bees, or other insects. This
is true,; atsOt Of some of the hybrid: plums and in such cases
a pollinator variety should be
Planted: nearby to insure crossfertilization for good production.
"', Honey bees are fast becoming

n<iispehsable to agriculture, to
she orchards and those special- Albert Lea Cbllege
ists who.grow seeds for the! Will Be Named 'Lea "
market, since the .populiation ,of
Ihe. wild .species . of-. be«s that - ALBERT^ LEA. Minn, CAP) —
have served; so well; in the past the liberal arts college sched*
are rapidly decreasing in hum-- uled to open here, next fall has
:¦ yy .
hers. ."
been: '_.an><*].' "Lea College." The
' '
'-;• ¦• • • '¦ • '" ¦
name was chosen from a list of
•/;. .: - , ¦
.
.
49 Saturday by Dr. William DeMeester, . president of the;/ cblr
Fairmont People ;
lege, and :¦ ¦_ committee of six
Donate Paperbacks
members of the Mid . Continent
College Corp • trustees.; Albert
'¦
FAIRMONT. Minn. (JtP) r- Lea currently has no college.
Fairmbnt area people donated
4;140 paperback books here in a thing to read/' The local Ameritwo-week peripd" after Lee Lari- can Legion post agreed to undermoTe, 24, a Fairment man serv- write the cost of packing; and
ing withi the Seabees: in Viet shipping, and the Air Force is
Nam /wrote, "We heed some- flying the books to Viet Nam .'
^
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Wabasha Co.
4-H Drama
] Awards Made
i

LAKE CITY . Minn. (Special )
—Winners of the Wabasha
County 4-H one-act play contest
have bi3en announced
Club winners in three sections aire the Mt . Pleasant
Pheasants , HGH 4-H and Elgin
Eagles.
Winning top actor and^^
actress
awards in competition Nov. 29
were Jon Wood. Alton Wood and
Gene Zarling, all of HGH; Renca Kennebeck and Karen Zen ner , Wabasha Girls-in-A ction :
Dcane Albrecht and Nancy
Josmo, Up-and-Comers ; Sharon
Passe, Jim Passe and Becky
Smith of Glasgow 4-H.
,
8
by
5
feet
U.S.
flag,
NEW FLAG RAISED . . . A new
Winners in the Wednesday
is officially raised on a new flag st aff over 40 feet high at
section
were Dawn Plopf ,
Spring Grove (Minn. ) city park Friday. Al left is Mollis
Woodland Gophers ; Jeanette
,
,
mayor
Onsgard
,
Onsgard , village trustee , and right B. A.
Zabel and Jack . Harlan , Elgin
members of the park committee. The staff , three inches Ln
Eagles ; Tom Tiedemann , Hidiameter st the base, was erected in late summer. (Fred
View Hi-Liters , and Ray MusOnsgard photo)
sell , Genelle Mussell and Linda
Zarling, Happy Ramblers.
Top actors and actresses in
10 Root River Scout
Saturday 's competition were
Gerald Starz and Sharon KlindDistrict Workers to
worth , Bear Valley Cubs; Carol
Get Member Awards Freiheit and Collette Augustine,
Mt. Pleasant Pheasants.
CANTON , Minn. — Ten area
The Winona Senior High men -will receive awards at the
School debate squad compiled a Root River District Boy Scout
record of four wins and five loss- roundtable Wednesday night at
es in the annual Blue Earth Canton High School.
( Minn. ) High School Invitat ional
Recognized for their work in
Debate Tournament at Blue helping more boys "Follow the
Earth Saturday.
Rugged Road to Adventure "
Coached by Robert Neujahr , through Scouting will be Ernest
Kenneth Krumm , of the U.S.
Winona 's entry in the A division Corson, Mabel; Ed Mayer, Fish and Wildlife Service; Wiwere Ruth Karnath and Noel Fountain; William Marx , Pres- non a, and vice president of the
Bublttz who debated the nega- ton ; George Stevens , Peterson ; Hiawatha Valley Bird Club , Witive.
Merlin Cramer and Mike Erick- nona , presented a film and
In the B division were Gloria son, Chatfield; Kenneth Heg- commentary on the "Upper MisHusser and Steven Abraham , land , Rushford; Carlyle Brandt , sissippi River Wildlife Refuge at
affirmative/ and Scott Turner Spring Valley, and Stuart Put- the annual winter meeting of the
and Nancy Willis , negative.
ney and Gordon Johnson , Stew- Minnesota Ornithologists' Union
Senior High debaters will artville.
in Minneapolis Saturday.
travel to Durand , Wis. , Dec. ]fi
The all-day paper session was
The
Scout
units
they
serve
for the Durand Invitat ional
held at the Museum of Natural
will
receive
ribbons
classifying
Tournament.
History on the Un iversity of
There were about 40 teams them as honor units .
Minnesota campus.
participating ln the Blue Karth
Mr« , J. Milton Dahm , MOU
tournament.
representative from the local organization , attended Friday evening 's board meeting, also.
It was announced that the
American Orniothology Union
meeting will be held Sept. 12-16,
s r oms
iJ
l^^jano *K «t! ^^aT
^^
. CALEDONIA , Minn. (Special) 1966, in Duluth. Renowned bird—The fund drive conducted an- ing expert Roger Tory Peternually by Caledonia Charities , son and others will conduct
Inc., a United Fund organiza- field trips during the convention , is in progress. The goal is tion.
Krurrun's presentation showed
$6,200, an increase of $200 over
the wealth of varied habitat for
last year.
Three additional agencies are wildlife that is embraced by
added this year : Arthritis and the refuge boundaries from
Rheumatism Foundation; Min- Lake Pepin to Reno , Minn. He
nesota Community Research emphasized the natural resourcCouncil , Inc., and United Serv- es in the Winona area and the
wide variety of birds which is
ice Organization ( USO) .
The 11 organizations again list- supportd by them from the bald
ed for support are : American eagle, our national emblem , to
Red Cross, including water safe- the relatively tiny Bell's vireo
ty and blood programs; Ameri- and Henslow sparrow .
can Rehabilitation Foundation , A talk , illustrated with slides ,
Inc., formerly Sister Kenny ; by Dr. Walter Breckenridge ,
Boy Scouts; Girl Scouts; Cale- curator of the Universit y Mudonia Playgrounds , Inc. ; Chil- seum , on his Alaska n field trip
HB_^_^9BV__I B^^ Y\
dren 's Home Society of Minne- in June this year was a highW^^^^^~^-s&
sota (Little Red Stocking); light of the banquet session SatMarch of Dimes; Minnesota As- urday night. The month-lon g resociation for Retarded Children , search was made possible by the
Inc.; Minnesota Heart Associa- Wilkic Foundation , which suption ; Minnesota Societ y for ports the steamboat museum
Cripp led Children and Adults , here. Dr. Breckenridge has appeared in Winona.
_IUH_I_
Hl_^__
Inc., and Salvation Armv.
*^E^*
^
1
maaaaaaa\aaamm mme=ML- ^mammia%
R. M . Zimmerman is presi- lOYOTA GIVES
dent of the United Fund. MemEYOTA , Minn. (Special s - A
bers of the board of trus- total of $123.20 was donated durtees are: Mrs, Walter Arnold , ing the drive for retarded chilFrancis Brady, Mrs. Lloyd L. dren hero, according to Mrs .
Duxbury Jr., Leonard N. Kng- Arthur Bicrbaum , chairman .
ler , Paul Gensmer , Mrs . Lawrence Janikowsk i , Mrs . Jen- CHECKS AT ARCADIA
ARCADIA , Wis . (Special) —
nings Lanning, William L. Murphy, .Mrs. Felix Porouoco , The Arcadia Cooperative Associaodore Uaiizenbrrger , Donald tion will hold patronage refund
Rice . John Hippo . Donald V. days Friday and Satur day . A
_^_^_^-_s_^s--i^-^i^sf - SchroodtT and Styrk .Slcneli- total of $5,332 in refund chocks
will be distributed at the office
jem.
¦
to patrons. There'll bo gifts anil
refreshments.

Caledonia Fund
Goal Increased

__

Power Engineers
Install Officers

DINNERWARE
So versatlt t , to colorful. 4
»¦**.«!triy Ostal npro of
ctips. ^wr .wWtn fuwmtee
with tack set Break , -chip,
crick resistant; dbhwjj ber
Mte, For sucks, etc.
¦
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Rochester Dairy
Sales Gain With
Favorable Trend

MODERN
PROTECTION

Federated

Driver
Dakota Council Millville
Charged After
Two-Car Collision
Asks Old 61 .
Winonan Speaks Remain Available
To State Birders

W inona Debaters
5-4 in Tourney

BEBflSJgTw' A H r: J

saw, Wis .; Harold Searles Jr .,
Byron , and Raymond Powell ,
Waseca , were re-elected. Alfred
Starz , Zumbro Falls, was elected to fill the expired directorship of Loren Graskamp , Fountain , who was not up for reelection.
New officers will be chosen
ROCHESTER . Minn. - Ro- at the board reorganization Wedchester Dairy Cooperative pa- nesday, Daley said.
trons received $143,000 in extr a THE ANNUAL report
afco
payments and had an overage indicated an interesting trend.
profit of $204,192 credited to Butter production fell despite
their co-op investment accounts larger milk receipts. This trend
as a result of a profitable 1965 was due mainly to the, increased
fiscal year , about 3,000 patrons use of butterfat in other prodwere told at their annual meet- ucts. An official said this diing here Saturday.
version is evident in spite of the
The year also showed sales declining per capita butter conup more than $1 million — to sumption in the United States.
(6,174,407 — milk volume up
Increased sales came front
7.6 percent and plant efficiency
up 3.8 percent. Tbe large in- three main factors : Stronger
crease in milk volume — to markets , increased sales of lonearly 531,000 pounds — made cally distributed products , and
operation of the large Rochester increased shipments of fluid
DISSECTED TURTLE . . . Dr. James F.
High School , Wabasha; Harry Davis , Loretto
plant more efficient , as the oper- Grade A milk to out-of-state
High School, Caledonia; Dr. Opsahl ; Pete r
Opsahl , professor of biology at Winona State
ation is geared for a larger points.
volume.
Tabor , Spring Valley High School ; Gerald
College , and area biology teachers take a
look at shell structure of a turtle during
L. Nag le, Buffalo County Teachers College,
"AND THE tendency is for
Alma , Wis, ;- Roger J. Traxler , St. Charles
the National Science Foundation sponsored
better days ahead ," said Presiin-service institute. Twenty-four are enrolled.
public schools, and William D. Feidler , Wab- dent George Daley, Lewiston , in
asha public school. The class meets on Sat- an interview later. The outlook
From left , Mrs. John Pongratz , Caledonia
urdays in Pasteur Hall. (Daily News photo) is good because of the unusual
public schools; Sister M. Roselle, St. Felix
with tha human touch I
national milk situation; national
production is down, he added.
Daley believes the late and
Harmony Correct ion
wet fall harvest will not have |
INSURANCE
HARMONY , Minn. (Special) a major effect on milk producluameji • Homa • Cor • L Um
&
I
— The term of Viola Anderson tion in the area.
will expire this year as Har"The dairy industry in Southmony justice of the peace , not eastern Minnesota is being afEldon Hoiness. as previously i fected more now by the drought
WABASHA , Minn. (SpeciaD- reported. No one filed for this | of a year ago and the necessity
A 59-year-old Millville man is office. The election will be last summer to supplement pasture and normal rations . And
scheduled to appear in munici- Tuesday,
DAKOTA , Minn. (Special)—
¦
since drought time crops werepal court before Judge Kenneth
Dakota Council members sign- Kalbrenner Thursday on char ges WABASHA °HOSPlT AL GIFTS n 't so good, production at the
ed a resolution at their meeting of going over the center line WABASHA , Minn. (Special)- moment isn't as high as anticipated , he said. Production
last week to keep old Highway and driving after revocation.
Sister Bonita , head of the ma- should soon return to normal ,
ternity
department
of
St.
Eliza61 open between Dakota and Fred J. Prebe was involved in
he believes.
Dresbaeh. Copies are to be sent an -accident with Robert Som- beth' s Hospital , Wabasha , has Directors Paul Bauer , Arkanasked for baby clothing, blanto the state Highway Depart- merfield , 16, Lake City, Sun- kets and bottles for an occasment , state senators and repre- day at 3:15 p.m. two miles ional indigent mother who becomes a patient there. Donasentatives and other officials.
east of -Millville on Wabasha tions may be made to the hos- ;
for
Residents use the road
County Road 11.
pital.
I
business between the two vil
lages ; it is the access to the Sommerfield was proceeding
I
dump site; Dakota firemen use east. Prebe , traveling west, LANESBORO PATIENTS
LANESBORO, Minn . (Speit for fire protection at Dres- went over the center line and
baeh because it is a shorter and hit the left fron t of the Som- ial) — Two area children are
easier route; school buses use it merfield car , according to Depu- expected home from St. Marys .
to pick up and take home chil- ty Everett Lorenz. The Prebe Hospital , Rochester, this week
dren; the mail truck uses it for car glanced to the right, the Ingrid , 12, daughter of Mr. and I
deliveries at the two post of- officer said, traveling about 120 Mrs. William Miller , rural
fices, and it provides access to feet before coming to a stop. Lansboro, has been there since !!
the river for boats and trailers. Lorenze estimated $175 damage Nov. 13. Kathy, 8, daughter of
to the Prebe car and $200 to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Borgen ,
C. E. BURRILL , Rochester , Sommerfield's.
rural Fountain , has been a
district engineer , didn 't promise
patient since Nov. 23.
Dakota service on the road ; he
Advertisement
j
said it would not be in the inter- to his store and David Romme,
est of the state to . maintain an addition to his home. Cigarheavy washing of the banks ette licenses ($12) were issued
from the new interstate high- to Swett Service Station , Little
way onto the road.
Alibi Tavern, Midway Club, Da- THtKIAM -SKOHDARY'TO
The council' s resolution «aid kota Tavern and Papenfuss ICKJIUra KIDNEY IRRITATION
After 31, common Kidney or Bladder Irclosing of the road would not store.
ritations affect twice as many women aa
and maf make rou tense (nd nerrous
prevent the banks from deteri- It was reported that Dakota men
from too frequent, burnlnf or itchini
both day and night. Secondarorating.
firemen received four road urination
ily, rou may lose sleep and suffer from
Five new lights will be placed flares from John C. Beach and Headacnea,
Backache* and feel old, tired,
depressed. In such Irritation , CY8TEX
in the village , according to W. first put them to use recently usually
brlnfi fast , relaxing comfort by
D. Mostrom , Winona , sales rep- when resurfacing the street in curbing Irritating germs ln strong, aeld
urine and by analgesic pain relief. Oct
resentative of Northern States front of the fire house.
CY8TEX at druggists , /eel better last.
Power Co. His blueprints for the
improvements were approved.
Incandescent lights will be replaced by new lamps and . in
some instances, spaced for better illumination . The cost will be
increased one-third but light will
be 70 percent greater.
A budget of $1,400 was apIf your car 's radiator is leaking or plugged it means
proved , the same as last year.
"Top Quality Fuel Oil"
Clerk Joyce Witt reported Noyou are not getting peak efficiency from your engine
vember receipts of $469.42 ; bills
and can run into cosily repairs or a spoiled trip.
or by the ton
of $12133, and balance on han d,
Bring your car in today and lot Bunke 's Apco Station
$1,092.72.
clean
and repair the radiator.
Carl Strauss , Dresbaeh , owner of the Dakota • Dresbaeh
dump site , asked by letter that
New Hartford and Dresbaeh
townships contribute to maintenance of the road leading to the
ALt WORK GUARANTEED 90 DAYS
dump since some of the residents have been hauling garbage there.

Officers of Winona Chapter
4 , National Association of Power Engineers , were installe d by
state officials al Red Men ' s
Wigwam.
Installers Wednesday were A.
R. Peterson , state , secretary,
nnd Harold Noldcn , state hoilc > r
inspector. A movie , "Knergy,
Steam and Progress , " was
shown and a donation was made
to liuKxIfellow s. Six new members were initial ed , unci lunch
was served
Officers ; .lames Arnoldy, pros
ident; Henry Itcnke , vice preside!!!; Lester Vorbeck. futiiiii 'ial
secret ary ; .J oseph Yotruba , corresponding secretary ; (lien AlliMimn , treasurer; Normnn Teebo , conductor , and Ralph Cieminsk i , doorkeeper .
ARCA DIA PATIKNT
AIU 'ADIA Wis ( Special )
•lay K eith Klury . .son of Mr ami
Mrs. Jacob C, Flury, is home
from Luther Hospital , K.au
Claire

Dr. K. D. Barcel

\

RADIATO R
TROUBLE?
Bring It to the Experts

BACKACHE&

9c
14 -

UAIlpC*

) « m . to ) p,n>. Daily Monday-Friday

WE SPECIALIZE IN CLEANING
AND REPAIRING RADIATORS!

LIGHT 2 FURNACE OIL

$18
"

SPECIAL 6 FURNACE COAL

THE COUNCIL voted to
maintain the road only from the
Strauss private drive to the
dump and leave tho request to
the townshi ps.
E. II. Trocinske accepted the
snow removal job in the village.
Ruilding permits were issued
C. J. Papenfuss for an addition

Phone 9421— Ask for Jack Roach!
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68 SEATS IN THE SKY PLUS A CAFE LOUNGE!

SUPER DOME HIAWATHAS TO
MILWAUKEE-CHICAGO or ST. PAUL-MINNEAPOLIS

What a way lo tMvell Look up, look down, look all around through your
Super Dome "picture windows." And on the Super Dome lower deck ,
you 'll enjoy snacks nnd beverages In the smart Cafe Lounge. (Or stroll to
tlia diner, if yoti prefer.) Next trip-whother you 're going Parlor Car
or Conch- RO hiRh . wide and handsome on tho Super Dome Hiawathasl

Chiropractor

AT 268 LAFAYETTE

JERRY l^H
ANDERSON m-B

D«ll)r Sch.rluU, Mllw-uk*. Road station (C5T»
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J. E. Gaffigans
Now Residing in
Washington , D.C.

UNIVERSITY WOMEN AT TEA . . .
Among the 130 members of Winon a Branch ,
AAUW , and guests who attended the guest
day luncheon Saturday afternoon were , from
left , Miss Margaret Driscoll , membership

Yule Lighting
Demonstrated
At Atma Meeting

chairman ; Sister M. Lorraine and Sister M.
Jonit a, both members of AAUW ; and Mrs.
Lloyd Belville, program chairman. (Daily
News Photo)

Musical Program , Tour
Highlights AAUW Luncheon

ALMA. Wis. (Special) - Miss
Janice Race , home economist
from NSP in Eau Claire , demonstrated the use of Christm as
decorations and lighting for the
home when the Buffalo County
Homemakers held their annual
Holiday Fair Saturday in the
Nelson town hall .
Christmas decorations, candy,
homemade foods, farm produce ,
crafts and nandiwork were sold .
Proceeds wJl help support scholarships for three young women.
Coffee and cookies are served Mrs . Art Secrist was general chairman.

The annual guest day luncheon of Winona Branch , American Association of University
Women , attended by 430 members and guests at Lourdes
Hall , College oi Saint Teresa ,
was served in a festive holiday
atmosphere.

Patricia Stranahan , Linda Tauke
and Susan Bode, accompanist.

At home at 4013 7th St. NE,
Washington,
D.C., following
their Nov. 27 wedding at St.
Mary 's Catholic Church , are
Mr . and Mrs . James E. Gaffigan.
The Rev. Leland J , Smith received their vows. Mrs. William
Franzen was organist.
The bride is the former Miss
Sandra Smith , daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leo R. Smith Jr ., 1208
W. Wabasha St. Her husband is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. James
M . Gaffigan, New York , N.Y.
Miss Susan Smith was maid
of honor and James M. Gaffigan , New York , best man.
THE BRIDE wore an eggshell-colored satin gown. It was
empire styled , decorated with
lace and had pearls and
crystals on the sleeves . An open
satin pillbox crown decorated
with lace and pearls held her
silk illusion veil and she carried a bouquet of white roses.
Miss Smith wore an antique
gold satin gown styled like the
bride 's and trimmed in gold
lace. She wore a gold lacetrimmed bow on her head and
carried yellow and bronze
chrysanthemums.
A reception was held at the
Westfield Golf Club.
The bride is a graduate of
Cotter High School and the College of Saint Teresa. She is a
graduate student in library science at the Catholic University
of America , Washington , D. C.
Her husband , a graduate of
Archbishop Malloy High School.
New York City , and St. Michael 's College, Santa Fe, N.M.,
is a graduate studen t in history
at the Catholic University of
America , Washington , D.C.
¦

ANNOUNCEMENT was made
that Watkins Products , Inc.. has
invited AAUW members to tour
the plant Friday from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.
Following the l u n c h e o n ,
LUNCHEON tables in the hall [ guests toured the circular chapwere centered with glittering el of Assisi Hall , residence of
candles and greens and arrang- Junior Sisters and Postulants.
ed around the huge, brilliantly Sister M. Michaea conducted
the tour. Of special interest
decorated Christmas tree.
Sister M. Lorraine and Sister were the windows designed by
Robert Leader of the art departrSJSS«35S3RS5W5SS55_55W35853SSSyl Camille , college president , were ment of Notre Dame University.
hostesses. The guests were served by the gracious students of Theme of the windows is taken Independence
from the early 15th century
the college.
"The Little Flowers of High School
Mrs. E. J. Boiler , branch work
Saint Francis." AAUW mem- Holds Reunion
president , welcomed the guests
were impressed with the
and Mrs. Lloyd Belville, pro- bers
color , design aid expression , INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Spegram chairman introduced stu- created
dent musicians of the college they said.in contemporary style , cial) — The Independence Hi;h
School class of 1955 held its 10who presented the program.
year reunion Nov. 27 at Club 93.
Master of ceremonies was
AN INSTRUMENTAL trio,
W
Make an
»
Brother Constantirie ( Andy Marcomprised of Sister M. Gretel, Miss Moberly's
8
appointment
$ violin , Miss Kathleen Hansen , Pottery in
solek ) who introduced the guest
teachers : Mr. and Mrs . Felix
§ cello, and Miss Diane Ehrhardt , St. Paul Exhibit
§
TODAY for
Percuoco, Caledonia; M i n n . ;
piano, played "Trio in B Flat
«
Mr and Mrs. Jack Boman ,
that traditional £ Major " by Beethoven.
Stoneware pottery by Miss Bloomington , Minn., and Mr.
The youthful and cheerful Ce- Louise Moberly, instructor of
S
Christmas Gift
»
Francis Ballard , Eau
cilian Choir of freshmen girls, art at Winon a State College, is and Mrs.
Wis.,
Claire
,
and custodian, Mr.
«
Portrait!
% directed by Sister M. Lalonde, currently being shown at the St. and Mrs. Gust Klimek .
sang a group of four songs: Paul Art Center in the MinneFollowing the dinner the class
"British Children 's Prayer," sota Crafts '65 exhibit which history wes read by , Jeanette
W o l f e ; "The Nightingale," will continue through Dec. 23. Wozney ; prophecy, Janet GlaunWeelkes; "Come Let Us Start a
The exhibition features indi- ert ; will , Elynor Lejk , and obitHassler, and ' 'Old vidually made craft items by uary, Arlene Kulig. Music for
Joyful
$ King Song,"
St
Cole," arrangement by the 36 members of the Minne- dancing was provided by Mr .
Dunhill .
sota Craftsmen 's Council who and Mrs. Jim Zecherle, Eau
Members of the choir are design and produce in the areas Claire.
177 West 7th
|
Jane Allington, Cecilia Carlyle , of ceramics, textiles, metal and
g
Persons attended from IndeKathleen Corrigan, Jenovefa wood.
pendence, Milwaukee , Arcadia,
Knoop, Margaret Martin, Linda
Miss Moberly, who joined the Onalaska , Ladysmith , Cudahy,
!W_«!^_WW ^-«^-*_S_ K* Menzel, Mary Beth Peterson, Winon a art department faculty Melrose, and Madison , Wis.;
this year , instructs pottery , Rockford , III.; M inneapolis, Wiweaving and crafts courses at nona , Rochester and InternaNot sure about size? Give a Gift Certificate
tional Falls, Mian., Maryknoll ,
the college.
N .Y., and Fort Worth. Tex.

| LAST CALL! |l
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'Half Past Teen '
To Be Presented
At Arcadia HS
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Give her a gift to
enj oy all year! Put
these under her tree!
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A. Luxuriousl y embroidered nylon slip with lace
trimmed bodice. Shadow panel, adjustable
strap?. White in sizes 32 to 44. ,
B. Soft nylon tricot sleepcoat. Piped collar and
pocket , button front. Choice of blue or pink
in small , medium or large ,
C. Shift gown , waltz length. Delicate lace and
embroidery trim. Pink , blue or ice green.
Small , medium , large , extra large.

MON. THRU FRI. 9 - 9
SAT. 9 - 5 -S U N . 1-5
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Mr . and Mrs. James E. Gaffi ft an

LEAF'S

Christmas Present Special
To ALL!
Beginning December 1st thru December 31 , (On a

(All Photograph y)

Marzocco Announces Coming
Musical ,/The King and I'
Director John E. Marzocco .
College of Saint Teresa drama
department , announces that
this season 's musical will be
Rodgers and Hammerstein 's,
"The King and I. " Production
dates are March 3 , 4, 5, 6, 7
and 8 in the College Theatre.

The cast includcrl Gertrude
Lawrence, Yul Brynncr , Dorothy Sarnoff , and Doretta Morrow. It ran for a total of 1,240
performances.
In commenting on the music
and scor e Bolton , music critic ,
stated that it was " — a score
IN DISCUSSING the choice of size, of melodious reaches
of the musical , Marzocco stat- that are piercingly emotional
ed , "It is a musical I have and satisfying in" the most delong wanted to do because of manding degree.
its beautifu l music, exotic sets, "DANTON Walker felt it was
rich oriental costumes and its the "— best, musically speakstrong story line."
ing " of anything Rodgers had
"The King and I", with book done to date. The score of
and lyrics by Oscar Hammer- which the critics were speaking
stein II is based on the novel consists of such songs as "Getof Margaret Landon , "Anna ting to Know You , " "Hello,
and the King of Siam." First Young Lovers ," "I Whistle a
production was at the Saint Happy Tune, " "Shall We
James Theatre on March 29 , Dance," and "We Kiss in Sha1951. The staging was done by dow."
John van Druten and the choreThe music and lyrics reinographv by Jerome Robbins. force the Oriental atmosphere
of the play as a whole. Brooks
Atkinson has described the
play as "— an original and
beautiful excursion into the rich
splendors of the Far East. "

WSC Students
To Perform
In Recita l

Fourteen student vocalists and
pianists will appear in recital at
8 p.m. today in Somsen Auditorium, Winon a State College.
Vocalists students of Walter
Hinds, are Evelyn Horton ,
Plainview ; Larry Adams, Lake
City ; Clark Dobbs, Mapleton ;
Rudy Gawlik , Winona; John
Perry, Minneapolis; Jay Johnson , Hastings; Lindel Sugawara,
Waimea , Kauai , Hawaii; Steve
Forster, Winona; James Dickson, La Crescent; Bruce Odell,
Winona; Elizabeth Gunhus , Kenyon , and Jane Hilke, Winona ,
who also will appear as a piano
studen t of Richmond McCluer,
with Gloria Welch , Stewartville,
and Cathy Lindsay, Spring Valley.
Accompanists will be Jonelle
Millam , Winona; Miss Hilke ;
Jerry Johnson , Winona , and Mr.
Hinds.
Composers are J. S. Bach ,
Petro Cimara , Salvatore Rosa ,
Mozart , Wagner , Vincent Perischetti , Munro-Wilson , Schubert ,
Michael Heard , John Jacob
Niles , Geoffrey O'Hara , Celii_s
Dougherty Marjori e Bain , Petro Yon , Roger Quilter , Oley
Speaks. Joseph Clokey and
Thomas Dunhil
The public is invited ; there is
no admission charge.
¦
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ST. MARTIN'S CIRCLE
Circle F of St. Martin 's Lutheran Church will be entertained
by Mrs. William Koeller , 216
Mankato Ave., at 2 p.m. ThursARCADIA , Wis. (Special) - day.
The senior class of Arcadia PARTY POSTPONED
High School will present its LEWISTON , Minn. (Special)
class play, "Half Past Teen ," —Th e Christmas supper party
Dec. 14 in the high school audi- of the Women 's Fellowship,
torium. Curtain time for the Lewiston Church of the Breththree-act comedy by John Hen- ren , has been postponed to Dec.
derson will be 7:30 p.m. The pro- 17 at the home of Mrs. Jackie
duction is under the direction of Buckbee , rural Lewiston . There
Miss Renee Salsman, practice will be a gift exchange .
teacher at Arcadia High .
Cast includes Judy Reuter , LEWISTON GUILD
Debbie Kostner , John Fernholz , LEWISTON , Minn. (SpeciaDJim Haines , Bud Benusa , Mary St. Paul' s Guild members and
Gamoke , Martha Schultz , Nan- their husbands will hold a
cy Tyvand , Barb Skroch , J o e Christmas party Thursday in
Bill , Barb Creeley and Dennis the church basement . A 7 p.m.
supper will be served.
Eberhart.

Christmas Pa rty
Planned by Dorcas
Society at Lewiston

WHITEHALL OES
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Ivy Chapter 115, Order of the
Eastern Star , will elect officers
Thursday. A potluck dinner for
the Star families will precede
the meeting at 6:30 p.m. Members are asked to donate to
the Masonic .Home at Dousman
instead of exchanging Christmas gifts.
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BEST IN
HAIR
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CARE . . . |jf
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Permanent Waving
Shaping
All Types of Hair Cutting
Latest Methods in Styling
CALL RICHARD . . .

Center Beauty Salon

Phone 5661
422 Center St.
Of f i c i a l M e m b e r of ihe Hair
Fashion Guild o/ America
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|Light and lively l e a t h e r . . .
1 with a fleece-warm lining
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C o m f y ® Slippers

(^^%hi9s Wonderful f iew
^ Qift Separates
$10 to $18

own

FORJUST $1 10
||7

TCRRIFIC GIFT TAMIS INCLUDE

LUSCIOUS ANGORAS IN CARDIGAN AND
r u it -OVFR rn'YLFs

WITH DFLITCTA BLY

[CM IN INF- DETAILS . . . WOOL SHAKERS
FROM HONG KONG WITH CREWEL-TYPE

#

F M BROIDERY A N D TASSF.LED TRIMS . . . OR

3-I ) IM I:NSIONAL I:MBROIDERIES , . .

3-DAY SERVICE ON THESE GARMENTS
SO BRING THEM IN NOW !

Open At 7:30 A,M.

TERESAN CHAPTER
Winona Teresan Chapter will
meet Thursday at the home of
Mrs. Hubert Weir , 318 Market
SL Sister M. Aquinette , guest
speaker , will talk on her recent
tri p to Africa.
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Men 's Suits
Sport Coat & Trouser (Comb. )
Ladies Suits
Plain Dress

LEAF'S

MISS RUTH ANN HARRISON'S engagement to Alan Koxlien, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Koxlien, Taylor, Wis.,
is announced by her parents , Mr. and Mrs. Carlyla
Harrison , Pickford , Mich.
The wedding date has not
been set. Miss Harrison Is a
laboratory technician at Borgess Hospital , Kalamazoo ,
Mich. Her fiance is an X-ray
technician at Black River
Falls (Wis.) Memorial Hospital.
¦

Mrs. Herbert R. Streich and
Mrs. Elmer B. Tribell of the
Wenonah Auxiliary to the International Association of Machinists had charge of the Christmas banquet and party Wednesday evening at Williams Hotel.
Prizes in cards went to the
Mmes. William Roth , S. H. Nel son , Fred F. Meshke and Clark
C. Guile. Plans were made to
distribute gifts to shut-in members.

PRESS

Second & Main

IM

Wenonah Auxiliary
Holds Yule Party

Cash & Carry Basis Onl y) Leaf' s will CLEAN AND

•
•
•
•

LEWISTON , Minn. ( Special)
—St. John 's Lutheran Dorcas
Society will have its Christmas
party Tuesday at 7:30 p.m., beginning with a potluck supper.
All are to bring wraped gifts
for the Bethesda L u t h e r a n
Home, Watertown , Wis.
Committees are : Bethesda ,
Mrs. Alvin Thompson and Mrs.
Friebert Sackreiter ; shut-ins ,
the Mmes. Harold Kiese , Hubert Volkman and Alfred Stuernagel and Miss Edn a Steuernagel ; food , the Mmes. Lyle
Blanchard , J o h n Nahrgang,
Arnold Burfiend and Herbert
Kreinbring; recreation , M r s .
Edwin Dorn and Mrs. John
Brand; dining room , Mrs. Alfred Brand and Mrs. Marvin
Benike; cheer , M rs. Edwin
Dorn and Mrs. Arnold Burfiend , and altar , Mrs . Alvin
Thompson and Mrs. Marvin
Volkman.
Each member is asked to
bring a dish towel for the school
kitchen.

.

-

AM WITH THEIR OWN MATCHING A SKIRTS

j

j

AND SLACKS , CHOOSE FROM SNOW I I AKF

/ Vtoa te's

WHITE FROSTY PASTELS . CORAL , OLIVE
AND COLORFUL COMBINI S . MISSES ' SIZES .

YOU ARE INVITED TO CHARGE IT
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Ington Reed , executive director
this purpose. The 27- by 27-foot
said the board took the action at
room designated for the libraa meeting Saturday. The bond;
ry is "adjacent to the main enare for temporary financing
trance . Its steel shelving will
' LEWISTON . Minn (Special )
Reed said , and may be replacec
accommodate its 3,000 volumes.
; — The PTL of St. John 's Luthlater.
There
will
be
adult
reading
and
,
(Special)
LAKE CITY Minn.
¦
eran Church will hold a Chrlststudy areas , a special reading
—A medley of Christmas carols
STRUM.
Wis.
The
board
of
(AP)
mas
party
Tuesday
at
8:15
—
The
MinnePAUL
ST.
I
MINNEAPOLIS PATIENT
Christmas party for directors of Strum Steam En- area for children , and a comI p.m. A potluck lunch will be opened the
sota State College Board has
's Lutheran Ladies Aid gine Days has authorized $2,000 fortable lounge area.
St.
John
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. I served.
The Steam Engine Days or- authorized the sale ol 511 mil- Clarence Hazelton is a patient
for purchase of equipment and
''¦ Serving committee includes Thursday afternoon.
with
lion
in
revenue
bonds,
The Rev. T. H. Albrecht read books for the new public li- ganization is making prepara- about $7 million worth of the in Veterans Administration Hos; the Messrs. and Mmes. Henry
tions for the annual festival
the
Christmas story . Mrs. Arn- brary.
pital , Minneapolis.
! Jacobs , Edward Kessler and
next August . Incorporation pro- bonds to be sold soon. Dr. Bevold
Peters
was
in
charge
of
the
Funds
realized
from
the
an|Harold Kiese. In charge of enAdvertlsiHTient
ceedings begun at the October
tertainment are (lie Messrs. business meeting. A gift of $10 nual celebration are designated meeting will be continued at the
will
be
sent
to
the
American
for
civic
improvement
with
the
,
and Mmes. .John Nahrgang, ArDec. 27.
; nold Bonow and Lowell Bark- Bible Society and $r!0 will be stipulation that such improve- regular meeting¦
mailed
to
the
church's
pastor
ments be available also to resi- CIVIC ASSOCIATION
heim.
serving in Viet Nam.
dents of the surrounding rural
Winona Civic- Association will
LEWISTON AUXILIARY
brought gifts for the area.
Members
meet Thursday at 8 p.m. at WiLEWISTO N . Minn. ( Special) Lutheran Home , Fountain City ,
The library will be in the new
— The Amrric .in Legion Auxi- and the Bethesda Lutheran munici pal building, which is nona AthHic Club.
¦
lary will hold its annual Christ- Home , Watertown , Wis. Mrs. ready for occupancy. Steam
FOUNTAIN
CITY
PTA
mad.
mas Party at the elubrooms ( Dallas Eggenberger and Mrs . Engine Days also paid $3,000
N*w York, N. Y. <Sp«cUl) — For th. io thorough that sufferers "Pile,
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spetoday at 8 p.m. Hostesses are j Harold Hostettler were in toward construction ot the buildfirst time science has found a new »>tonishine statement, lilta
healing substance -nth the aston- have ceased to be a problem!
the Mmes. Robert Kara. Willi- [ charge of recreation . A potluck ing at ground-breaking ceremon- cial) — PTA will meet at the
The were t is a new healing subishing ability to .brink hemorBand Hall at 8 p.m. Wednesday
am Neldner , Sylvester Duane , lunch was served and gifts ex- ies Aug. 14.
(Bic.-Dyne®)-d.8<overy ol
.lane.
relieve
and
itching,
,
.top
rhoids
for the annual Christmas party.
Bernard Kennedy, I^on Mor- • changed.
world-famous research institute.
»
surgery.
pain
without
The library has served the The servers will be the Mmes.
j comb, Donald Nelson and LnuThis substance is now ava.lable
ln case after case, white gently
in suppon Uru or• ointment form
1 rendd Bmngardt. Mrs . Bill . Adding a bay leaf to canned Strum community 35 years. For Marvin Duerkop, Marvin Baurelieving pain , actual reduction
1 Schott and Mrs. Edwin Dorn ! tomato sauce that is being heat- the first time it will be in an res, Melvin Conrad, and Robert
»»der th. name /V.parafso* H *.
) took place.
(.brink."
At all drug counters.
area specifically constructed for Zeichert.
will have charge of the tree.
ed often improves flavor.
Most amazing of all-result* were
MR. AND MRS. WALTER PRVTER. Lake City, Minn.,
'
I^ X ,^ ',
-„u ~cu.u^_.<M._-^,i—_^;,*^,__£,;„,,- w , - .^^^&_sss&gm_^^
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were honored on their golden wedding anniversary at an
open house Nov . 7 at St. John 's iAitheran Church , Lake City.
Among the 250 guests was one of their nttendnnts , Osmar
Ehlers. Goodhue, Minn., a brother of Mrs. Pruter . The event
was hosted by the couple 's children and their husbands and
wives. Mr. Pruter and the former Johann a Ehlers were
married Nov. 30, 1915, in St. John 's Luthera n Church. They
lived on a farm in the Lake City area until 1943 when they
retired and moved Into the cily. Their four children are
Arnold and Norman , Mrs. Clyde (Mary Ellen) Oliver and
Mra. Reynold (Renata) Miller , all of Lake City.

State College
Board Authorizes
$7 Million Bonds

Strum Library
Gets $2,000 Gift

Lake City Society
Makesy Donations
At Yule Party

' Lewiston PTL
' Slates Party

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch— Relieves Pain

t i ^ho& tefs

Ronald Kratz ,
Italian Bride
To Be Honored
Mr. and Mrs. George Kratz ,
779 W. Wabasha St., will hold
open house in the Social Rooms
at Evangelical United Brethren
Church, South Baker and West
King streets, Sunday ln honor
of their son and hia bride . Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Kratz. Hours
wuTb* from 2 to 4 p.m. No
Invitations are being sent.
Miss M a t l l d e Gandolfint,
daughter ot Mr. and Mrs. S.
Gandolfini, Verona, Italy, and
Ronald Kratz were married
Sept. 15 in Verona. She arrived In Winona Thursday.
Mrs. Kratz , a graduate of Verona High School, attended the
University oi B&cconi. She met
her husband while he was stationed with the U.S. Army in
Verona.
Mr. Kratz Is a graduate of
Winona Senior High School and
Macalester College, St. Paul.
He and his bride will make
their home at 122S 4th Ave.,
SW, Apt. 2. Rochester, where
Mr Kratz Is employed ln the
business office of Mayo Clinic.

We Oul-Discount
The Discounters!
COMPARI
OUR CATALOGS

DADD BR0$ItVIDO STORE
V

&

S

HARDWARE

576 E. 4th St.

Phont 4O07

Goodview Trinity
Guild Sets Party

The annual Christmas party
of the Goodview Trinity Lutheran Guild will be held Tuesday
at 6:30 p.m. at the church.
A potluck supper will be served with the Mmes. Roy Rose,
Herbert Rothcr and Ivan Siem
as hostesses. Mrs. Gerald Bade
and Mrs. Willis Norton are in
charge of entertainment.
A special offering will be taken for the benefit of the nursery at the Apache Indian Mission, Eastfork. Ariz.

Barbershoppers
To Perform in
Arcadia School

ARCADIA, Wis. ( Special) An advance ticket sale is in
progress for the annual Barbershop concert to be held at Arcadia High School auditorium
Saturday at 8 p.m. The event
is sponsored by the Arcadia
Council 1654, Knights of Columbus.
Barbershop singing groups
will include the Fantastics of
Madison , The Seek - A - Tones,
Sweet Adelines of Winona , and
the chorus of the Winona Chapter of SPEBSQSA.
Tickets may be purchased at
Berzlnski Service Station, Herrlck's Skogmo Store, Arcadia
Cleaners, Gamoke Service Station , Auer's Clothing Store and
The Arcadia News-Leader.
FARM BUREAU WOMEN
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
— The annual Christmas tea of
the Farm Bureau women's
committee will be at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday at the Cly-Mar Bowl .
Michael Totzauer will be guest
speaker. Homemade baked
goods will be sold.
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WINNER OF THE RCA VICTOR TABLE MODEL RADIO
AT SUNDAY'S DRAWING . . . MRS. PETER KULAS, 564 E. FRONT ST.
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DENNIS THE MENACE
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DEAR ABBY:

She 's Accused

FAMOUS BRAND GIFTS

Of Flirting

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: Just what is the difference between "flirting" and being friendly with a man? I have been accused
of flirting when 1 have only meant to be "nice" to a fellow .
I am single and people tell me I'm the type they feel like
they 've known all their lives only a few
minutes after meeting me. Men DO ask me
out as soon as they meet me, but 1 have
trouble with them after that. They try to
take liberties with me and I'm not that
kind of girl. How can I be friendly enough
to capture a man's interest/ without giving
him the idea that anything goes?
JUST FRIENDLY

'COUIV We HAVE A MAH-TO-/WWTALK, HENRV?*

¦

¦
BIG GEORGE

DEAR FEIENDLY: "Flirting" constitutes encouragement above and beyond the platonic plateau. The girl who
is constanly being misunderstood is a
ABBY
little TOO friendly. Don't be a tease. The man who mistakes the dating call for the mating call needs his hearing
tested. Start by saying "NO" very clearly.
¦DEAR ABBY : Our daughter
¦ was selected
¦ to be one of a
few for a big honor in her school. She had a lot of competition
but , Abby, she won it fairly and squarely. We later heard
through the grapevine that the reason our daughter won was
because we were friendly with some of the people who had
a big say in picking the winner. I swear on a stack of Bibles
that we never once mentioned our daughter or anything about
that "honor " to these people. This sure does take the joy out
of it for us. How can we let folks know that she won with no
help from anybody?
HURT
DEAR HURT : Don 't waste your time or energy, Your
friends don 't need to be assured and your enemies wouldn 't
believe the truth anyway. Credit it to the sour grapevine and forget it.
DEAR ABBY: Please be a pal and discourage people
from sending out those boring five-page Christmas newsletters that seem to have replaced the lovely tradition al
Christmas card. I realize th at some people don 't have time
to -write letters to their friends all year and their annual
Christmas letter helps bring folks up to date on what has
happened to all the members of the family since last Christmas. However , if Cousin Ned was appointed to the Supreme
Court , they will have read it in the papers. And who cares if
Susie placed third in the frog jumping contest, and Grandpa
Joe had all his uppers extracted? (Yich!) Yours, for the
old-fashioned "MERRY CHRISTMAS" cards. LAKELANDER
DEAR LAKELANDER: Speak for yourself. Tve seen
some annual Christmas newsletters that were interesting,
amusing and tastefully done. And those five-page duds
make wonderful kindling.

"I'm quite capable) of picking up a few things at tho
grocer's without this NOTE jazz."
APARTMENT 3-G

Problems? Write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeies, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped , self-addressed
envelope.

¦

offers

important advantages of a fuli-*ize standard
nl0Sall the
in
typewriter rlglf a compact , easily carried machine, and meets
performance requirements
j ust of the business or
le
office
"
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'
studio.
Extra-quiet
professional
operation , too, is
or home.
appreciated in office or
$99.50.
Now
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By Alex Kotzk y
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THE FASTEST PORTABLES IN THE WORLD

LUND TYPEWRITER COMPANY

119 Center Street

NANCY

Phone 5222
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persons Single songs, albums of choral , symphony band
d orchestra selectors. They re all at our place tight now.
™
¦N ew n unr >bers received every day. Or jiv e a record gift certificate and let them choose their own.

HARDT'S MUSIC STORE

116-118 East Third Street

Winona

By Dal Curtis

By Ernie Bushmiller
BRING OUT NATURAL EYE BEAUTY

This smart luggage stands all by itself at Holiday time, Wh y
not? It combines a host of practical exclusivcs with a style that
fashion leaders the world over acclaim. American Touristcr
Luggage is light and strong. Its patented one-piece body is
incredibly roomy. And the scuff-rcsistant Permanite cover
keeps its bright good look-! trip after trip. Enjoy Holiday
traveling in stylo with American Tourister. Kight fashion approved colors , and 25 styles for men and women.

ST. CLAIRS, INC.

ti East Third Street

MARK TRAIL
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A s)n Sle rec0I ',d or an album 's 5Ure to Pleas * any .r or<
f
lover on your Lst this year. Choose from a wide variety of
a " nationally known names and some specials made by area

CHRISTMAS FAVORITEI

MARY WORTH

Ptiont

/
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These all new Smith Corona Portables offer changeable type ,
new jeweled escapement , natural-arc action , cushioned carriage-return levers, line indicators and full-size office keyboards . . . more of everything! These wonderfu l portables
feature a removable platen in colors to match the machine.
Each has a rugged , all-steel frame and comes in a travelproof steel carrying case

REX MORGAN, M.D.

THE OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD STUDIO 44

Phone 7091

Cont act lenses have come a long way since they were first
introduced to the human eye. Now they are wafer thin and
_

„._ th

di

,„ most instances they glvB you hettcr

> ,
,,
,
,. .
vision , ore undetectable , rF.ven your closest friends won t
know you 're wearin g tlirm! Buy factory direct and Save,
(j n [y $(& pad- ,

PLYMOUTH OPTICAL CO.

78 W«st Third

Ground Floor

Phone 6222

By Saunders and Ernst

BY Ed Dodd

I I CORN ING 4 WARE"
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FIRST IN QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE

These top quality ISrookfield Me.urc Skates are made of
Sheffield slnel IIIH I are available in nil models and H .MS - Boys '
and Girls ', Ladies' and Men 's, insulated and uninsu lated. Kegi $l()
i «..,„
*, „„r
$7.(I .t per pair. <i,
.!l.r). /.
Only
We .tradei .
ular

SMART GIFT FOR THE HOMEMAKER

ivrfn t present for the young of all ages. I , IV- 1'. Hi quart
( .0V(1| .<1( , skj ,|l l( . and <Ta<1 |cl( t (|(.,a(.,v
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tendencies lo come up with ! and the surface should be finish- LOUISVILLE (AP) - While It didn 't take police long to
ttl
Center
some imaginative and interest- led to cope with it. Some people John Boekey waa on a trip to spot the cause ', vandals had
Phona 7010
ing effects. One can go directly I put a coat of wax over the vaj - the West Coast, he saw this stolen a stop sign on one of the
from (he foyer to the living j nish, but if an area rug is to be sign outside an Indian Village in streets.
room , tho kitchen or the bed- over the paper , waxed floors New Mexico: .
room wing without crossing ! can be a potential danger as lit"Buy genuine Indian items
tle rugs mav slide.
other rooms.
from real Indians at Indi an VilWALLPAP IUI INK a floo r in- lage. We give Green Stamps."
LENNOX
. THE KN.T,inE rlglil side of
the foyer is a full brick wall ,
DUMCURVE
the other side of which is one
of the bedrooms. A similar
brick wall separnlcs the living
This menns that your Lenroom fro m the kitchen ,
V/E OOM'T CHEC K
m
nos Gas- Furnace will last
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The two-car garage , extra
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.spacious has two closets, inGLASS , , . because It re'
door and an outdoor storage
Wl DO EVERY. ¦- . . ,
sists acids and moisture, it
jgn
sections , and room lor a workwon't bum off . oxidize, gcale
or peel , .. . and at the samo
bench and, if desired , power
timo improves hentltiR effitools.
ciency. Befo re you buy . any
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Outside , vert ical redwood sid$$.
furnace , j ?ct the complete
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an up-to-date abstract for your attorney 's written title opinion.
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your electrical inslnllatlon and alteration business.
We wnnl t<i provjv our worthiness , ability, nnd conscientiousness on-Hie jolfT Wrc prepare*! to do everything but "check
your hat" to merit your approval. Phone 4578 for a free
estimate nnd courteou s workmanship.
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Make sure the title is clear. Ha ve the
Ba . selle r furnisii you or your attorney with

| - IN<REASI LIVING SPACE -

Heat Exchanger I

ELECTRIC
ToUphon. 4578

• GAS * ELECTRIC
OIL
*
* COAL

QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS
HAROLD OFENI.OCH

161 Ea»-f Broadway
Phone 5793

Th e I>q//y Rie£6r*j

¦'/-. At ^mmuhify

Memorial Hospita l

' Visiting Wburis's ' .Medical
patients:,-2 to 4 and 7 to ',
children under, tt.) ¦
• Maternity patients^ Ito
1:30 p.m. (Adult* on|v.)

V

and surgj iiii
t.-ao p.m. (No
3:30 and 7 to
;-

' ' ^SATVIRD^Y'S-' ;: '; . v
¦ ' : y - ' ADMISSIONS ' ¦•
.
•/. Roger. Aliitager; Winona Rt 3.
DISCBARGES
..Paul Bemis, Lamoille
¦ ¦ ,¦ Minn.
BIRTHS - . '
Mr.: and Mrs. Clarence Badger- , 460 E: Sarnia St,, a son.. ¦;'•; ' ¦

SUNDAY

;V- . ADMISSIONS I ^:,

Arthur ZHaedtloe, 970 E. King
¦':¦; ';¦
St.:;. .
Mris. i^Mary. .-/ Gorciy, Houston,
: ¦
Ninn. ' -. / • .
Z ' -:. ' ,/• • .'
Mrs. Gene
Ankruin
,,
Stockton
,
¦ ' ¦/¦
Minn...: ' -.
: , -:/ . . . ./Robert¦ B e.i d en , Rushford
¦ ¦ ,
¦
Nihn, : ' ¦:¦.'¦:.; ¦¦. ¦¦" :y 'y i y u " • ' ' • •,
Mrs. James Rpwan ,;. 4i5 : W.
Broadway . -¦ ¦¦;..
Mrs. Hubert Feine , Rushofrd,
:
Mi___.: ;'.'- 'r ':- ''- ' " -K ''-y - - '" Mrs. Clara
Dahl, 521 Sioux
¦
¦
St:- . . ¦¦; : ' -:'/. ; ";:• ' : ' .
DISGHABGES
Mark- CalJies, 722%.. King; St.
:
Mrs. ¦ Frank DoerKand baby,
Dakota, Minn. ^""v
¦ Mrs. Everyh ; Berg, 162 High
Forest/St. . ::::':
¦
Roger Adahk , Fountain City,
:: ' • •/ ¦¦ ; "' :" '-. - :.
Ais;- .
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
Scott F Fabian, Winona Rt.

¦
'
¦;¦ - ¦¦ ¦ '¦ ¦
», s. y .\ -..

.

Shfelly R. Fabian, Wnoona Rt.

I,'.- -;"-" - . ' ,

Brian L Budnick, .511 Wall
St.- ;-:4. '
Lbii Am Bradley, Lanesboro,
Minn.',; 6. . yr ' . ;;:<. :';

'
y :.; FREE TB X R A Y S ¦' ¦"
(tions Wed.-Fri;, 1-& p -p i .
Roorri 8, City Halt) " :¦ . - ¦'.:
Winona Co. residents tree,
¦?- ¦;¦ • others,
" ' .¦' .
$1 each.
¦
¦ .»' . .
. ..
.. ¦::¦¦¦ '
f '. . Last week .' ...v.- •.'. . '.¦.' .' ,- . ¦.'. ¦;'. -,i_ i '.,
Total since 1959 . . ; . ; , 5 7 ,836

Muriicipal Gjiirf

' ' '
%NONA X:- ' -:; ;'" - '" ;
Forfeitures: . : . : . .
'¦- Gary T, Odegaarden, 22. _68
E. 3rd St., $35 on a charge of
violating the open bottle law at
Highway 43 and Sugar Loaf
Road Saturday at 7:50 p.m.
James J. Kessler , 499 E. Belleview .i$t , $25 . oh a charge of
•peedfng 39 m.p.h. in a 30 zpn&
oh West Broadway frona Sioux
to McBride streets Sunday at
¦
11:50 phi. . . ->;- .
¦ Bonald/A. ,gralth, Rochester,
$25 oh a charge of speeding 50
m.p.h. in a 30 zone on Gilmore
Avenue east of Ctiniinihgs Street
Nov, 6 at 3:50 p.ra., ¦; /;
Alexander McL, ()skamp Jr.,
Gilmore Valley, $26 on a charge
of speeding 50 ht,p.h. in a 30)
zone on Gilmore: Avenue at
Edgewood Drive (radar) Friday at 7:50 p;m;
Orrin TJ. ''/Arneson/ . ' Amery,
Wis., $25 oh a charge of speed;
ing 65 rn.p:h. in a 55 zone oil
U.S. 61-14 (westbound) at Winona Sunday at ? p.m. Minnesota Highway Patrol made the
¦
arrest. . •"¦/ . :Z' ' V "Z ¦•
Steve J. Jilky 18; 1222 W. 5thi
St., $15 , on a charge of driving
with exhaust not properly muffled at West . , 3rd and Huff
streets Saturday at 10:30 p.m.
Lyndon R. Wilarlght, 17, 933
W. Wabaaha St., $15- on a charge
of making an improper left turn
at 3rd and Center streets Saturday at 3:20 p.m.
Martin G. Horner, 18, 42:iO
7th St., Goodview, $15 oh a
charge of improper stopping (in
a traffic lane) on U.S. 15 at StMary's College Nov . 28 at 9:35
p.m, Minnesota Highway Patrol
made the arrest,
Jimmy Olsen , Chicago, $15
on a charge of improper lane
use (personal injury accident )
on U.S. 14, 1.5 miles east oi
Lewiston, Wednesday at 5:50
p.m. Highway Patrol made the
arrest.
Mrs, Mary R. tValetzko , Arcadia , Wis., $10 on a charge of
failure to display current vehicle registrati on at East Sth an d
St. Charles streets Saturday at
3:55 p.n» .
Gale R asmussen , 18, RushFord , Minn., $10 on a charge of
parking too close to a fire hydrant at 527 W. 4th St. Nov, 28
at 8:20 p.m.
Robert R. Pieqhowskl, 22,
Fountain City , Wis. , $10 on a
charge ol failure to display current vehicle registration at Fairfax and Monroe streets today at
12:35 a.m.; $15 on a charge of
driving with Illegal equipment
( no brakes , mufflar and headlight) at the same time and
place .
¦

Scandinavian
HOLIDAY
COOKWARE

t Lef.e Or||li and
Rolling Pin*
t Sandbakkelso Set* .
• Rasott* Sett
• Krunkake Irons

DsfLOD aR0S
If UDD STORE
V ft S HARDWARi
576 «. 4*h St. Phono 4007

MONDAY i
sOECEMBEJt 6, 1>65

/ Wj rtprta peathi;
William M. Corcoran. /

William Martin Corcoran, 52,
571V _ W. 3rd St., died Saturday
at 8 p.m. at his home. /He had
not been ill. previously .
; He was born March 29, 1913,
iii Wiscoy Township to George
and Lena Bucbitcill. Corcoran.
He was a lifelong resident of
the area and had never married.
He was awarded the purple
Heart for injuries in action with
the Army in World War II. He
had been a machine operator at
Miller Waste Mills 18 years;
He was a member of NevilleLien;Post 1287, Veterans of Foreign Wars; tion 'J;/Wetzel Post
No. 9- American - Legion, and
the Eagles..
Survivors are: Two brothers,
Gerald P. Corcoran, Hokah, and
Thomas Corcoran; address unknown, and three sisters, Mrs.
Donald (Margaret) Golieh, Lewiston, Mis. Wiliiam (Winifred)
Kiral and: Mrs. Koy / (Lucille)
Hoover,; Winona.
His parents
have died:
Funeral services will be Wednesday;. at ; Fawcett ; Funeral
Horrie. the : tiitie will be announced/ ' - . ¦/ ¦
Friends may call at the funeral home Tuesday from 7 to 9
p;mr'- ..:, V \ . .-v •; ' .; ' / / ' '> ' ':.; ' "¦-: . .

Brp. Justiniari Lewis

Brother Justinian Lewis, 43;
St. Mary's College; died Sunday
at 3:35 p.m. at St. Francis
Hospital, La Crosse , after in
illness of several months. /
Vincent Heffemori was born
Feb. 24, 1922, in Kansas City,
Kan., to Mr. and Mrs. John
Heffernon. He joined the Christian Brothers order/ Aug. 30,
1939, and was graduated from
St: Mary's College with -a bachelor of science degree m 1043.
He taught ; at St. , Patrick's
High School , Chicago, from! 1943
to 1948; at Cotter High School ,
Winona, from - •. 1*948-1952; . at
Central High School; Vincenries,
Ind;, 1952, and in 1958 transferred to Holy Name High School,
Escahaba, Mich./ where he
was appointed : assistant principal and taught there until . becoming ill in August;
Survivors ; are: Z His . - .- foster
mother, ^Mrs; Kathryn Carry,
and one brother, John, both of
Kansas: City, Mo. His parents
and one brother, Kenneth ; have
died./;
: Funeral services will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. at: St. Thomas
More Chapel;- St. Mary 's College. The funeral /Mass will be
celebrated ;by the Rev. Lawrence Gauthier, assistant superintendent of schools, Marquette,
Mich., and chaplain of Brothers
Of Holy Name. Burial } will be
in the Christian Brothers Novitiate Cemetery^
Friehcls may call from 5 p.m.
today at the chapel at the college. Watkbwski Funeral Home
is in charge . /:. .: - ':

/ Winona Funerals
Robert T. Dorsch /
Funeral services for Robert
T. DorscH, 652 W. 4th St., were
held this morning at St. Casimir's Church, the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. J, W. H-un officiating.
A nephew, the Rev. James
Hennessy of St. Joseph's Church,
Owatonna, was present iii the
sanctuary. Burial was in .St.
Mary's; Cemetery.
Pallbearers were H e n 't y
Kleinschmidt, Wayne Noeske ,
Bruno Marcolini, David Fellowski, Kerneth
Duffy and Clem
¦
Rozek; ¦ ¦;.

•Mrs. Angoliritt Holmgren

Funeral service? for Mrs. An614 W. Broadway, were held this morning at
St. Casimir Church, the Rev.
Robert Stamschor officiating.
Burial was in Holy Trinity Cemietery, Riollingstone, the Rev. S.
J. Majerus officiating at the
graveside.
Pallbearers were Reginald
Kohner, Ronald Begga, Conrad
Speltz, Terry Kohner, Eugene
Meyers and Allison Hcisler.

ge|ine Holmgren,

M. Paul Lumber
Yard Bums, loss
Close to 5100,000

ST, PAUL (AP ) — Loss was
estimated at $75, 000 to $100,000
toda y in a fire which destroyed
a large lumber yard storage
building and damaged three
other .wildings.
N o one w as Injured in the
fire late Sunday at University
Lumber Co., St. Paul. Seven
persons escaped from buildings
adjacent to the yard before their
homes also caught fire.
The lumber shed, about 120
feet long, contained lumber, tllo,
shingles, other building materials, two trucks and some machinery. It was nearly consumed
by, t he fl ames, The company office , a separate building, was
dama ged.
Two buildings on the west side
of (he yard were partially destroyed, One housed a cafe ahd
three persons In upstairs apartments; the other was a family
home.
A bookkeeper for the lumoer
firm wns working on the books
and discovered. Ihe blaze, Me
said the fire appaventl y started
on a lumber pile covering, but
the cause was not determined,

tv/o-^ate Dfeiths
Mis* Cather ihe Zeller i
: AJICADIA, ' Wis. (Special) Miss Catherine Zeller, 89, died
r
at 10:40 a.m. Sunday . at St;
Joseph's Hospital, after an illness o_ two weeks. She: had
been a resident of the hospital 's
nursing home since Sept.
16,
¦¦:
1959; ' ¦:" : ¦ .;;¦;-- . :/ :. . ' ¦:/ ¦ ¦/ ¦ ¦ - y - i : '
She was born here Oct. 11,
1876,' . .¦¦.to Frank ; and Apoline
'
Zeller. ' .; .//. ;; '
¦ SurVrvors/ are three /nieces
and two nephews. - Three brothers and three sister's have died;
/Funeral services . will be
Thursday fat 9:30 a.m. at; Our
Lady of Perpetual Help Catholic
ChUrch, the Rey; John P. Trant
officiating: Burial : will be in
Calvary Cemetery.
• '• ' - ., - .- "' '
Friends - may call : at Killiah
Funeral Home after 4 p.m;
Wednesday. Rosary will be said
Wednesday : at 7:30 arid 8:15
p.m:, the latter by Father Tratit.

Mr*. Lyl«i Loprtiii

(Mildred) DemJng, Kellogg; 10
grandchildren and: one__;greatgranddaughter. Two sisters and
one grandchild have died. .
Funeral services will b* Tuesday at 10 a.nh. in St. Agnes
Chureh, the . Rev. Robert Sheehan (officiating./ Burial will be in
Ss. - Peter and Paul ;co-hetery ,
Mazeppa. v '/ '
Rpsary, will be said at 8 p.m.
today, at Bucicman-Schierts Funeral Home, Wabasha.
Pallbearers are Harry Balow ,
Matt Arens, Hichard Hartert,
Leo Witte, Frank Temtis and
Frank Schouw^iler , all of Kellogg.- ; . •" • '.¦

Mrs. Ef fie Poesi

ST., CHARLEJS/Minh. -- Mrs .
Effie; Poesz, &6, died Saturday
at EttarDell Nursing Home after ail illness of four years;
The former Effie Oritcomb,
she -was born July 27, 1879, in
St, Charles;: to Mr. ana" Mrs.
Byron Titcomb. She was; married to. Edward ; Poesz Aug. 29,
1906,. in Winoia/ The couple
operated the Poesz General
Store in Utica many years.
Mir. Poesz/ died in 1N5 ! .
. She is survived by: several
nieces and nephews. '. Four
brothers and :two¦."' sisters have
'
died. " • ¦''/ .
; • ; '¦ . . : .
be
Funeral seryices^will
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in Jacobs Tuneral
Home, the Rev. Leslie Gehring,
Utica Presbyterian Church, officiating. ''/Burial; ¦ will be in
Utica . Cemetery .

; MONIJOVI. i Wis. ^. Mrs. tyle
Loomis died suddenly early this
morning at the home of her
sister; Mrs. Ralph BlairV Du^
rand/ ¦ ' /;¦; . "' :
The funeral will be Thwsday morning at Sacred Heart
Church. Kjentvet «? Son . FuneFriends- may call at Jacobs
ral Home is in charge; ./
Funeral
Home- after . 7"-.jp.m. to'. '¦'. '" .
y . ' ' ¦/: "; -:-/ ". ' ' /•
day;
.
f/lr*; F re<l Utf*
Pallbearers
aie Kenneth
(Special)
ETTRICK, Wis;
Mrs . Fxed Letts, 71, died Friday Holm, Ronald Frisby, Tom Frisof a long illness following a by, Cecil /Ellsworth aad Allen
¦
¦
'
stroke. ¦ / !: ':
. - /» ; King, . Utica, . ahd : Roderick
Krertzke, St: Charles. . ,
Brovold,
The former Jennie
she was born Aug. 11, 1894, to
W l b e r ti. Baizasl
Mr/ ahd Mrs. John Brovold, on "
;
Minn. - Wilber. H.
ALTURA,
what is now the Arnold Brovold
farm at Beach; Town; of Et- Batzel, 45, died Sunday, noon at
his;home here after aa. illness
trick '
of several months with, cancer .
Shev .lived for a time; in St.
He operated a grocery store
Paul and then moved to Bozeriian, Wont. Her first husband here and was a house mover.
He was the vilwas Harry Kensmbe./ About 10
lage's file chief;
years ago she was married to
M r ./ E t a t z e l
Fred Letts; he died in I960.
was boih Jan.
rSurvivors are: One daughter,
, 26 1920; in VernMrs. Warren (Helen) Lee,
d a l e , Wadena
'
to
Georgia; two sons; Robert
the
County^
KehsmOe, Great : Falls, Mont ^
1
a
ty
Wr.
arid
Kensmoe
Livingand Denton ,
,
Mrsl Jolin Batzston, Mont.; eight grandchil: el. : He married
dreii; one sister, /Mrs.: Clara
j Valna Chaise of
Johnson,. Beach, and four
Rochester J a h .
brothers, J u l i u s, / Albertoh,
1 9 4 _ 1. H e
h,
Lavina;
•
Mont.;
Carl,
Mont;;
- had 1 i "v e.-d in
M"
r.
Batzel
Lawrence, Dejeyan, and George,
Rochester and Elgin before comKenyon, Minn;."¦'/
ing % Altura in . 1946. / >
bqrial
Funeral . services and
A member Of St. Anthony
will be in Great Falls./.
Catholic Church, its HoEy Name
Fred A. Fisher
Society . and the Winona; Knights
'
CHATFIELD, Minn; - Fred of Columbus, he served on the
A. Fisher, 83 , Pleasant Grove, school boai-d several years. He
died erarly Sunday morning at served with the Navy im the Pahis home. He; was a retired cific theater in World War II.
steam fitter,
Survivors : .His wife ; a son,
. He was; bom June 1, 1882; in John, at home;
five daughters,
west Chatfield to George C. and
); Miller
StulTehberger Mrs. Edward (Patrici a
^
Lucretia , Ann
Min_ieapolis; Mrs. Don (yickie)
Fisher and married Ruth W'lRochester; Jerily-n, Rochliaihs . here Aug. 25, ; 1915. He Egge,¦'":
"M ary. fherrese and
spent/3iis boyhood years in the estei, and
at
home;:
one: grandchild;
Tara,
Chatfield area and worked for
the telephone company. . He a brother, Merlin, Rbchester,
worked as a Steam fitter in Ro- and a sister, Mrs. Robert (Ethel
'
chester 27 years, retiring in 1951 Mae) Field . /Oshkosh, Wis. . ::
when he; moved here.
Funeral services will
be
Survivors are: His wife, nine Thursday at 10 a^m. inrSt; Annieces and three nephews. Six thoay 's; the Rev. Francis Glynn
brothers ahd two sisters have officiating. Burial will be in St.
died. ;' ';.
Bridget Cemetery, Simpson.
Funeral services will be TuesFriends may call at Sellner
day at 2 p.m. at Boetzer-Akeson Funeral Home, St. Charles,
Funeral Home, the Rev. William Wedhesdav from 3 to 8 p.m.
S. Crurn, Church of Christ, : Marion, officiating.
Harry ' Hosting
/ Pallbearers will be ' . .Russell
CANTON, Minn. (Special) Predniore, Stanley Campbell , Harry Hosting, 67, diedE Sunday
VVilllannKrbpp, Jep Turner, Ed- morning at St. Marys Hospital,
ward Gordon and Rube Lane ,
Rochester. He had been ill since
Friends may call at the fu suffering a heart attack in midneral home after 2 p. m. today September:.
Born Sept. li, 1898, in Calmar,
Mr*. Anna King ,
v CALEDONIA (Special)-Mrs. Iowa , he had lived in this area
farmAnna King, 8?, died Sunday at 30 years.' He was ¦ a' ¦¦¦"retired
¦ ¦'
¦/ ,; .
•" .
5 p.m. in St. Francis Hospital , er. ' / .
He was a member of AesumpLa Crosse,
The former Anna Glissendorf , tion Catholic Church.
she was born Jan. 7, 1876, in
Survivors are : His wife, LibManchester , lowa , to Mr. and bie; one son, Cletus; Canton;
Mrs, Fred Glissendorf. She was three daughters , Mrs. Llovd
married to Roy D. King in Chi- (Doiothy ) Gr aen, Stewartvilie ,
cago in 1902. She lived her en- Minn,, and M rs. Paul (Naomi)
tire married life in Chicago. She Perisic and Mrs. Robert (Dehad resided in the Caledonia laynie) Jaeger , both of MinneapoCommunity Hospital Nursing lis ; 12 grandchildren , and one
home since last June.
Survivors are : One nephew .
Dale Glissendorf , Hokah, and
three nieces, Mrs. Paul Guent her, Hokah; Mrs. Edgar Deters, Eitzen, and Mrs. Harold
Davey , Brownsville. Her husband, two brothers and two> sisters hnve 'died.
Funeral services will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. at Potter-Haugen Funeral Home, the Rev. Roger Gustafson officiating, Burial
will be In Manchester , I owa ,
Tuesday afternoon. Friends may
^M
call at the funeral home Tuesday morning.

Mn. George Hoffma n

KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)Mrs, George Hoffman, 79, died
of a heart condition Sunday afternoon at St. Elizabeth's Hospital , Wabasha. She had bnen hospitalized six days.
The former An-ilda Scolleld.
she was born Oct. 31 , 18IW, in
Zumbrota, to Warren and Ermina Snckett Scofleld, and was
married to George Hoffman
June 15, 1009, In Mazeppa.
• The couple lived in Mnreppa
until moving to Kellogg In 1920.
In 1942 they moved to Rochester, and returned to K ellogg in
1955.
She was a member of St. Agnes Catholic Church Parish
Council and the auxiliary to
the Grand Arm y of the Repub-

lic.

Survivors are : Her hushnnd,
George ; one non , W ilfred , Zumbrota ; two dau ghters , Mrs , Andrew (Loretta) Koperskl , Hyattflvllle , Md., and Mrs. Eugene

sister, Mrs. Christ; . Schneberger, Fort Atkinson,. IOwa. .
- Funeral sfervices will be Tuesday at 10:30 am. in A3sumption Church, the ' Rev. ClaytoiHaberman officiating, Burial
will be in Calvary Cemetery.:
Rosary ; will be said at 8 p;m.
today at Abraham Funeral
Home, Hirmohy.¦''- .' F*riends may
call at th© fuhferal home after 5
¦p;m. today . ' . ' / / / '

.

fArs. Alois Ji MuOller

ELBA, : Minn ; (Special) —
Mrs/ Alois J. Mueller, 66; died
Saturday evening following a
short illness at St. Marys Hospital, Rochester, /
The former MaUulda M. Putzier , she was born here April
20, 1899: She was married here
Sept.. 20, 1921; The couple farmed in the Elba area and moved
into the village in 1957. She was
a/ member of the Christian Mothers and. St, Ann* s Society of
St. Aloysius Catholic' Church.
Survivors are: Her husband;
four sons; :Alvin , ^tura , : and
Joseph, : Raymond and Edward,
all of St. Charles; seven daughters, Mrs. John (Irene) Decker ,
Mrs .- Bernard (Mary J anet)
Wegmah and Mrs. Carl (Margaret) Muridt,: St. ^Charles ; MrsGeorge (Rita) Haag, Minheiska; Mrs. Walter (Cecile) Schmit, Dover, Mrs. Gerald (Emily ).. knoll * Elgin, arid Mrs, David (Rose) Struckmann,> Rochester^ 47 grandchildren; one
brother ,/ Victor, St.: Charles ,
and; three; sisters, / Mrs. Nick
(Mary) Siebenaler, Mrs. Albert (Anna ) Kurth and' Mrs .
Robert CMatie) McCready , St.
Charles. One son, four brothers ,
one sister and her parents have
died,- ' ':
Funeral servicies will be; Tuesday at 10 a.m. at, St, Aloysius
Church, the Rev: Francis Glynn
officiating. Burial wil Ibe in the
church cemetery. •
Friends inay caD at Sellner
Funeral Home, St Charles. Rosary Will be said at . 8 p.m. to'¦ '
'day,:¦/.;: ' . . -'.
. ' /; ; ¦ '.] :] ':¦ . I ¦ ' ": . : "• ''

ard Pick, Lawrence Haase; Arlan Johnson, Robert Law; Clint
Moe, :James Paulson, Cliff Sogla, Dr . David Sontag and Stah-

ley - Wold;;-:- ' .::. - ,,

>Vrthor E. Smith
KELLOGG; ; Minn , (Special)^
Funeral services for Arthur E:
Smith were; held , today at Buek¦
mah T Schierte Funeral. Home .
Wabasha, the Rev . Richard/Horton, Plainview : M e t h o d is t
Church, officiating. Burial was
in Greenfield Cemetery!
Pallbearers were K e n n e t h
Smith,; Charles Larson, Donald
Dickson . Richard Dickson, Howard Dickson and Emery pickson, all nephews.

' -y-y- WEATHER

EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA — Temperatures
Tuesday through Saturday ,. Will
average 12-16 degrees above
normal high of . 21-28 north, 2fc
31 south/and normal low of 3-9
north, 9-15 south.;-Mild , riiost of
period - but somewhat ' colder
likely near end, of week . .Little,
¦
or no precipitation. .-: ,'
/WISCONSIN -- Temperatures
Tuesday through Saturday will
average 12 to 15 degrees above
normal. Normal high is 24 to 32
north, 30. to 36 south/ Normal
low is 8 to/ 18 north, .14 to . 20
south, . Warmer/Tuesday, then
turning. .-'.colder late in the .week.
Less th an one-tenth inch of precipitation . Chance of snow flurries late in the week.
OTHER^ TEMPERATUR ES
By THK ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
Albaiiy, .cloudy
. 39 33 . .,
Albuquerque, clear !:61 31 ./
Atlanta . Cloudy ./l; fifi 38 ;;
Bismarck, clear v '. . . 40 8 - ' ..
Boise, clear Z v .,;. ' 48/27' ' ¦ '.. ':
Boston , rain ./. .;_ : 42 37 - T
Chicago, cloudy . '. '.¦:. 50 :32 -.- .
.Cirieinnati, cloudy .. 55 . 34
Clevelarid/.snowl ,., , .44 34 .03
Denver.;cloudy. ';- v.'-: . 68 :30 '. . '¦' -.;
Des ,Moines, clear .. . 51 26 . ':.-:
Fairbanks, clear .. -14 -26 .
Fort Werth. clear ,. 77 45 ..
Helena, clear;/ v. , 4 8 25: • •..'
Two-State Funerals Honolulu,
cloudy .; 80; 71 '. - .' :
:
Indianapolis/,
clbudy 54 ,31 , .
:Mrs. Louis Briskiki Sr./
Funeral services for Mrs. Jacksohville, clear ' : 69/ 46; ¦
Louis Briska Sr. - 869 E; 4th SL , Kansas City. . clear/ . -; '65; 33 /.
will be Tuesday at 8:30 a.m. at Los Angeles, cloudy. 81 . 57 ./
Watkowski Funeral Home and LouLsvitle; cloudy .. ' 5 9 37 . ..
St. John's Church
at 9, the Rt. Memphis, clear. .: , :.68 43 " ./
¦
¦
Rev: Msgr. James Habiger .of- Miami , clear c, ;:;/ 76 :G5= :- |.../
ficiating:. Burial will be in St; Milwaukee, clear . .. ;• 46 29 ' .
MpIs.rSt.P :.Clear /. 41 20 . /;
Mary's Cemetery:.
Friends may call beginning New Orleans, clear :; 67 36 ; 'i ;
this ¦. afternoon. The: Rosary will New; York, cloudy ;. 47 4,?: . .
Okla.
City:
clear::..
70
39/
/,;
be said tonight , at 8.
Oriiaha, cleai . ; ¦. . . . 52: 24
y IsXrs. Ida McNallan
Phoenix, clear ;¦ ¦ .[' y,- 82; 42 ..
¦' ¦'
; WABASHA;/ Minn;; (Special") Ptlnd , Me; snow ' . . . 40 ;31 ' ¦ T
Ptlnd,
Ore;/
cloudy . 54 48 .' • :' .
-^ Funeral services for Mrs.
' '
Ida McN allan, 79, will be Tues- Rapid City;: clear '-. ./.'- . ." 53 24 ./
• ¦cloudy . . . . 6 4 31 . ¦
St.
Lou/is,
day at 10 a.m. at St..Felix Cst¦
tholic Church, the Rt. Rev , Salt Lk. City, fog; - : , . 41 23/ ..
Seattle,
,
clear
.
. , . 53 48 ,35
Msgr. John Av Geagler officiat¦
ing. Burial will be in Ss, Pete r Washington cloudy . 46 30/ .,
& Paul's Cemetery , Conception; Winnipeg, fog . . . : / . . 34; 1& .;
(T-Trace) :
Friends may call at Abbort
Wise/ Funeral Home this afternoon and evening. The parisl y WMONA DAM L OCKAGE
council said the Rosary at 3
- . -' 'Sunday - " ¦
p.m; and Msgr, Gehgler will
Flow /-- 29,500 cubic feet per
lead the Rosary at 8 p.m.
second at 8 aim: today.
The former Idar Graff , she
2:35 " a;m. - V7. S. Rhea , 12
was born March . 23, . 1886 , .at barges, down.
Kellogg to Mr. and Mrs, JosepJ , :4:20 . a.m. : -^¦ Double /D , 3
Graff. She was married tc barges .' down . - " .
Thomas McNallan at St. Agnes :¦ ;. ' // ilND . OF.;.SEASON: / / .
Church, Kellogg, in 1914. A far'
' ¦ '¦ '
rher, he died in 1928. Since 1942
. ^y -[
/ FIRE CALLS
she had lived with her son at
Peoria, III
'^Saturday /SuiTivors are : Two sons, : 7-48 ,p.m.-St; John 's Valley ,
Owen, Peoria , and Walter, Ok- south of Gilmore Avenue, a
lahorna City; Okla,; five grand- brush Eire, out On arrival , cause
children ; one grea t-grandchild , unknown ;
9:11 j).m —West 2nd and Huff
and one sister, Mrs. Susan CosteUo, Wabasha. One daughter , streets, car fire, 1948 model ownMary/ Ellen, died in 1949. One ed by ^'Swede" Larson/damage
exclusively to the car's interbrother has died.
ior,, cause unknown; put out
with booster line,
Rev. Robert A. Hull
'¦'
, *.- ' '
. .¦ .
LAKE CITY, Minn. - Funeral services for the Rev. Hubert
A. Hull were held today at First Sparta Man Dead
Lutheran Church, the Rev. Wil- In par-Truck Crash
liam Ingman and Dr. Melvui
SPARTA, Wig, (ffl-Thomas
Hamniarberg officiating.
'
Services will be conducted M. Evans , 24 , of Sparta was
Wednesday at; 2 -p.m. at Be- injured fatally Sunday night in
thesda Lutheran Church, Red a car-truck collision on U.S. 16
Oak , Iowa. Burial will be in about six miles •west of Tomah.
Evans was a passenger in a
Bethesda Cemetery, Red Oak.
Pallbearers for the services car wh ich collided with the rear
the Donald Anderson, Harry of a truck as both vehicles were
Brostrom, Donald Dahling, How- proceeding up a hill .

¦'
'
// M:PAy^ FORECAST ; . . :' /Precipitatiph .' in the /Winona '} : i'
area . will be below normal during the monthZ of December,
accordmg tp/this map issued^ b^
Temperatures also will be below normal during the; same
period. (AP Photofax' 'Map) -

Horm^l Earnings
iDiown for Year

'
AUSTIN,;Minn; :(AP) ;;--^Net
. earnings of $4,350,566, equal to
$3.64 per share of common stock
were teportOd today by Geo/ A.
Hormel &; Co;, Austin meiat
packer's/ for the fiscal year end:
¦'
ing:, Q.c.t, . : 30.' '::¦' . - ¦ / ' . '
. : Net earnings the previous
year were .$5 ,724;527 . Robert:F.
Gray, board chairman, and
MB. Thompson, preeident, said,
. . /About . 1409 ,907;387/pounds , of
meat: were sold in 1965; the company officials reported, a decrease of 72,587 628 pounds, or
^
5:7 per cent Under the previous
¦
fiscal year.
Annual sales for the; fiscal
year, however,v reached , $441,-

_^_^_i

mmmsaa\\W ^^^^I ^L\m.

J\
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Cotiple Foilnd
Dead in Auto
:

, KEWAUNEE , ; Wis^ » ,— . Tht
bodies Of a Brpwn County youth
and his date were found by th*
girl's, father Sunday in a parked car along a gravel pit road
in Kewaukee. County. ./
:•;. . Herb Johnson, 20, and Kathy
Pinnel, 17; both ' ot rural Denm;airk;i apparently , died of carbon monoxide poisoning, County
Coroner Andrew Lanier said.
Dr. Lanier : said the couple
had been dead ab^ut four hours
when found shortly before dawn
by the girl's father/ ;

w
The/n, you neecl State Farm's hew GO" Insurance for exrni

: ihort-term protection for yourself, yoiu- family, your pcr•onal posseMions. Protection in case Of loss, personal injury
. . / even accidental death. Protection on the go, on the
.pot, on the way back. ... . anywhere in the world. ? Low
cost protection too, because you buy it only for the time
you need it-from 3 days to b'months. New "GO" Insurance
from State Farm can be arranged instantly. See me befcw«

"Pete" F»olus

{ &.

126 East Broadway . . '.

Phone 4S20

BTATE FARM FI RE AND CASUALTY COMPANY
HOME OFFICE: BLOOMINGTO N, ILLINOIS
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600,314, an increase of $29,772,816, of .7.2 per cent oyer the pre¦¦ : '¦• -' •'' .' - -¦
vious .year.- ' '
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Packer Win r Reprieve From Extinction
A field ji oal that almost ticked
t .RF.KN RAY . Wis .T
thr cross bar and two touchdow n passes Ilia) weren ' t allowed
, 111.1 ( lie Croen Bay Packers had a M - 1H victory over the
Minne sota Vikin g Sunday and a repri eve (mm almo st eorl .iia cdiin'tion in (lie National Food).'ill l^' ii^De ' .s Western
I onferen ec rare
Die virion se| the wheel .', in mot ion lor next S IIIH I. IV ZS
clash \ul li the injury -riddled Haltmi ore Colt s in Baltimore
lli .:i could deeiilr the eonierenee raee . The Colts , nne-hallcmir up or, the Puckers w i t h two In p lay , will be without
ace (|'. i ;n l r i h a e k .lohnny Cnit as . who w-is injured in Sunday ' s
Ins.- lo the Chirapo Hears
H UT next Sunday ' s panic would h a w been just exercise
Im (ho Packers were i( not for a rsa z/liii f ; succession of
hveak s that broke the back of the Vikin j zs ' bid for an upset
The slrine. started with I I . M left in the j iame and the
r..ckers ahead 21-151 . Don Chandler a t t e m p t e d a fie ld j .'.oal
from the 3 ami it was partial ly Mocked by a Vikiii R defender .
The b.- ill oozed toward the mm I post , its force spent , then

plopped over the crossbar , striking the sidebar on its way
down.

The Packers now hud a five-point lead and couldn 't l>e
hurt by the Minnesotan who had hurt them the most , fiel d
l>oal kicker Fred Cox. He already had four to his credit
one of them a gargantuan effort from 53 yards out.
Now to win . the Vikings needed a touchdown , somethin g
I hey lacked since the first period when Tommy Mason cracked over from the one to cap an fifi-yard drive.
But the Vikin gs had Fran Tarkenton and after Chandler
missed another field go;il attempt , this one from the 26,
Tarkenton hepan to push the Vikings back upfi eld from thei r
own 2(1.
. Tarkenton only had I :.">7 left hut lie passed (o Kill Brow n
for 12-y ards. Mason then raced for eight more and Brown
bolted for 21.
The Vikin gs now had a first down on the Packers ' .'"7
with 1:20 left
Mason carried for oiu' yard and il was second and nine

from the 36.
Tarkenton faded back to pass. Downficld at the goal line
Tom Hall fought to elude Herb Adderly, the Packer defender . Hall broke free and Tarkenton. fired. Hall grabbed it
on the one and barrelled into the end zone.
But a flag was down. Hall was charged vath pushing
Adderly and the play was called back . The penalty drove
Minnesota all Ihe way to their own 49. But Tarkenton got
the yardage back with a 15-yard toss to Hall on the 36.
Now , it was fourth down from the 36 with only 39 second
left. Tarkenton scrambled back , looked downfield and threw
toward Jim Philli ps in the end zone near the sideline.
Phillips lunged for the ball and gathered it in while his
momentum was carrying him out of bo>unds near the end zone
flag.
The flanker couldn 't believe it when field judge Herman
Rohrig ruled the pass was incomplete. Phillips actually ran
away with the ball toward the other side of the end zone ,
refusing to turn it over to the officials. The Vikings argued

Bears Open Up
Western Race

Dutchman: Consider
Our NFL Image' j
Kohng ruled the pass was incomplete and
several Vikings charged in his direction. By
the time the argument was over , one helmet
had been (lung to the ground, there was
considerable shoving and the Vikings were
assessed an unsportsmanlike conduct penalty.
After the game Adderley explained his
side of the story.
"On the f irst one that ifalf caught , lie
ran a jog and go pattern. I recognized this.
I saw (he ball and was going up for il when
he pushed me. I touched the ball and he
caught it. " '
Hall said he thought he made the catch
legally but wasn ' t sure if he had pushed
Adderley
On the sec ond controversial call Adderley
said. "1 think Phillips trapped the hall and
half of his body was ouf of bounds . I don 't
know why they raised heck on that call. "
Phillips said there was no doubt in his
mind that he caught the ball but he was
unsure whether he was in bounds.
"Phillips caught the ball and then slid
out of bounds. It' s hard to lose them that
way. " said Viking fullback Billy Barnes.
Phillips , who initially refused to give up
the ball after his touchdown was ruled out ,
was calmed down afterwards.
"I don ' t have that kind of money to protest , " he explained.

IT'S GETTING TIGHTER . . . Green Bay Packers coach
Vince Lombardi. left , sho-ws concern in the final moments
of the Minnesota Vikings game at Lambeau Field Sunday
as the Vikings threatened the Packers 24-19 lead. The Packers held on and advanced on the Baltimore Colts who lost to
the Chicago Hears. Packer quarterback Bart Starr , right,
suffered a finger injury in the first series of plays and had
to watch teammate Zeke Bratkowski direct the victory . (AP
Photofax )

Redmen Eye Gusties Affer Victory

WKST DEPERE , Wis
West DePere , Wis., is no
longer the nemesis it onco
was for Ihe Redmen of St .
Mary ' s as the quintet fro m
Terrace Heights outshot and
errorcd less than the Green
Knights of St. Norbert' s in
fl 71-6H clif f hanger Sunday
night .
That makes the third
straight Redmen victory
over Wisconsin residents,
two of those dealt in the
opposition 's territory.
For St. Mary 's, four men
hit in the double digits with
Roger Pytlewski leading the
barrage. He hit 18 points
while capturing 10 rebounds
to lead the club in that cate-

gory for the th ird consecutive game.
The other most significant
element in subduing the fast
breaking Knights was Ward
Herts!ed. Hertsted. ineligible the last two semesters ,
has worked , fought and
earned his way through
sixth- and seventh-man
spots and into a starting
role. He followed it up with
l.r> points and nine rebounds
against St. Norbert 's.
The other double rii j,< it
Redmen were Jim Bu ffo
with H) and Tom Keenan
with 11. Overall , Ihe percentage was HO from the
floor , (hough IH of Ihe 2<i
field goals came off layups .

hi. Norbert s didn 't do
I hat badly with four of their
starters also marking over
10 . John Zeihen , a 6-3 senior , and Galen DeNamur ,
a -6-3 junior , were tops with
14.
Hertsted started tbe evening with three quick buckets to bolt St. Mary 's into
a 6-0 margin , a margin
which the Redmen alternatel y built up and let drain
away, but managed to keep
until' Zeihen dropped a
jumper with 18 seconds remaining in the ball to knot
tin; contest at 34-all.
Coming off the intermission,
t h e Knights were still rolling
as thev gained their best

lead of the night, .'ISKtti . before two free throws by
George Hoder and a layup
by Jcrrv Saunser made it

40-39 for St. M ary 's at l(i:4H.
St. Norbert' s never again
held the lead but did manage to tie the score twice.
At 7:0fi and 0:39. the board
read even when Tom Ranki n
dropped both ends of a oneand-one for a 62-62 mark ,
and Ziehen hit on another
jumper to make it 64-all.
Hertsted (allied on a li pin , Buffo hit on a layup,
Jim Murphy hit from short
range and Pytlewski tosse-d
down a charity shot to make
il 71-(iH with five seconds
remaining.

ME MPHIS , Tenn. (AP ) - As
Tennessee Coach Doug Dickey
expressed surprise , UCLA' s
! Tommy Prothro today stuck to
j his claim tha i the Volunteersi Bruins football clash here Satj unlay was "(he worst-offi ciated
game I have ever seen. "
Heached at hLs home in Los
Angeles , Prothro said he "still
feels the same way " concerning
UCLA 's :)7-:i4 loss to Tennessee.
] He referred lo his statement
after the fianie that said : "It
was the worst-officiated game I
have ever stvn The pro allstars couldn 't have won out
) there today. "
Dickey, meanwhile , defended
Smithciisteri
' Conference offij
ciating and said he felt Proth! ro's remarks were made under
the stress of losing the intei, sectional tilt in the final minute

GOOD NEWS
For NEW CAR
BUYERS!!
NEW CAR LOANS
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.-Y .WIOI'S ( <> I IS . . . Conch Don Shula

.md .in MOILS Icniiiiiiales crowd nrmuu l injured
ij uai'lor nacli John Unitas as he limps from tho
held din ing the second (juar ler ol Sunday ' s
I' lnne .against Ihe Chicago Bears. Al right Is
Alex Hawkins. Unitas later underwent sur-

gery on torn right knee lig ament s . U n i t a s
will miss Ihe last two regular season g a m e s
and probably the National Ko-otball Leagu e
title name Jan 2, should Ihe Colls qualif y h y
winning t h e We stern < oiilcicuco champion
hhip , (AP Ph otofax )
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B> TIM: VSSOCIATKD PHl iSS
R i pon was lo he found at il.s
UMial perch toda y , and nothin g
seemed to have changed in the
world alter the fi rst weekend
of .Miihwst Conference basket
ball w a r f a r e
The \{>.'d Men t r i m m e d (Zu
leton ii'.! n:; lor their second vie •
ton Sat in day in ijiicst ol ;i
lotii l h s t r a i g h t
ha skollta l I
cl own
Si Olaf . which stiai ed the t i tle m a three-wa y tie w i t h Hi p
on and Corn ell last y e a r , re
lnnindcd tro in its F r i d a y iuj ',ht
l*"> In the Bed Men In nip
|»I 111. ' LaWIVIiee
!!."> ,' il
KlloS
ll.aided Cornell it- - second de
li - at Vil li I and Monmouth ban
died Ciintiell li:i iiii

¦

Nonconference games are
scheduled with a reason.
For that same reason they
are scheduled before the
conference season begins.
And, with that in mind , St.
Mary 's hopefully is now in
tune with its MIAC baptism
with
Gustavus Saturday
night at St. Peter .
It will be the second step
in search of the 1965-66
MIAC crown , and if mechanical errors — such as
part icipating in 49 ball turnovers , 24 costly on your own
side — can be avoided , then
that second step should be
victorious.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS I Browns for the championship took over sole possession of second in the East , whipping the
Chicago's fi erce Bears racked j Jan. 2.
up Johnny Unitas. roughed up i Despite the loss in the penal- [Pittsburgh Steelers 35-10; the
Angeles Rams buried the
the Baltimore Colts, and opened jUy-filled , fist - swinging affair JLos
with the Bears , the Colts still .St . Louis Cardinals 27-3; the
up the "Western Division race for l lead in the West with a 9-2-1 ! 49ers turned back the Detroit
a down-to-the-wire finish.
! record. But the Green Bay i Lions 17-14 with two fourthIt happened in the National j Packers are right behind at 9-3 ' quarter touchdowns; and the
Football League 's big " one at ( after beating the Minnesota Vi- ! Dallas Cowboys blocked two
Baltimore Sunday. After the i kings 24-19 and have a show- j field-goal tries in edging the
brawl was over, it was Bears 13, - down coming with the Colts at (Philadelphia Eagles 21-19.
Colts 0. But the crusher for Bal- Baltimore next Sunday, when
timore came earlier , toward the capable but seldom-tested Gary I Rookie flash Gale Sayer*'
leashed in on one of the Bears
end of the first half when some Cuozzo will fill in for Unitas.
' many chances with a 61-yard
500 pounds of brawn chopped
On the final weekend, the touchdown sprint and two field
down Unitas.
Colts play the Rams at Los An- 1 goals by Roger Leclerc rounded
Bear defensive tackles Stan J geles and the Packers meet the l out the scoring at Baltimore.
! The Colts never got as far as
Jones and Earl Leggett caught 49ers at San Francisco.
Unitas in a pincer movement Meanwhile , the surging Bears the Bears' 20.
that knocked the superstar still are in it at 8-4. They 've lost i It was ragged and rough footquarterback out of the game, only once in their last nine ball. There were 12 fumbles and
out of the rest of the season, and games — 26-21 to Baltimore four three interceptions, penalties
most likely out of the league weeks ago. The Bears take on totaling 202 yards, and several
title playoff — if the Colts make the 49ers in Chicago next week, fights.
it.
then finish at home against the > Frank Ryan's 14-yard touchA few hours after the game, Vikings.
down pass put Cleveland ahead
Unitas underwent surgery for Elsewhere m the NFL — the of Washington , and Jim Brown
torn ligament in his right knee. Browns, with the Eastern title iced it with a four-yard scoring
He definitely will be sidelined already wrapped up, came back burst. It was the 20th TD this
for Baltimore's two remaining in the final period for a 24-16 year for the great Cleveland
season games, and the chances victory over the Washington fullback , tying the single-season
are very slight he would be Redskins ; rookie Tucker FredBEARS
ready for a possible match with erickson scored three touch(Continued on Page 16)
Cleveland's Eastern champion downs as the New York Giants
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PACKERS
(Continued on Page 16,

UNITAS GOES DOWN , OUT

HALL , PHILLIPS CRY: 'JIL T

GKfc lKN RAV . Wis . ?
A coach with
nothin g to gain, Minnesot a ' s Norm Van
r.rocklin. was a model . ol decorum aft er bis
Vikings lost a hotly disputed game to the
('icon Bay Packers .Sunday.
' ¦We have to consider our National Foot ball League image ,'" said Van Brocklin alter
the game. "Our Madison Avenue image , that ' s
lvhal we have lo worry about these days . ' he
added with heavy sarcasm
The Dutchman was pressed by reporters
to comment on the officiating after two calls
resulted in a pair of near Viking touchdowns
being called back in the last minute
Van Brocklin obviously was heeding a
NFL rule backed by a stiff time that prohibits
coaches and players from commenting on the
officiating. Fines were levied against Los Angeles Coach Harland Svare and 'Pittsburgh
Coach Mike Nixon earlier this season for this
infraction.
The first close ruling followed a catch
by Minnesota 's Jim Hall on a pass from
Fran Tarkenton. Hall romped int o tho end
zone after battling Packer defender Herb
Adderley for the ball. Line Judge Bill Sehleibnum ruled that Hall had pushed Adderley
and the touchdown was disallowed.
Two plays later with on ly 39 seconds
left Tarkenton passed to Jim Philli ps in the
end zone. Phillips beat Adder ley and scooped
in the low toss and fell . Field judge Herman

so hotly they were tagged with a 15-yard penalty for unsportsmanlike conduct.
The breaks weren 't comp letely one way. AKhough the
Packers scored in the first minute after a Viking fumble,
they also fumbled away a touchdown shot and lost another
golden oppor tunity when Jeff Jordan intercepted a Zeke
Bratkow ski pass on the Vikings ' fou r in the second period.
Bratkowski was in the game for Bart Starr , -who jammed
the ring finger on his throwing hand in the pre-game warmup.
Starr said he asked Lombardi to relieve him in the first
period because the injury was interfering with his ball handling.
"It was my fault. " said Starr of the Tom Moorse fumble
that cost the Packers an almost certain touchdown in the
first period . The Packers , ahead 7-0 at the time, elected to
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! ovoryo-nc else , hut 1 certainly
fee 1 t h a t they are honest . "
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down with only :i!i seconds left
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FEATURE FAST

Scholarship Pays Div idends for Both Killian , Gophers
By BOB JUNGHANS
Dally News Spirts Writer
MINNEAPOLIS (Special) - A little over
three years ago , a serious-faced young man
wended his way out of the Arcadia lowlands,
and with suitcase in hand , headed for the big
city and the big university. ,
Like many high school graduates throughout the nation , Chuck Killian was going to try
and make his mark on the athletic -world as a
football player for the University of Minnesota.
Killian had the credentials. He weighed over
200 pounds, he was the captain of a successful
Arcadia High School team as a senior and his
coach, now-retired Bill Cashen, thought he was
a fine football player.

Cashen thought so much of the pink-cheeked
lad that he had contacted an old friend , University of Minnesota end coach and former Winona
High School coach Butch Nash. And strictly on
Cashen's word, Nash had enticed the Gophers
Into giving Killian a scholarship.
Now it's three years later , Killian is prepping for final tests for the first quarter of his
junior year — and he's looking forward to acting
as captain of the Gopher grid squad next season .
There is no doubt that the scholarship has paid
big dividends.
"It was a complete surprise to me., " said
Killian hy phone from a University of Minnesota
dormitory, speaking of his election as tbe team's
captain. "I didn't have any indication that it
would turn that wav "

Killian , now a strapping 215-pound center
for the Gophers, follow s in a long line of linemen-captains under Murray Warmath. In recent years such Gopher standouts as John Mulvena . Milt Sunde and Joe Pung have headed
the troops.
Speaking of his duties as captain , Killian
said , "I think other than trying to do the best
job possible both on the practice field and the
playing field , the captain is the main link between the coaching staff and the pl ayers. If
there are any problems to solve, it' s up to the
captain to try and solve them. "
As for the past season , when Killian anchored
the tough Minnesota line, what would be more
natural for a Wisconsin boy than to want to beat
his home state ' s team.

"Wo thought It was a successful season, "
said Killian. "Realing Wisconsin was especially
a big thrill for me. It was especially satisfying
because we had played poorly the week before.
And the Michigan game was a Rood one, too.
Michigan played real hard , hit as hard as anybody we faced all season , but we beat them hy
one point. "
There has been a rumor that Ihe psychology
major may be switched from renter to guard
next season , making room for outstanding freshman Steve Lundcen at the pivot spot , and in turn
shoring up what may be a weak spot at fiuard for
the Gophers.
"I'd like to play wherever I'd do Ihe most
good for the squad ," said Killian . already sounding like the captain he will be. "We lnse n lot

of good hoys, 12 of the first 14 lineman , hut we
have a good backfield coming back , and a lot o(
good scrappers in the line. "
Killian plans to go into hospital administra tion following graduation , a field that is a seriou s business. And the Arcadia native 's furrowed brow is a good indication of the thought
he gives such matters — including next font ball season.
Are the Gophers lookin g forward to another
good season ?
"Well , we're looking forward to the season . " mused Killian. "How good it will be is yet
to be seen. "
Chances are if Chuck Killian has anything to
Ray about it , It will he a gfHvi one

Kundla: Not
Quite Ready,
But Coming

FOR STARTING COMBOS

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Coach
John Kundla. breathing a little
easier after his Minnesota Gophers had whipped Iowa State
80-69 Saturday night for their
second straight basketball victory, had a broad grin .
"We're not quite .ready yet ,"
Kundla sa'd , "but we're coming "
He had watched junior Paul
Presthus score 20 points and
sophomore Tom Kondla add 15.
They are the keys to Gopher
hopes for this basketball season
and nobodv is more acutely
aware ol it than Kundla.
The nationally seventh-ranked
Gophers had their moments of
brilliance and rough spots, ju st
as they did in their seasonopening 73-59 victory over North
Dakota.
"Did you ever see so many
easy ones missed?" Kundla
asked. "I mean real cripples."
He referred to blown layups
by the Goobers which—if cashed
—probably would have enabled
them tc*blow down the Cyclones
with much more ease than they
did
As it was, the Gophers had to
cash four layups against Iowa
State's pressing defense in the
final three minutes to widen a
five-point lead to the final 11point margin.

By OAKY EY.WS
! first-time starter ) made a mis- combinations
take , " said Nett. "In fact , Il j "We've got some things In
Daily News Sports Editor
don 't
he even had so much I mind ," he said. "But we want
Both Winona State ' s Bob as a think
turnover
error. He also j|to try a few things today before
Campbell and Cotter 's John Nett j got our first
four
points."
; making up our mind. The front
are playing (he "musical chair "
line hurt us defensively. "When
routine this week , but for difI.V PRACTICE today, Nett you score 68 points , that, should
ferent reasons.
was to run several fron t line tbe
I
sufficient to win. "
Campbell' s problem stems
Monday.
December
6,
fact
that
four
of
his
1965
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from the
top seven players are nursing
injuries , - while Nett' s (rouble ,
surrounds a front line that as
yet has not played up to expectations.
That is the situation as State
readies for a bout with Platteville at Memorial Hall — game
time 7:30 p.m. — today and
Getter looks toward a trip to
Faribault and a game with
Bethlehem Academy Tuesday.

Kundla was elated over Ihe
showing of hia rookie center,
Kondla. The 6-feet-7 yearling hit
7 of . 18 shots from the field and
added a free throw and eight
rebounds. The nervousness of

KUKOWSKI IS
ALL STA TE

the North Dakota opener was
gone.
Kondla hit his first shot of the
Iowa State game and then kept
gunning, as opposed to the
North Dakota game when he
missed and froze up.
"I was so happy for him when
he hit tha f first shot ," Kundla
said. "He's coming. That first
one that went in gave him a lot
of confidence. "
"Presthus is coming along
great," Kundla said of the P
feet-5 former North Dakota high
school preo star. "He's got confidence now "
Presthus shot a 8-for-21 from
the Held and added 4-of-4 free
throws. He also led the Gophers
to a whopping 47-29 edge in rebounds with 15 grabs.
Lou Hudson added 18 points
and 13 rebounds for Minnesota
in an average performance for
him , while Archie Clark notched
15 points and Wes Martins eight.
"I was a little worked about
Iowa State. They've got a good
ball club," Kundla said. "It was
a good one to get under our
belts. Without Dennis Dvoracek
(out with a broken nose) and
with Martins under par, I was
afraid we might get upset."
The Cyclones had a four-point
lead early, but the Gophers
scored 11 straight points over
one 2^-minute span to take a
37-28 lead and never trailed
again. Down 41-33 at halftime,
closest the Cyclones could Ret
was a four-point deficit in the
second half. But they played
Minnesota tough until the final
three minutes.

Mate, Cotter

Still Looking

CAPTAIN ELECT . . . Arcadia High
School graduate Chuck Killian will captain
the 1968 version of the University of Minnesota Gopher football team. Killian, a psy-

chology major , was the regular center for
the Gophers this year, but may be switched
to guard next season. (University of Minnesota Photo)

lowa Tips Small School Giant

Don Knkowski , Cotter
High School's stellar 215ponnd guard from the past
football season , was named By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Iowa's hurrying Hawkeyes,
to the Minnesota Catholic
All-State football team by I who beat mighty UCLA at its
a Twin Cities newspaper own game last winter, have
Sunday.
stepped out this season by runKnkowski, the heaviest
ning over college basketball's
lineman named on the team,
biggest little giant .
was the bulwark fn Cotter's
While two of its Big Ten
unbalanced line that helped
the Ramblers post a 3-4 neighbors were wilting in the
UCLA pressure cooker last
record over a nigged schedweekend , Iowa downed Evansule.
ville 80-73, snapping the NCAA
College Division kings' 35-game
BADGERS WIN
PLATTEVILLE (fl - The winning streak.
University of Wisconsin, win- The Hawkeyes, who borrowed
ning five of the 11 individual UCLA's press-and-break system
championships , ran up 114 points under new coach Ralph Miller
Saturday in retaining its State last season and used it to hand
Collegiate Wrestling champion- the national champions one of
their two setbacks, made a
ship,

pitch for 1965-66 recognition by Mike Warren , backcourt heir to
knocking off Evansville on its All-America Gail Goodrich ,
home court Saturday night.
sparked the top-ranked Bruins
The victory also evened a with 23 points against the Buckscore for the Hawkeyes, who eyes and 28 against Illinois.
were one of Evansville 's eight
Eight other nationally ranked
major college victims last year
powers
broke on top last week
when the Aces rolled through 29
but
10th
ranked Kansas State
games without a loss. Iowa 's
full-court press and a 29-point, was beaten twice — by Creigh22-rebound performance by 6- ton 83-75 and Tulsa 70-63.
foot-7 George Peeples stopped
Michigan , paced by All-Amerthe streak .
UCLA , which shrugged off ica Cazzie Russell , ripped Bowllast season's 87-B2 loss to Iowa ing Green 108-70 Saturday night
and finished with a 28-2 mark after topping Tennessee 71-63.
and its second straight NCAA
championship, romped past Duke, which tangles with UCLA
Ohio State 92-66 and Illinois 97- twice this weekend, warmed up
79 over the weekend. Sophomore by ripping Virginia Tech 112-79

and Clemson 83-68. Mike Lewis,
the Blue Devils' 6-foot-7 soph
center , had 16 points and 17 rebounds against Clemson Saturday night.
Fourth-ranked St. Joseph's of
Philadelphia buried Hofstra 9657 and Fairfield 100-74; No. 5
Vanderbilt whipped Wittenberg
87-59 ; No. 6 Providence beat
Villanova 69-59; No. 7 Minnesota
took North Dakota 73-59 and
Iowa State 80-69; No. 8 Kansas
downed Arkansas 81-52 and Texas Tech 74-70, and Bradley def e a t e d Wisconsin-Milwaukee
104-68 and Northern Michigan
90-78.

HUBBY HAD A GOOD FOOTBALL WEEKEND

Car/ton s Wife
Wil Suffer Now

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wray Carlton 's wife is in for a
tough week. He's hnd another
good gome.
It was so good, ns a matter of
fact , that the Buffalo running
back undoubtedly will cut off
the daily newspaper, pull down
tho window shades and become
a recluse in the Carlton household.
Carlton , normally a halfback ,
ran from the fullback position —
ond nil over the defensive positions — an tho (eastern Division
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champion Bills experimented
with a new backfield cn route to
n 29-lfi American Football
League victory over Houston.

Carlton took over for Billy Joe
at fullback , while Bobby Smith
ran from the halfb ack position,
and rambled for 148 yards in 11
carries including an 80-yard
touchdown run. He was so effective there's no doubt his name
will be In tho newspapers -~ the
last thing he wants .
"Every time I get my name in
the paper , something happens to
me — a bad game or an injury, " snid Carlton recently. And
It' s hard lo blame Carlton ,
whose career has been marked
by injuries , for feeling Hint way.
It' s been a different story this
year with Carlton entering the
game as the leading Buffalo
rusher with 371 yards gained in
11 games. Against the Oilers he
ju mped tho total almost half
again to 5'9 - 14 yards off his
best season with two games to
go.
While the Bills were trying to

Ret aligned for the championship game the San Diego
Chargers were trying to Ret In it
and moved within one victory of
the Western c rown by crushing
thu New York Jets ."SB-7 Saturday. Oakland remained In the
race with a 2<i 111 victory over
Denver.
run
Carlton 's touchdown
victory
for
the
clinched tho
Bills , who led only 10-10 when he
swung around right end and
went all top way in the fourt h
quarter. A 74-yard puss play ,
Daryle Iiiv rnonica to Ito Roberson, and Pete C-ogolnk 's five
field goals accounted for the
other scores,
John Hadl comp leted 111 of 111
pa.s.sc.1 for Mfi yards and thre e
touchdown;: — Lance Alworth
grabbed seven aerials lor 147
yards and two scores - - as the
Chargers whacked New York.
Jcte quarterb ack Joe Naniiilh
completed 111 of M4 passes (or 17!)
yards but wa* plagued by thre e
intercontions.

BOTH THE Warriors and
Ramblers are off to slow starts.
State, after a 91^75 victory over
Stevens Point in its opener Nov.
23. has bowed to Oshkosh , Biver
Falls and La Crosse. Cotter has
been beaten 66-40 by De La
Salle , and last Saturday suffered
a 71-68 setback at the hands
of St. Paul Hill.
State's trouble has been an
icy shooting attack , while Cotter's falls into the defensive department.
Meanwhile, Winona High ,
which set a school scoring record in beating Owatonna 103-51
Friday night , makes its first
road trip of the season this
Friday , traveling to Albert Lea .
The Tigers were beaten 49-39
by Red Win g in their league
opener.
St. Mary's now riding the
crest of a three-game victory
string, swings into MIAC activity Saturday night , playing at
Gustavus.
BUT BACK to State, where
it is hoped the home-floor advantage will shake the Warriors
out of their slump.
On the injured list are 6-4
forward Tim Anderson , 6-6 center Mike Jeresek, 6-3 guard J.
D. Barnette and 5-10 guard
Dave Meisner. All should see
some action tonight , however .
The Warrior coach figures to
start some combination of that
four , plus Gary Petersen , 6-7
Charlie Neal and Bill Werner.
Nett's problems surround the
front line, where defensive
weaknesses cost the Ramblers
in the loss to Hill. According to
the coach , the only redeeming
factor game was the play of
Bob Allaire and Tom Wenze l .
"'I don't think Wenzel (a
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JATUHDAY'I RESULT1
Montreal 4, Ntw York J.
Cli/coqo 10, Boitnn I.
Dolroll J, Twouto 1
SUNDAY 'S RESULTS
MontrMl 4, Boston 4 Wa).
Chicago I, Nw York I
Dttrolt 1, Toronto 1 .
TUESDAY'! OAMBJ
Mo gj imi ichiduled.

I!y THK ASSOCIAT ED PRESS
Stan Miklt a likes his hockey
sticks tailor made. Ho s not
nearly ns particular nhou t his
goals. Thoso he 'll take any old
wiiy.
Tho slick suiter on Chicago 's
Scooter Line was getting them
every which way over the weekend , firing consecutive hat
tricks ns Ihe Black llawk.v
.soared back into tho National
Hockey I-eafiiic lead .
New York's slumping Run tf ers were Hie victims Sunday
night ns Mlkitn .scored three
goals and assisted on another in
Chicago 's (i-2 romp. Elsewhere.
Detroit won its fourth sli'siight ,
heating Toronto 5-1 as (ionlic
How© scored twice nnd Montreal rallied gaining a 4-4 lie
with Boston.
Saturday nl glit it was Chicago
and Mikita 10 , Boston I , Montreal 4 , New York •'!; and Detroit
S, Toronto .1
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."
.

Good; 1 rungs to c a t ; . ;

:65

TREE: RIPENED-grapefruit:' and oranges,
;grapefruit slze::96,.:$4:50 per box . Large
- selection. Christmas candy. & : nuts .
WINONA; :PbTA.TQ ' MARKET.- , -"; ,

, •';'..

. : :. • - .

:. .

:

WHATEVER yOUR
. ;PROPERTY .KEEPS ;

¦ ¦
,: r ;'¦• ¦;- . '¦¦.' .'.P h6h_ ,, - . Us ,- ;..;'• • -:- ;- ;
: .For.; :An; ;Appraisal yyi.
APPLES Mcliitoish. ' . HaralsbnsZ"' Prairie
^
¦Spy. ' . Corfland;
.' ..Malindas,;; (Sreern'ngs. ¦Of your - present;Zproperty
F. A'. - Krause Co ':, -Breezy '-Acres ) Hwy.
- ¦'W-tT- Ei. ' .-: - "' • .¦¦
;
.
. arid ' let. .-us -\show; .you:' our
.
Z - Z - . " '. Z' ¦' ¦- ' Buy; Food. Wholesale ;;:V photo . listings ; of .; new . , ani
.
.. Capitol ' Food- Provision Co,, 3S30 ".
rolder properties -now avail: '
'
'
' ¦'

Situation a Wanted—•F-m; 29

ll glil., wi)r*; Tol, - 6353 - or 67 J , E.

I0lli. ;

Save ' >70,: Like.now , .Tol,; 9O60, " . - .

HAND - KNIT CAROIGAN . 5we«ter» i wool
illm JklrU, - il" Hi handmade round
corduroy p|llowi, New, 1011 E. Blh.

YOUR OIL TANK
ga»^itiPi
l CHECKED

; m -JI &i/ 1' ¦ ¦ ¦'•¦; ' ' ' - ' w ws WW
i^/i: l:' ORDER; NOW! .

I
I
I QREEN SI I'Relax
W OT^MP^H
In Cozy Comfort

^^^^^^^
^

¦

REALIZE DOUBLE SAVINGS IN ,
^^m1^ Z : WARWTH AND S&H GREEN ,
STAMPS GIVEN WITH EVERY¦ . ¦P U R C H A S E OF
FURNACE OIL. . "; '
ASK FOR YOUR FREE TEXACO CALENDAR
'
¦'- . ' ,
• METERED DELIVERY '
'¦ ' • KEEP FILt SERVICE
,
;
/TTN
• EMERGENCY SERVICE
Nj S^ Sn
'

'

FUEL CHIEF

TEL. 4743 F0R PROMPT
FURNACE OIL
FUEL OIL DELIVERY
Nlfiltts and Holidays 8-3450

LAMINATED SKIIS-melnl edging, plastic coaled , Complole wlth-blndtng*, DlsD/iMBENEK'S, 9lh
, »2?,VI,
¦
¦ coun|Zprice
& Mankato ,' ' . .
"
DUR N M0PIL FUEL OIL and en|oy the
comfort el automatic personal cdra,
Keep lull aarvlca - complele ourner
, care, Bud<get plan and nunrnntted price .
order
tod «y from JOSWICK 'S FUEL a,
.
OIL CO,, »0I E. Blh. Tol, 3389, , - ,
YOU, lavtdi and alnved' lor vynil-fo-wall
carpel, K«p II now vrtlh Blue Lustre,
- Renl eleclrlc-shampooer,
*l,¦ H. Choate
¦
fc . Co,;,

, ,

, . - ' ;. ;

" ..

- ¦, - ' ' ; .

-

LIVING ROOM furniture, Da,y*n-btd
and maichlna chain % occasional
chairs, 2 end tables
and coflee
¦ ¦ ¦¦ table,
ta\, %y. . ' : ,;. ¦ ¦"' "
,Q,I. JOE action ioldler/ Hit price \Vti,
special \\,fi , Lofqulsr
Variety/ Miracle
¦ ¦
. ' Mall,

;,

. /

:z4957"GAI)ILLAC 4;dqpr

.CHEVROLET—1957 "-4-door'- sedan.
¦ . OavV:
. '- ; ".; ' ":' - . / ;='.
; Lilla.,- 761: Ei 8th.. '.'

.-Hardtop i light grey, ; black
.top, power stceringV power
-braices , - . power; •: wihdoWg,

F'ORD-^1955, V-l/- new: tires*.'; motor'.". In.
-• Oood condlt'lbrf, priced. ' right. Mary. Loy '
. . -.Peters,' .. Kellogo,'. 'Mlhh; Tel. - 7-7-234A.

. . .power seat ,' ; white sidewMl

'
1963 ; CHfe YR OLET,Bci}[ A if , Z;tires:, radi o . apdZheatcr ^ :;

'
;
^ RFUGra) Tn- SEI;Lr ' . - •!

¦
VS ,} ,-ia (it o m •«.•'¦- ..
t i c : transrriissioh ,
Z radio; ::h e a¦X. 'a-rZ
§
.
"p o w>.r;.steering,;''
; -power, brakes,- sol-: .

id: xarayan•' '.'..gold . :. :;- -.;:R .inCK ->;-0Lr)SMC)BrL;H;v:
¦., finish
- ..Open lvt op.'-f t .'.''Fri,;N'i'Bht .. .
- ...- ,
.with ' . match- : ;
•ing. interior , whitewalls ,' .;;

'¦yp/ f i 069S:''^y.y. y T^62:pLQSAAp r3fy

^^fiiitSS

¦.4-d6pr Sfedan,
tu-tone ;i- erJ/.
¦white , V-8, whitewall
' ti t-'c.s, "
.
.
¦ automatic;" transmission; !f ix-. '
: tra clean. ' YOU-HAVE ' TO >mvWV-'.2nd ; ': , -;:V .;T.e.lC:;.«.!?7;l.t " "' ¦
: ; ,
-AND1:' DRIVE -1 -THIS- .
'
-SEE:
;
"^^pen :Moii' , &l,'F ri. Evenirigs
ZONE • fO - BELIEVE it-.-Z
"
-ZWA-SZ '$1695: - -NQW-V ONtY
;.;- . ¦.¦:- • "." ' ;';;:.•:- • ¦..• " .
z$i mY :
' yy
"
y-

y^OmpBC^Sy

;
iNQN V\;UTG> f
:v;;z;SayeWQ U;'v 'V : •X:\A/.
v 'ZV' Y RAMBLER /^'Z OG_ '•:.- '.
DO

yy ^Npiye^

. Zi 964. Corn^tZ4.tfp6r. ' ;..-r..$i,9£iSy.' ' • ..Operi .Mbn',-Wed:^Fri..ZEvR. Z .
i%3:6pinet ;4rdQor . Z.- . $1305 .. 3rd & Mankato- Z.Te!. *Sfii3'
'.' $i295> - ';
3903 F_leon:wagop. ..',' ¦
-;
:
"
. ,:19fi2 'EalGoh^uitUra : :<. : $10^ ' ;.-.
i%i Cornet :4-.door; :U $: 895 V
¦
¦
• ', 1961 -Faleoii 4-door ;.Z. - .; f.795 ';' .¦
' -I960. Falcon vvagbn .-. . $ 795
PLYMOUm :
:\}965:
v
¦' ' • ¦S
¦
;,; - b;te.l.l,iti5 ': ' '-[y -y
• i960 Rambler .wagon i •$ 595.' .;.
^
"I960:Valiantrlardtpp- : 'i 495.y
', car is;
.2-dp6r•
hardtop.
.This
;
. 1960 Falcon 4-door . :Z $ .395.;;. equipped:, with loads of c.v
.
. . 1.960.Falcon :2'-dpor.¦•»- y i .295 '.-:
tras , .361. cu:- '• in. :engine ,;-

"HAN:^:;JEZEWSKi,
(Winona 's OJlly ..Real : Ettate '. Buyer) ,.
Tel.. .6388 or- 7093' • .-;P ,p'.- - -8ox; 34.S,/-

; able..";.; ./:; ' "'"''

" 6th - ..SL,. Gdvwi-:.TcI. 735*. - '

8W9-2272. • . . "

¦¦¦
' » - p ii dVtiirqu6iis 0.
i '¦
¦ Chrysler;V ..Plymbuth
10f | V ¦-••'' ' / fihish ,"' radio,:-heat- •
\'.:- --";./ '-zeri-Za:U/to!m.:_'-t :.i -c'-.;• ¦Open Mon . & Fri; Nights ¦
STAR .TOrJET will start .your car In seci'
- .. dnd's' every day'. For more : Ihforrriatlon
\ /: :t :' 'r': a n:-8 -^ : s- :
or dealership call Dlam6h<j '• K Enter
vs
i;0;n
whitewall
,
•
¦
\
/;
• • crises-, St. .-Charles ' ?32'-436B. ;';-;¦ .' i V :tire's.: Local.; opeZ ;Mobi)«i H<omiB$,; Tr^iiei-jf- 11i;
¦
:. '.. ::.:. owner , car , - sold'
mobHe - 'hbnie,'- IDx55V;3 -bedNEW and .serviced ;.by. your . STAR—Hit
'-roorns.. .Tel. e-211,1, - ' . '¦ ' .
Accessories, Ti>»is
, P«|rfs.

'.

^; $.r295^::/zr

lii'SKisy

,.• Z^ . ' ; ' " ¦;- .:

WBiB^

,

,' ,; .

m

m.

9.

; . -: - ,

,z We S_rvice . and Stock ','. - '
¦;¦
'
¦ - Needles :for -all ••
..¦:, zRECORD zPLApRS
Hardt-S' . Music Store

Nelson Tire's';-<
Bargain: Center;
:

' GR:EA"r ;BUYS QN::z

;,
;;:z ' v/ l;-$25GD- .z;;; :':;
¦

RUiCK .; 0]UDSMOBILE
, ' Open; Mon, &'Fri. Night ., . ' :¦

Ti res
¦"¦V ¦
-^ Passenger
Z
;¦; 19^ 1 DODGE ; :
'
'
,
.TiresZ
.:.
^'T
r
u
c
k
;" :
. y '}y4: Door Sfedan ' "Houses for Sale
.9.9
:
!
¦
¦
' ' - . ¦¦¦- FREE;' ' " ' .'".;: ' ¦- ';' ' "'• STOCKTpN, MINN.r-3-apt. building and
'
Tractor
Tires
•
•JV
.
,Z
"
V-ti y automatic transmission,
vacant lot, , Must be sold. Aodress ¦ In-Hom e Demonstration
':¦ ' ¦
xt ulrles't o- 'lhe- 'Merchants National Bank,
'
p o w e r Steering, : tu-tone
¦'
'
;Ndyy
:
'
A
T
;
;,
'
SHOP
.
;;
'
"
Tel;
2837.
Oept.,
Winona.
Trust
. ,
: green/whitp ; whitewall tires ,
of Beautiful . ,
PHILCO ; GOLOlt T V z FOR ' SALE 'CR, RENT,
4-foom house, "¦' . - '"' w; 5tri ;& RRr Tracks . ,;
power b r a k e s . VERY
' Flllh SI,, Alio 1 lor snl« or .rent'In
' ' , «as|
CLEAN INSIDE AND OUT;
runFountain City, 3 family house wllh
FIRESTONE STORE
ning spring vj'atcr, 2; lots , on ; North Old . "Wagon Works " . .Blcj g.
W
as $1095. Now only $795.
.
'
'

.
.
¦ ¦ flnrann. Th is' place; Is fully ' .equipped
~
- ', -for; raising f ruit and honov. ' it ' , even
• lias a processing,building with, n large TR|UrV A PH-'r l^oS, AS0CC. ' oxcrTlent c'ondlZ
-'
Sttyiing Mathlhos
73 • winlh-ln ¦ coolor, .Call. ' lis , lor ¦: ,complete ' tion. Tel, Cochrnne .24I-23M,
• Information. ARTS , AGENCY, ' INC, 159
1
¦
¦
'
nMV/
MOTQ
RCYCLE
S
,
USER SINGER; console; very.clean, for- Wfllnut S.I, THi , 8-4365. . . . ,
Ronrv riRos.
¦' ¦¦
ward and rovon« Mitch, In ,r>lnnd r.ar>
. Mnlnr' cycln Shop, ' .W3 . t!,.4tli;; - ' .
'
will
not
find. '
O.
A
CLFANER
home
you
. Inol , WINONA SEWING CO,, SSI Huff ,
¦ ;¦ ' ' '
AH rbdcr.prniecl In. nond laale and avall- .Tel. 9348. , .: .
. ' winio , You '-cin, move In tho same , day trucks, Tr-ct'i tralleri _,08
•you decide ' to own "II. Choice , wait: In-'
- . . Lots ' ' of storage
Stoves, Furnaces, Part*
75 . cation.• .'2. bedrdorris,.
]1iti . 'i'lon picKup, , Unit - ' nlfnri
^reas; Call us lor complete Inlormallon FORD-' Vi\ 4Hlh Ave.
,
, . ¦/;
SIECLER HGATERS, oil. or pas, , InslalT. w this now listing. , ADT5 AGENCY,
- ed, sold servlcedi Aladdin niue l^lnmi ' INC ., • IM- - VV4lnul -St , Tal, I-4365;: . ,.
oorlahla heater si also oil tiurnar narls ,
; RANGE DU BURNER CO,, ?07 E, "5II> |M;0(70oVlEW--3 h(tr|rnam rnmhlar, afSt , Tel,, V479, AdfjIph . Mlchrtlownm.
¦ ' hrae/oway, , For
¦ lachedi oirajia and
mnm Information • ¦ - ' ¦
Rnnchoro Pickup

'. «-2eei or Inquire ' lilil W. Mark,

; • i96i:

Z C^IJEEN , ^,,. :
.„ Re^islrnlioir (!ar<ls
¦¦
, ' ' " ' are in the .mail ';,¦ ¦;
Bring jour card , in.
REGISTER FOR
¦ A
' : ,' "' "; ' ' : TREE ¦ ¦/

. Portable Furhau Q z

R A; K RAUSE CO.
"iirpezy Acrns ",\
' Hwys. 14 arid fil En'sl

VnlJciy Dj stribuf.infi' (-o, ;
107 Main St. -

¦
t)Q Ymi Wdiil .. . ,

1' , '- Export counseling nnd
' property evnlualion? ,

1

, ?. ,PI,'iiiiiCfl s-ilpfi promotion ,
,' , ' .for ynur properly ')' ¦;¦
; iJ. ' Tpp 'mnrk ' oi. ynlu c ',' ;
U , 4, Kesull.s l M ' ¦' :¦ '¦

litalnre

.:

.

'

'
.

.

'
¦¦

:

i'

'

''»

*
f
. . '

.

"

'

''

'

¦

'
.-

'
. Tr.l. im

5 .mud aiid ' - siiQw tli:os , ",tu(,011c (urt|uoiHC - 'nn 'rf whi(<i
bucket srials,' metn! cnb ,
driven only; 13,000 miles. .;
¦ ¦•RKAnr TO 0p .TO WORK
: . Sold new for '. tWOO
, Nnw, only ,

;

¦

f ¦' j * in.1 UP ¦ 1U i wf /f i y i
- ,(50 1 MA i» SI.

' ¦' , '

¦ 1962 JEEP
4 WH EEL;DRIV E

S^llingp

NEW AND I/SBC SKATRS nnd we trade, - , h H« price , only IN . JO ai yviiJONA
TYPEWRITER SERVICE , ' l a l ' . K, 3rd,
Men'* and LAdlof as - low ai |7,ea,
Ou(-dor Slort, .\»J. 'Ev 3ro\ ;
- ¦ vyinona , T«l.' «')300, , "

FALGON ::

in;pnn actual mjlei

¦
:
. ' . : ' ¦ Thinking ; Of ;.

bEEP FR^gZE, ' Connfallrillon unthesl
Ilka new. To aeitle , estate, *115.
¦ 2type,
oloctrlc loncora arxt thecp Jhearlng
Aloutfit' w|»h molor, Hnn r » Kalmel,
Typ«wlfer«
. luro,- Minn; , , Z ¦ ,' ¦•
,
'
SPEED .QU(5BN . . ' wln'fl«r washlna ma. <Jfve A ^ORTAPL- for Chrhlmin, an
ehln», tar-tio Wonder hone, 6.yedr il;e Ollvetll.Undarvwood/ Ina • porlAbla typecrib and mat Iran, small kllcli<n oil vvrller lor peopio flolno piacoa , Tnf Let. heatar, ?W gal,' fuel oil tank, 670x13 - tera.32 lia.v |n« advnnUfios o( loll M M
' innwtlrea and wheelv, U" boy* Ulcy- office machine only II . l< llOftl and
ole, 168 High Forest.
illm,: slim- enQ UBh 10 iHp 11*19 -fl "C ,K
drflwar , The i-nost, rfmarkabl r

TEL, 8-3007 ;

;.

;§fS|l5|\i

;1963 1>ON^AC 4zaoor;. .

¦Ey C O M P l i ty TE ty
Pontiac: ZDealer.
;M0foR ,Ju^Evyp ; :Sv '

FOR ' SALE ' . to.- ,settle eist' altt'U-290- ¦ acre
. dairy . or ' stock " (arm . '• ¦¦wltlj.¦ about . 130
Z. ncrcs - tillable ,. -Located . .4 ' rrilles from
i Wis; 96. It.;,basement -barn ¦ Cjalesvllle
I'S. ' room modern house;' Grade .A milk •
'
'
. : • • ' ' ' TRANSFER SVSTEMS ' , ', . , ,
. house, ele. Contact .. Northern . Invest- .
Pe'rnia'nant cr. Portable ', - -,
Independence, Wis.;. '. Real
'mont; Co.,
'
Estate ¦ -Broke rs- or- .' Alvin: Kohner,
WI- .
, Ed's Retrlgera tlon-S, Dairy Supplies.
,' ' '
' ¦.
;. J55-; E; 4th. . .: .' . ' v ' .;' '
T«I.
5532
riona,
Tcf,' 4980,' '
Mlpn.,
'. ' .' „;¦/ - . SMALL ENGINE ' : ¦ ,
R_<j ipij; fel»vl*ion z : z7l ,rry F ARMS- - ' -.FARM'S' . - Z FARMS7"~
¦ .
:. SERVICE - R E P A I R : ' •' .
. We buy, wa: soil, w» trade.
: Fast — Economical . ' .
'REALTY
CO,
'
MIDWEST
^TRANSISTOR , RADIOS :- , ., ¦ ', Osseo, WisV. . . . - . - '
.'¦ •' ROBB BROS, STORE Z.
¦ ¦' ' ,.
-,vy« have 40 dlllercnt rnodtls oh hand
, 57* E-. ;4th ¦¦ ¦.'.' • • .: ' " ; " , Tel;. . 400) .
- ' . . ¦' ' • . Res. 695-3157 ' '.
"
. at .cur.' .' stdra, We' service all we, sell,
, ,. Tel, - ' Office 597.3SW ' ' .': . Come In' or call • WINONA: . FIRE JV
:
POWER ..CO., . 54 E, 2nd, Tel. . 5065;

slove; 2 oil . burners,
APT
¦ " ¦l.* ,,' SIZE elncirlc
rborp *Uc , 1-5 room 1 new slop sink) ,
. .' .' tilting ' Idblo nownr saiv, ,. Ideal' for
'

¦'
'
.".Tel" «33«. ¦/ -. :¦ '-. .:;.. :

.
:
STUOEBAKER ~-. "HStt - :cK' aii*Won .-: Mi?
;¦ . Good 'runnthb- . condition.' '42.2 Sioux - Si;;- a UIC K—1937 •5p.»eie, i' .',.4-deor- ¦ .'S'B'ort ' •j eeW*
• -" •xceptl oAaliy. ' cli:an: ¦o'i ' ;nn't::..T«ii;-.. MS', ..(, ¦'
'rnlj
Av>
PONflAC-1'W :4 .<Seer ' - hardtop. ', ¦in^. d'nod - .3250:.. 511- inrcti'
¦ . :¦ ¦-»-. ".: Cresc
. - .' •' ¦' • '
.
177 .Minn-. - : - .- ' .-; ' - I . "
• nmnlno, ' cond itlori;:' SpeiU- -.¦Texaco,
¦
¦
•
' • ' ;.- .'
•: Walnut- st. .; -. ':' , '. •

'

,.

Sale*

¦

FO.RD--1M0- -t 'arllner 2-donr h'a' rdtccr,. V.¦*.,
': Jiufometic nevv engine. . tlr«s ' ind paint.
. '• 'R«»( : Cii»n, . -T-ei:'*sJv. ; " ;. . :.;
LINCOL'N-i'il53'^(*,' -:WeipJloh'«L'. 'iil7li

" Z-Zt09'

i^RDSl

TED.MAIER DRUGS

PL-rMbUTH-^l>H—J^8dr.'-.-T»i;-^|>.lq74
"weekerids or, fltir. -l- p.m;. w««kdev;»; ¦ '

;y .^m'.- We XdveVtls.e,Qu'r-prleif• -, «^. '" ;.

••

100 cc-vial ..v . . $9.98 Z' ' ••

CHEVROLE 'T-^-.iM.rfaitor. ..'nil' nw/ nilv
¦ »er. 'ilxcell«hl. -condition; Inquire .'
¦ -Mark. -:- . • ¦' ¦ '¦ ¦•;: '¦ ¦,(¦ ' ¦ '. ¦ ' '. ' ',,'M; O' - ' ¦E¦.
,:.
'
. •
. ; ;

FORD, .' t»si' V^idn- pickup.- IIJO ^' IMI
Chevrolet, : »1SW 19J4 Oldirnobile, 1133.
. WILSON. -STORE. . Till.' BfriWl.' ;' .- ..-;'-.. 6WCr-iirl'»Sl':-'lW-ton ytruci(r'. slock ~r«ck,"
GAAC -.' 1951 . T/j-.lon - IrucK,,' slco'k . rack;
Brain t»nk, ' i joo i tirii.- S)ahlty-Bpntl,
Fountain ClfyZ Wli, Tel. . '68M8M'.' • ' '

UitBd Car*:\:

y -y \."109

pbwer.Z s .t e e .r-i n' g.Z power
brakes,. :. radio , : -with ' rear
'
.speaker ,;-.red . bucket ¦ seats,.•LARGE . DAIR.V ^fj/ rrt for, rchf;)n - ,Hous'|on
\n_Wnirlfffr7 :"el". 2551
' 'County'. ContactVEImer Sash, Browns- autohiatic ' ;.;cchter- ; console.
^ m mf ry ':-.
y ^ m Wy
-. (Jiie, . Minn. ',Tel.. 567:3811. ..: ' ."¦; ,¦¦ - •;
This, locally owned ; iautbrrio' • NSCB»r Exchange fildg. ;.'
¦
Houses Zfo rZRent; '" '. .{ ¦ :S5 •' ¦ ' • •
- y '4 1 Years: inzYHrJonav Z r - j; bile-:.has; 19;000 actual . rhilesi
• 'ypp^*." '¦ ' •
. more at : l ower cost';"'¦- . >. - '.- ¦'
¦¦"
and remainder of Chrysler
,
•V Lin
FIVE ROOMS' and balh',- gas .heal,.avail,
5
; 'colj i-Tlrlercur^'ralcoh'¦ .
:. .year-. .50,000. .mile, factory
Furh., Rugs, Linoleum ;Z64 :.-.' .able- .at '-once; .)<S04 W, 5th. tel,,La-Cres - '
.:.; :. - Cdbef'Fairlane '.;¦" ' -.yi- :warranty,, in .other .-words, '4
.- c«nf. 8M-2571'- lor appolrttme'rit;. . '
yi/anfe-r^Raai: Estill Z 102
FIVE
PC. GROUP-2 Walnut stepvtables.
"¦'•'. . Open;--Mon., :Fri. Eve :: Z- • years.Zand,31,000 lhilies; •¦¦
¦'
'- .cocktail, . 2 ... decorative:.table ALL'. MODERN-r5' :room :house and bath,-;
..
¦ matching:
¦
:
. and Saturday: .afternoons , ¦'> ¦;:
«/est ' location: ;Tel. ;>32i; :.-;•' . . : ' -.. ' .. WILL ZPAY : it IGHEST-: CASH ' PRICES
larnps.'--. .' .Complete .- : S38 at ¦ ' BURKE'S
ZSEE - IT W DRIVE IT ^> '
. -'FyRNfTURE. - AAART, . .3rd . -4 .- .Franklin.
. :. FOR , YOUR. CITY" PROPERTY . '- '
-TV/OrBEDROpM rpodern .house .with, garWANT TO. BUY IT.
YOU'LL
¦
:
¦
¦ ' '
' ' den space,. Tel. -24S8. •' " ¦¦:¦
'
YOU BEt WE- -carry > 'Wide variety of

;;

HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS .. - new and
used, free' .servicing . and ,-have , a full
line . of : parts . In ' slock. .Alma, .Motors ,
" • Akria, .Wis. Tol. . 665-3235;-- - • .-. ¦

:
^iW. CairiZ - :; ';:;:"

•Trucki,'-;Tr_ ' ct's:'--ti;«il^i'»': 106

y'.* Check .^ Compressidri . .
'
¦•zCheck '. 'Plugs ;.
Wanted^riLivestock
4fi
; '
-. • zCheck. Points . .
:; '" ;
¦ "
;
¦ '- ¦ ' '
:- :z ,:APPl_ES: :z:;;z. '.;;'
FOR' .' YOUR" BEST:' hog. market- ' 'contact.
- t
__ "ik; *»'•- • • - - '
75;ZW.;2rid ; .- ;:/ie!( ;8-271,l^
¦
•
'
Mlrtn.
Tel.
Casey Msrcks, ¦ ¦St,- Charles,
•
¦
:;J,zz BOB • z- : z ¦ • Check Generating System '. Open
;
¦
. For your ChristTnas ' enjoy• •.; ¦: >;;. ¦.
. . .. M2-4i2o, '- '
- ' " ;. ' ; '.
Men, AV ^i, -Eyeningi'
gift.
the
ment
or
as
a
...' i Check Radiator - ; ;¦
.whole
LEWISTOri LIVESTOCK .MARKET' "family can enjoy . . Refeiger,
A'- real goi)d.. 'a;«ctiori.. friflrket. for your .
•;.¦I3 cylinder , cars ;$Gi9!) -'".'
.
.ated storage;^'. :'
. . livestock . - Dalr.y cattle on., hand - all
ifl65zCHI^ROLET , Bel Air
¦
. . week, - hogs ^bought every .;day.' ;Trucks ,
¦'¦¦' '
ii Re^ LTOR
.availably. . Sale : .Thurs." Tel, -2667, '• ¦
• .8 .Cylinder Car's. $7-.9S,: :
Jay- " Spi'ttier 's' - '"-'. - •'; .'
¦¦
ECHO LODGE ORCHARDS'
¦¦. ' ¦ ¦• •; ' .'Parts 'Extra ' •' .. . - ' ' ¦•:;¦ ;:' • • -, Station ' " Wagohi .-automati c '
>EE_ ER: .P IGSZwanled, 40 lbs. or over,.
'
.
.
'
'
^
.
'- - state breed, ' Weight and- .price. Norberttransmissipn^ -, V^. " engine, ,Z
.,"3 miies. 'E. ' 6f Marshland ' ,'
Lltscher, Fountain eity,--Wls. Tel. 86B7- .
.
power
s t e e r i n g " ,:' power:
¦
'
'
'
'
'
¦
'
'
'
.:.;-and '^ rrille off. 'Hwy .'V35; '.
. '; ;"
,• ;
. 38<3. , ; . . . . . . •' :¦ .
. brakes,; power rear ; deck -Z;
y ; " 96
Wanted
io
Herit
' -. window , white. sidewail . tires,.
¦ •* ii >, 1.«* « » « ' ¦„ ¦
,¦
Farm- irriplements . "¦;, ' ;' ' .48 Musical Merchandise
.
.^.: 70 . W*NT- .ZT O .- RENT ;;GARAG:E; ' Til. 4825
tinted glass ,\ radio, heater ;. ;
¦ between, ,5 ard ' ,/ ,.' p.m , '
ALLIS.CHA.CMERS manure loader, with UPFSIGHT. PIANO,-. .' completely. rebiiilL :;
' ^AUTO -SERVICE CENTfiR ;; ". Light '-gFeen in color. 23,000 .
¦
'snbwbucket, LaVerne Melsoni' Rushford,
Piano Service ,. Minne- Farms, Land for Sale ;
actual ; miles, owner's: name:
' . . , .:. ¦ ¦ ' • , Edwin L, Maus.Minn. ' Tel. , 664.9110.' - . ,
. 98
;;' ::- ':- .'MIRACLEzMAtL ^ %y
'
' jofa . Clly,, ¦ ¦ Minn; '-Tel. Rollingstone
; •
. "Upon .request; .':•
;'
' •
; ¦'

WAN WANTED for : (lenoml farmwork., OABY SITTING wanlei). •venlnos and INCOMPLET^set of slerllnrt sllvnr
¦ llalware, -''Sumnief Sona " by .. Lj nl,
weekends, Tel. H81. ' - . Te|. Psterson 875-61*3. :

^¦,':"P.il CO.

OFFIC.ES 'ZlN; Morgan.' Bids.,, sliitjie, '. doir- ¦ :bie .. 0r ' up-tb- suite of. 4,;Se 'e':¦Steve; Morgan at .'-M'orpfln's -Jewelry ';
..' . '-;

' . Animal Hoollh Cerilor - ' ;":, Leading : office / equipment
¦'
Downtown & Miracle Mali
manufacturer has opening
..for man of good appearance , Hay, Grain, feed
50
with car, who desires an '
ALFALFA HAY. Cnll or write
above average income; lib- (JUALITY
Konnolli Tlougan, .Plainview, Minn. Tel.
200 W. .3rtJ
terms; C, . SHANK, 5J2
Tel. .8-4343 ' Shore Dr.' Ronl
eral draw. ':
' 534-2268. 1 , ' : ' . .: ¦ ' ' . ' , ' ', •, ' . • -' ", :¦ . . :
.
E.' ; 3rd.- . .; ¦ '.- ' . ' , ;., -: . .-'- , ,-: ' - , , ,- ; ' .
'
Phone collect : Mr. , Steve GOOD. HORSE .HAY-170 bales, Victor
"
107
LIVE LI KCE A KING durlnn yotir re- Mptprcyct«j , Bicycles
Minn., - . '<Plck ... Refrigerators Z
' Lamoille,
721 p.tlrcmoht
ManiaCi FE 3-30B7; or write , • . '.Gunderson,.
on. nils small acronge, .located
¦
•
¦
•
w|ck7.„
- .' ,
'WS Su' por ', Sport <5CC, excellan'l
.IIONDA-'I
Your
,
wllr
will
rioir
west
clly
limits.
'
Minneapolis
,
324 Sz 4th St.
KELVINATOR . REFRIGERATO Rr-slnnd; ,love.Ihe benulilul ' home. Allnchctl }.car : cnndlllon; )-3M rnllas, -To|, B-D1I4 'allor ' ' .- - Minnesota, ¦ ' ' '. . ;¦
5,30, ,
.
Articint for
S7 . ard size ,. In good . condition, 130, Tal, ¦

WOMEN OF WI NONA A RISEl Insist] on
an In-Slnk-Eralor Garbage Disposal un.. dor your Christmas tree. Of course, |»
' -will work belter under ' your sink and
vve will bfr happy to ;lnslall to
It ' there as
okay lt.
'. ' . ebon, as you get the hubb^ i
(The ln-Slnk-Erator .chows up . pulpy
- foods', , tough |lbors,, hard , bonos-quickly,
' and easily.)' .

FRANK ' O'LAUGHLIN
;

;for light, control. Available year around.
. SPELTZ CHICK -HATCHERY,' Rolling¦
;' *lpne,- -Mlrin, ..Tel; .846»;23U. '- "Z - ' '

ARMI:DE)<AHl;- :10O.'

COMMISSION

THE. FuilerZ Brush' Co. - ,has - openings for
two ladles, to represent Fuller , cosrnotlci and cleaning products ; in .'tht
Winona area; IS hours week, ' . flexible.
' achedule, S5.20 per.hour. ' For Interview
write Jerry Johnson, Rt. ' 3| Rochester,

Business Places for Rent 92

M;

£

#'tEip@ig

§§M§Wi

DRY OAK', block . wood, •.Tel.....a687-477.1.

,-. high, grade- coals. Commander, 3 sizes,
furnace, , stove ' epd ' range; '.'Petroleum
•fcohe; ' ¦ Pocahontas; .Berwihd . Briquets;
• Relss 50-50; Brlciuats;-' Stott " Petroleum
PUREBRED . DO R OC- boah about - 500 ' Briijuefs; Wlnler/klng. EggJ ' S Varieties
of stoker coals; JOSWICK'S FUEL «.
lbs;;; also -some younger boars. Grant
8th. ''Where you. get
¦"'• Wermager, Rushford, Minn.; : (Brats- '- . OIL; CO'.-,. .901 ' .E,'
¦
'

.' ' .'MWatt :Tai*:TiT)e - .
;y .\ z 25 :Sulfd;Bstrep; z;:
': .-Engine' Heaters - '" .
:
; "
'
Installed
;
'¦
;Scour;
Bbluses .:;•
<ti ri ^
¦
'
'
:^ ;iy , o%;6 qyi. cars
'• . . '\Wi1h Pree. Ballirg -Giin -.• '-' ¦'
- ' "' ¦¦
:
'
''$4 69 '"
Installed
v-:
•
<tlT ;Qvl
;
;^V :l .; 0^. :f3;ctyl:;Cars - ,:y: As vfesistant^ Shoe :' TED MAI R PRU
-:' . . .- . ' ¦' Animal 'Health
Center ' ;
«6ffer fexpires
Sat., Pec, llthi
.:. ' :' . . . Downtown . St Miracle. Mall '.
;t
:: ' aaARGE ITJ 'Z : ; .
;PEPTv> MANAGER : Poultry, E_gs,; Supplies 44
z
¦
. '.-.' MtBtZhaye 2 years . college
BUY
ARBOR
QUEENS,' excellent
; or comparable sales experi- Z ' for. .egg ' sire;.ACRE
-Interior- -quality -and pro-'
.
jgreat
chance
v
ehce.
Here
s
a
20.Weeks pulieti available all
¦ year arburid; For quality ask for Arbor
-VMi r.aele;; ail:':';.;i:': ¦'] tp advance'.:toi;;: ..> : - : ;¦ ;¦ • •':.ductlon.
.
.' ;.;
• Acre • Queen " pullets. :• "Wlriona Chick
*- /Hours' S-S .Mon- -^.
.thru . Sat. .-, .
;; Hatchery, 56 E;. 2nd,.,yvihoria:. Tel. 'S«i4,
. Sunday 1-6-. '-¦v:;, ;'-; " ; \ Depa rtment ;Mdhager.
DEK-AL B .-20-w'e ek- pullets ' grown .- by. "pro;'
fessionals,- fn. new environment conSM_ARY
Z
trolled buildings, . that are windowless
Z14 Z STARTINGBusiness Services
COMPLETE ': circular- saw service, - IplntIng, gumming, sharpening; and letting,
-y
. 3 0 Otis ;St;ZTel. ' 3S38. , " . ' ; '

Cjpal; Wood,: Other: Fu»l 03

¦¦
.'¦ • -•" ' ' Rrfm'^y,,PeeeA!if!t.fl, 1 m¦.¦mNWA} ^Al!bTr1&n:f t

'¦ ¦ ¦:. 77" Hou'i«* ; for- -5 -Ift-:;. .-;" ;,; :'' ."39

.fyp«wrlt«tt;.:-

'

$1700

WALZ
¦
'

'" ;¦; '
-

PU ,IC :K nLns Monii.r:
CipriV .Mmi. rV Fi'ii Ninhl. ¦',

Wj NONT A, UTO
"

RAWBL ER /~\ . DODb'^.

::^,SA

L;ES:.;^Z

.O peh Mon , & Fri,;Eve.
3rd & Mnnknto ;.T«l., 'fl.3649 -

WE ARE OPEN
Drivci downtown ' nnd
Sec , ou'r ' . , '

r'^ . Ewi.steN'-^.v

.Aii'd (lie entire block between
.Sncpnrl. IIIKI Th i rd on Huff .
¦
Ht' up'i ' ,' " ; ' ' '' ¦
"
¦'

:Z'' ;

' . Over 100
'
NEW AND. USED OAKS .
, : on Displayz
- for your wind,ion, ' ¦

RENT ' OR ' -SALE '-e-Tralleri' -nnd .- campT
; , ers; ." Leahy's, Buffalo Cify. Wis. Te), ' •
epchrahe .348-2532 or 248-2470. . > J :

SEE pUR - ' Una «lecflonZ.efZ new ' and
used mobile. homes, all slies, . Bank
financing. . 7.year plan. COULEE MOi
BILE, HOME SALES,. -MwY.K 'U-ilV-ei;
". Wlnoni!.. ; T*l.- 4276. : ; - ¦ • ;¦;
' '- .-

..

,

.

HWY; ilZ Mcbii»ZHbme Ssles, east of '
•' .SlienflrlrLa -'Motel, 'We -have - .U. :wliJe'«
- on hand, also new \96i ' model t-wldes.
' Tel.::B-3W6. -; . .
;. .. ."/' / , - .
-il

'

.

' '"

' ' ,

'

, ' .' ¦*

"

Mobij e . Homes . -:
La-.Croisse
•'. - ¦.. New & Used : : '•' "' -

Z v^pLLOHOME ':
^Z .lV-Zraile
S of- City .limits on ' :

. ;
¦
:Z" Z ; Hwy -' j 4i-' z ; 'y y . :' .;¦ "." . . /. '' ;
•Lyle Norskpg,:. HpUis Nprskog ,
¦¦'
; ¦ ¦
.;. Tel. La" Crosse:i-8_54 "
Auction Salei
¦ - . CARL, FANN JR. • .
•
and Licensed.
- •AUCTIONEER , - Bonded
¦' '
¦
". Rushford, - Minn.' . - • . - -Tal. -tii-mi , ".
• ' Houjehold ^Goods' Our ' Specially- HIL H. DUELLMAN, Fountain City, ¦
¦•:. Wis.' Tel . 8687-3631 or B687.36?*.;
¦¦
Z
' ' ¦ : ¦ ', • ALVIN KOHNER .
AUCTIONEER , Clly. and state ' llcenied
, end 'bonded. 2SJ Liberty St. ' - (CornerZ' B; ,5th and ¦ -Liberty) T»l "47B0; , .; ;,

¦ ¦ ¦ - .y, MINNESOTA- -' y y
. .

Land . &^ Auction . Sales
¦'

Everett J. Kohner , „ - .
, 1J8 Walnut. Tel. 8-3710, alter hours 7114
DEC. 7-Tues,. 12:30.p.m. Livestoc k ' Sale;'
. at: .Lanesboro Sales Comrnlj ;,lon. Tor- .
slrom ' s, Charolals Farm slocki W^.llnr
Ode,, •uctlcneert ;Thorp Saipy. Corp.,
' .clerk. ' , . ' ¦ ' ¦ , ¦' ; - ;. Z ' : . . ' ' '
"
DEC . 8-Wed, 10 a:m, ' J mlloV:s! nt
,
Arcadia on County . Trunk ' 1" to
Myers Valley' cemetery', "then. 1 hille
Z
¦
E,"on loWp- road,. Charles (Carl) Znllrr
Alvin ' Kohner , - auctioneer
' Estate)
.' Northern; Inv. Co, ,' clork.
DEC , ' :8-Wed , 10 a '.m,- - 12 mile s S.W,
..of Houston . Minn, Raymond Bnlrtt- K
R ,- . t', Ironj; : owne'rsr Frlck' ion ,- A
Schroedtr, audlonceri; . M|nn; Lund
R. Aucljon S«rv„ clerK. , ;
¦DEC,.;8—Wed , 11 a.m. * ¦ mlln^ w, nf
¦Lanesboro on Irish Rldoc Road, ,/rirtn
; RcdAlei\ f. Kmidien, flue¦ Quinn,,avm*n
lloncorsi Thorp 'Sales Corp., clerk.
PEC. 9—Thu r'il |l!.10 a.m: V >. mill's fi.
, nt Ossan on in.lo "M", ih.ijn' ¦ ,',1, ' mlle
'en ivvn»n
. . N, on ''M" , Ewald Bnetch
¦
• • W. A. Zer,K. ' auctioneer ; ¦ 'f\lnr|h«rn Inv,
. CO.. cf nrk." ' , ; . ; , . '

¦
." ' '.- ., . Raymond BoldtVw z
R, E, , Irons " ' ;/

:
:
[AUeTlDM
¦
'
12 miles S.W , of . HnuM nn. '
or 12 miles ' N,W , nf . Spriti¦ K,.'"
Grove in Yucalnn V alley, l i
mile from Yucntan Sloi'p,

,

:
|' ;V !; W^;- :Pec ; , 8;- :.

. Sl.arl.lnfi fll, l,n A m. Sli'irp
l/ii ncb on Rfoiinflr .,
:¦107 - Holstein . ciitil o, ', fl.iii v '
, feed , WORR ;UK I
itsa^j HivRoin^co. equlpmeiU
, , IIH!) D' oil ' ii o ,
equipment,
¦
Tnl. 23!W Or 0210 '., ' truck , n trnclnr * .-mrl ¦ »n;|.; ,
121' Huff

^'k&iiM
OPEN EVERY
W EEK NIGHT ¦
:, 'Til 9:00 . '¦• ¦ . ¦:

¦ ,' ' ¦
;.;
; ciiinery,
". " ,
St'hrorHrT,
Fi'icksoii'A:
¦'
¦';¦
'
Aiictinnecrs '.
Minn. Lnnrl AV Ailoliivi JVi .v ' ,.¦ • ,
'IPI H ',
Z'.Hrn 'PAiionfus.x , I
,

By Roy Crant

BUZ SAWYER
By Ch«.t«r Gould

DICK TRACY

|

BEETLE BAILEY

By Mort Walker

By Chic Young

BLONDIE

TIGER
By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

¦

^^

By Bud Blake

_

—

"----—-^-"-M-WMNWH WHWW-W *

LI'L ABNER

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

By Al Capp
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GIVE A BEAUTIFUL

PRICES TO FIT EVERYONE! ^Sm
AMERICAN MADE AND IMPORTS.
3__ !
^
B
OPEN
Men s Dress Zipp«r

i _>r_ i
-_ i

OVERSHOES EVERY NITE
r
9 p: Gusstt
™r™ £^
™
—————
)Xfl__^_f ^~—"""
—

• Ful|y lin,d

• Full 10 In. high
"
valuei

"CABALLEROS"
FOR WORK or DRESS

I

H
U
B
|H^_^H
jl^^H

Wen 's Unlined
„,
.. . . . ,1 Piece
Molded

iM-^H

^^

S-T-R-E-T-C-H
RUBBERS
^v
« Smart locking
y ^hk
sAWM

j!
jj

TADDAIII IMQ
V ™j^h
J
I
!?
!.
J>

u,» Bt "a

"
JLtaama\\\\\\\
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^
^
BOYS' and YOUTHS'
FRESH RUBBER

•
•
•
•

4-BUCKLE
OVERSHOES
,

• Ll 9 ht in Weifl ht yma%W
j B'\k,
r
• Wafe r & Mildew
F
^mm\ ^mmmmiA¥m\
n
> I V» en
cal
•
Resistant
°" / _ ^Wm
*
_f___\\________\y
S'ZES
* ^^
|N ST0CK
°VER '6
/i ^h^
j Hm W^

imf \^sam\Ww^

J

f^S%1^5>>
f^ltf_M__Rf

OVERSHOES
JlfUf Htm
fUK • Du,v Clefl,ed So1"
^RS__^__ HI • R»'nforc«d Buckles
Heavy

»:::'¦':::' n88 J3^_3Sy ^-$

BOOTS

• Soft viny '
m Flannel

MADE IN U.S.A.

VINYL STRETCH

5x7
_

U.S. MADE AND IMPORT
HEAV Y DUTY 4-BUCKLE

High thine block Satee n finish
jS ^__^Hf\
• _ ., „ lined
Medium weight, full fitting
aTaaaaaaa
Wmmm
mn
>e^_^_^_^_^K/
1 • Full Cunef.
Mud. on U S. last*
v2_F_^__^__HE__
Full gunet
____tff__J__^__H_l_R

SHOE

*3,5

S^^LOCL

LACMES' FIRST QUALITY

o»

j!_____2_flft

xg

8x10
Owl?

4

tl - ^_^H1

• Pul1 TO-in. High
lh °*

i2xu

^6
14x20
ifi_ ?d

FUJ- lY GUARANTEED
____-_-_-.----_-_-_
_-__-««_--____
__--_-«_—_--_-«_
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_____W___m_*T
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____________
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\
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Open Evenings Till 9 p.m. — Sundays I p.m. to 5 p.m.

D
ArilED
IfvvlYEIf

iox<2
20x20
10x16
20x30
_-_-—__ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-__-,

^
^^H
¦
I I

r

__^SB
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HK^flftflj
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1 10x 22

| |
s&fik SLUSH BOOTS IM
l
l
«TAv •? '.

FOR CHRISTMAS
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:
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6x8
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Signature Chair

,. ^^^mmmam
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VVo Order Special Sizes

Luxuriousl y comfortable tilting, dozens of sty le* , hundreds of fab rics and colors , and
beautiful decorator sty ling highlight each signature chair from Kroehler, the wor ld's largest
manufacturer.

^-t tVi
aafa.
•JntW.-t

W,».»UM B>

MUCMIMC

OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 'TIL 9:00 P.M.

covins

Better 7) T T 73 \TT? * O Furniture
_/ O
Mart
L
Buy s at lJ LJ

J\J VX 1

PIENTY OF FREE PARKING BEHIND OUR STORE

I

Friendl y low Terms

AT EAST THIR D AND FRANKLIN

Since 1 893

